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Abstract 
The tonogenetic model (Haudricourt 1954; Matisoff 1970; Mazaudon 1977; 
Thurgood 2002) is well attested in the tonogenetic literature. The model predicts the 
pathways through which tone enters a language. As part of this mode, in onset position, 
voiceless consonants condition a high pitch and voiced consonants condition a low pitch. 
The voicing distinction is then lost, and the tone phonologizes as the primary contrast. 
Although the pathways are well documented, the details of these changes can only be 
studied in cases of ongoing tonogenesis. Zhâke Kurtöp, a Tibeto-Burman language, offers 
a rare opportunity to examine the ongoing processes of tonogenesis.  
Hyslop (2009) investigated tonogenesis in the Tibeto-Burman language Kurtöp in 
detail, by examining voice onset time (VOT) of stops and fundamental frequency on the 
following vowels. She also describes how Kurtöp tone was first phonologized following 
the sonorant consonant onsets, which then spread to the palatal fricative. Hyslop (2009) 
shows that the process continues in the obstruents, which are currently merging the voicing 
distinction in favor of a tonal contrast.  
This thesis builds on Hyslop (2009), showing that place and manner of articulation 
play important roles in Kurtöp tonogenesis. Through acoustic analysis of VOT in stops, 
voicing in fricatives, and the fundamental frequency on proceeding vowels, it is shown that 
the more sonorous onsets (fricatives) are further along in the process of phonologizing 
tone. The results also suggested that place of articulation plays a role in the rate of 
tonogenesis in Kurtöp, evidenced by the increased mergers in retroflexes, followed by 
back places of articulation (palatals and velar) compared to the front places of articulation 
(labials and dental). 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
In the Beginning was the Sino-Tibetan monosyllable, arrayed in its full consonantal 
and vocalic splendor. And the syllable was without tone and devoid of pitch. And 
monotony was on the face of the mora. And the spirit of Change hovered over the 
segments flanking the syllabic nucleus. 
 
And Change said, ‘Let the consonants guarding the vowel to the left and the right 
contribute some of their phonetic features to the vowel in the name of selfless 
intersegmental love, even if the consonants thereby be themselves diminished and lose 
some of their own substance. For their decay or loss will be the sacrifice through which 
Tone will be brought into the world, that linguists in some future time may rejoice.’ 
(Matisoff 1973, 73) 
 
The playful quote above creatively defines the fundamental meaning behind the term 
tonogenesis—the study of tone origins in previously non-tonal languages. The story of 
tonogenesis has been a fascinating and popular topic among linguists even before the 
revolutionary work by André-Georges Haudricourt in the 1950’s. Since Haudricourt’s (1954) 
groundbreaking assessment of tonal development in Vietnamese, linguists have expanded on 
our understanding of tonogenesis. It is generally accepted that tone enters a system through a 
process of lost codas that create a contour tone on the preceding vowel. Tone splits can then be 
conditioned through voicing contrasts in onsets, usually resulting in high and low tone. 
Thurgood (2002) recently expanded our understanding of tonogenesis by examining the role 
of intermediate phonation between the existing phases of the tonogenetic model. The last sixty 
years have seen substantial research on this topic, yet there are still considerable unknowns 
regarding tonogenesis. Taking advantage of rare opportunities to examine languages currently 
undergoing the process of tonogenesis can advance our knowledge of both tonal systems and 
the complexity of languages around the world.  
Hyslop (2009) did exactly this with her research looking at ongoing tonogenesis in 
Zhâke Kurtöp, a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in Northeastern Bhutan. Her study examined 
syllable-initial stops through an acoustical comparison of voice onset time (VOT; Lisker and 
Abramson 1964) and pitch on the vowel following stops. She addressed the tonal properties 
(high and low) following the different voicing types, (specifically, sonorants and palatal 
fricatives), and the ongoing merger between voiced and voiceless stops. She found that tone is 
in the process of replacing the existing contrast in voice for stop initial syllables (Hyslop 
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2009). The results of her study also brought to light some peculiarities of the VOT of the 
speakers’ place of articulation. For example, the lack of retroflexes from one speaker left a gap 
to be further investigated. Also, there was a discrepancy in VOT variation between the two 
speakers’ dental series—one had more variation and one had less. Finally, the merger of one 
speaker’s labial series was contrasted with the other’s. These observations led Hyslop to 
question the role that place of articulation plays in merging voiceless and voiced stops.   
This thesis aims to elaborate the discussion on tonogenesis by addressing the questions 
left by Hyslop (2009). The first goal of this thesis is to confirm the results found in Hyslop 
(2009), using a larger sample size of speakers. The second goal is to address Hyslop’s 
speculation that sonority plays a role in tonogenesis. This thesis looks at the role of sonority in 
obstruents, compares the stop data to that collected for fricatives, and examines the 
progression of tone phonologization following obstruent initial, monosyllabic words. The third 
and final goal is to explore some of the differences found between the speakers’ places of 
articulations by looking at the role that place of articulation for syllable onsets plays in tone 
phonologization in Kurtöp. By addressing place of articulation in tonogenesis of Kurtöp, this 
thesis contributes to an unexplored area of tonogenetic literature.  
A review of existing literature on tonogenesis is provided in Chapter 2. §2.1 discusses 
tone systems, providing a few examples showing the variety of systems found in tonal 
languages around the world. §2.2 looks at the geographical distribution of tone languages 
around the world. This section also addresses areal influence on tone systems. §2.3 addresses 
the triggers of tonogenesis by looking at the existing model put forth by Haudricourt (1954) 
and the changes that have been made to the model with research since his pioneering work. 
§2.4 recapitulates the previous work on Kurtöp tonogenesis in Hyslop’s (2009) study.  
Chapter 3 provides background information on the language situation in Bhutan. §3.1 
summarizes the historical circumstance of Bhutan. §3.2 addresses the linguistic placement of 
Kurtöp within the larger Tibeto-Burman language family, and §3.3 discusses the East Bodish 
subgroup, to which Kurtöp belongs. Chapter 4 provides additional details about Kurtöp. §4.1 
summarizes the background information, and §4.2 outlines the Kurtöp phonological system. 
§4.3 focuses on the synchronic tonal system in Kurtöp. Chapter 5 provides the methodology of 
the experiment for this thesis. §5.1 provides the circumstances of the experimental design, 
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§5.2 gives background information on the speakers, §5.3 provides details about the 
methodology, and §5.4 explains the acoustic analysis.  
Chapter 6 replicates the results found in Hyslop (2009), but with five additional 
speakers, showing that the stops are merging the voicing contrast in favor of a tonal contrast. 
§6.1.1 provides the results of the acoustic analysis for the pitch following the stops, and §6.1.2 
provides the results of the acoustic analysis for the VOT measurements of the stops. §6.2 
discusses possible reasons for any variation found among the five speakers, and confirms 
Hyslop’s results that the stops are likely in place to phonologize a tonal contrast in favor of the 
three-way voicing contrast. Chapter 7 confirms that the results found in the stops (c.f. §6) are 
also prevalent in the other obstruents (i.e. the dental fricatives). §7.1.1 provides the results of 
the analysis on fundamental frequency and §7.1.2 reports results for the voice quality of the 
fricatives. §7.2 compares the results of the fricatives to the results of the stops (c.f. §6). 
Chapter 8 looks at the role of place of articulation in tonogenesis through the stops in 
Kurtöp. §8.1.1 provides the results of the acoustic analysis of fundamental frequency 
following the stops, separated by each place of articulation and each speaker. §8.1.2 provides 
the results of the acoustic analysis of VOT, separated by each place of articulation and each 
speaker. It also looks at the results at each place of articulation with the speakers combined. 
§8.2 discusses any variation found among the speakers and suggests follow up studies to 
further investigate some of this variation.  
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Chapter 2. Tone and Tonogenesis 
2.1. Tonal Systems 
What is tone, and what constitutes a tonal language? For linguists this question is 
multi-faceted and grows more complicated and interesting with each additional description of 
a tone system. Before initiating any discussion that concerns tonal languages, a definition of 
tone must first be established. Yip (2002) distinguishes tone from intonation when “the pitch 
of the word can change the meaning of the word. Not just its nuances, but its core meaning” 
(1). Pitch (the perceptual aspect), is also referred to here as fundamental frequency (F0), which 
refers to the number of vibrations per second of a speakers vocal folds (measured in Hertz 
[Hz]); however, as Ohala (1978) states, “some cases of tonal contrast which linguists 
described apparently include the distinctive use of other phonetic parameters besides pitch, for 
example, duration, voice quality, manner of tone offset, and vowel quality” (6). Like Ohala 
(1978), this thesis is primarily concerned with pitch and deals with duration, phonation, and 
other non- F0 measures, as separate factors that often interact with tone. 
With a working definition of tone, we can now address what constitutes a tonal 
language. The practice of identifying tonal languages is often divisive in the linguistic 
community. Most linguists agree that Mandarin is a tonal language, but there is rarely 
consensus when tone systems are less straightforward, as is very often the case. There are four 
tones in Mandarin (high level, mid rising, complex contour: mid falling than rising, and high 
falling), and every syllable generally carries a tone (Třisková 2008). Words are generally 
monosyllabic, with any disyllabic words carrying a tone on each syllable. However, upon 
closer inspection, even a straightforward language such as Mandarin has some nuances that 
create differing opinions about its tone system.1 
 Similarly, Lao has a seemingly straightforward five tone system (1- mid level, 2- high 
rising, 3- low rising, 4- high falling, 5- mid falling), but a closer examination reveals there are 
                                                
1 See Chen (2000) and Iwata (2001) for discussion on Chinese accent, stress, and tone 
neutralization, such as that found in the interrogative particle ma. 
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some constraints to the type of syllables that can take the different tones (Enfield 2007). 
Enfield explains these constraints as: 
1) C1=non-aspirated stop/j- and C2≠stop > tone 2 and 5 do not occur 
2) C2=stop and short vowel> tone 3,4, and 5 do not occur, plus if C=non-aspirated 
stop/j- > tone 1 does not occur 
3) C2=stop and long vowel> tone 1, 2, and 3 do not occur, plus if C1=non-aspirated 
stop/j-> tone 4 does not occur 
(adapted from Enfield 2007, 36) 
 
Enfield (2007) goes on to explain in detail how the voice quality (voiceless, aspirated 
or voiced) of the initial consonant, as well as the length of the vowel, play important roles in 
the tonal system of Lao. Constraints caused by syllable makeup—such as the voice quality of 
segments seen in Lao—begin to muddy the simplex definition of contrastive tone given by 
Yip (2002). To further complicate this discussion, it is common for constraints, like those 
based on the makeup of the syllable, to occur in languages with other types of contrastive 
phonation in addition to tonal contrast.  
 Bai offers a prime example of the interaction of tone and phonation quality. Bai has a 
complex set of tones plus laryngeal features (modal voice, breathy voice, and harsh voice) that 
contrast at the syllable level (Edmonson and Li 1994; Edmonsons and Esling 2006). The eight 
contrastive tones and vocal register combinations are represented in the minimal set in 
Example 1: 
1)  a. 55 tɕi⁵⁵ ‘much, more’ 
 b. 5̰5̰ tɕḭ⁵⁵ ‘to mail’ 
 c. 33 tɕi³³ ‘to pull’ 
 d. 3̰3̰ tɕḭ³³ ‘leech’ 
 e. 3̤1̤ tɕi³̤¹ ‘nephew’ 
 f. 31͈ tɕi³͈¹ ‘to hurry’ 
 g. 2̰1͈ tɕi²͈¹ ‘flag’ 
 h. 3͈5 tɕi³͈⁵ ‘nervous, worried’ 
(V̰ equals harsh (creak), V͈ equals harsh with aryepiglottic trilling, V̤ equals 
breathy, and modal is unmarked) (Edmonson and Esling 2006, 173).  
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Example 1 shows that certain voice registers are associated with certain tones. This 
complex tone plus phonation system of Bai is not uncommon in tone languages of Asia 
(though not always to this degree).  
In many tone languages of Asia, both tone and contrastive phonation are often 
constrained by segmental content. Factors like the voice qualities of the segments and the 
duration of the vowel often limit the types of tone and phonation contrasts that occur. There 
may also be restrictions on the types of tone and phonation that can co-occur. These 
constraints complicate the task of defining phonological tone, and thus also of defining what 
constitutes a tone language. If a tone is constrained to a certain type of syllable, can it still be 
considered a contrastive tone (one which changes word meaning), or should it be interpreted 
as part of the make-up of that type of syllable, and therefore more of a lexical or 
morphosyntactic feature, rather than a phonological one? 
 In all the systems addressed so far tone is associated with individual syllables, though 
many languages only have tone at the word level. DeLancey (2003) describes this type of 
system in Lhasa Tibetan: “high vs low tone is distinguished only on the first syllable of a 
word. Compounds and certain derived and inflected verb forms show a characteristic tone 
melody: HH if the first syllable is intrinsically high, L followed by H or mid tone if the 
syllable is intrinsically low” (272). This type of melodic tone system is seen in many tone 
languages around the world. 
Many Bantu languages share a similar melodic tone, marking at the word level as 
well.2 Kinga utilizes a high tone (H) in restricted positions within the word where, “the H 
tones in nouns may appear on the pre-stem-initial position, antepenultimate position, or rarely 
in penultimate position” (Odden 1988). The system also utilizes tone on the verbs to mark 
tense and aspect. In many of these Bantu languages, the position of the tone is predictable: 
“the location of H is predictable by reference to the phonological shape of the verb and the 
morphological (tense-aspect) category of the verb” (Odden 1988, 226). For many of these 
melodic tone systems, a complex system of rules governs the distribution of tones.  
                                                
2 There are many discussions regarding how to define these systems as high tone versus low 
tone, or high tone versus not high tone, sometimes referred to as ‘zeroed out’. See Hyman 
(2001) for a discussion on this issue in Bantu languages.  
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These tone melodies are still used to contrast meaning, and not just nuances, as per the 
definition of Yip (2002); however, because the make up of the contrastive tone system is at the 
word level, rather than the syllable level, many linguists debate the classifications of these 
languages. This raises more complex issue relating to the morphosyntactic make-up of the 
language. For example, many of the tonal languages of Southeast Asia place a tone on each 
syllable. Coincidentally (or not), many of these languages happen to have isolating 
morphology, wherein there is often minimal affixation, and monosyllabic words are quite 
common. Many languages of Africa, on the other hand, have morphological systems with 
heavy affixation, and the affixes play a substantial role in governing tonal distribution.  
Some tone languages have such a minimal system that their use of pitch is more 
reminiscent of a stress system. For example, many dialects of Croatian assign high and low 
tone to their lexical items, in a way similar to the assignment of gender in a language like 
Spanish (Babić  1988). When categorizing tonal languages, some linguists take a more 
conservative approach, excluding languages with minimal tone systems like Croatian 
(Donohue 2003; Goldsmith 1987; Gussenhoven 2004; van der Hulst and Smith 1988; 
McCawley 1987; Odden 1999). Other linguists claim that many of the languages with minimal 
tone systems are part of a heterogeneous sub-category of tonal languages, wherein parts of 
both systems (stress and tone) are integrated into the language, often resulting in what some 
linguists refer to as ‘restricted tone’, ‘simple tone’, or ‘pitch-accent’ (see Gandour 1978; 
Hyman 2006, 2007, 2009; Yip 2002 for discussion, and definition, of these terms). The 
remainder of this thesis will follow Hyman’s (2006) definition of a tone language, “a language 
with tone in which an indication of pitch enters into the lexical realization of at least some 
morphemes” (229).   
2.2. Tonal Areas 
It is estimated that half of the languages in the world are tonal. Looking at the 
distribution of tonal languages throughout the world, some patterns arise. Figure 1 is the 
global distribution of the 527 languages included in the treatment of tone in the World Atlas of 
Language Structures (WALS). 
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Figure 1 - Tonal distribution of WALS languages 
SOURCE.—DRYER AND HASPELMATH 2013 
 The white dots in Figure 1 represent non-tonal languages, the pink dots are ‘simple’ 
tone languages (usually those with only a two-way contrast), and the dots in red represent 
‘complex’ tone languages (i.e. more than a two-way contrast; Maddieson 2013). It is very 
clear from the map that there exist pockets of highly tonal areas. Sub-Saharan Africa and 
Southeast/East Asia are the two most notable pockets; however if we remove the toneless 
languages and look again, two more pockets seem to appear in the Melanesian area and in 
Mesoamerica, and potentially in the northwestern area of South America (see Figure 2).   
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Figure 2 - Tonal distribution of WALS languages with non-tonal languages removed 
SOURCE.—DRYER AND HASPELMATH 2013 
These maps suggest treating tone as an areal feature. For instance, Yip (2002) observes 
that the organization of African tonal systems “is closely tied to the fact that many of these 
languages have complex, largely agglutinative, morphology.” The result is a melodic tone 
system governed by complex rules that can change the placement and distribution of a high 
tone within the word (i.e. the mobility of the tone) (Yip 2002, 132). Describing the number of 
tones in a language ultimately is just assigning a numeric value (though deciding which 
number to assign may be complicated). One factor that complicates the assessment of tone in 
African languages is that languages may differ not only in the number of tonal contrasts they 
possess, but also in the density of tonal distribution.  For instance, some languages maintain a 
contrast between high and low; others maintain a three-way distinction between high, mid and 
low; still others have only a single tone, and as Hyman (2001) describes is the analysis of “the 
presence vs. absence of a tone, rather than two different indications of tone” (237). 	
 The tonal languages of East and Southeast Asian are quite different from those of 
Africa. Yip (2002) describes these as having simple morphology, and therefore using richer 
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tonal inventories to build upon their simple systems (172).3 Languages of this area can have 
eight or more tones, although, most have fewer—many still have simpler high/low distinctions 
(Yip 2002). There is noteworthy variety found across the tone systems of the languages of this 
area, which is partly influenced by the genealogical diversity of the region. One aspect that is 
rather salient in many languages of this area is the tone triggered by word compounding. For 
example, tone sandhi is a common feature of languages of this area and can be simply defined 
as a sound change of a distinct tone, similar to the sound change /b/>/p/ that is conditioned by 
sound in the surrounding environment.4 
A middle ground between the types of systems is found in Meso-America. Yip (2002) 
describes the blending of the previous two types of systems with the high mobility found in 
many African languages combined with the sedentary tones found in the tonal languages of 
Asia. Meso-American tone systems often have larger inventories, similar to those of Asia, 
with four or five level tones, though these are sometimes sequenced to contour tones, similar 
to the sequencing that happens in African languages between high and low. Yip (2002) notes, 
“one of the most interesting phenomena in this region is the interaction of stress and tone, in 
both directions”, she presents data from languages in which tone depends on stress (Zapotec, 
Trique, and Huave), as well as systems where stress is dependent on tone (Mixtec) (213). 
Other languages of North and South America are harder to categorize, because there is little 
documentation, and the systems tend to resemble pitch-accent languages with varying degrees 
of tonality (Yip 2002).5  
 Melanesia exhibits some interesting tonal attributes that will be discussed further in 
§2.3 with regard to tonogenesis. However, the limited literature on these languages suggests 
                                                
3 For this reason, tones in these languages are often fixed to the syllable, as opposed to the 
mobility of the tones found in many African languages. Tones of this type are can be described 
as sedentary, in contrast to the mobile tones found in African languages.  
4 Tone sandhi is a far more complex phenomenon and is beyond the scope of this thesis. For a 
discussion on tone sandhi see Chen (2000).   
5 Interested readers can see Gomez-Imbert 2001, for an account of Tukanoan languages of 
South America, Leer 2001; McDonough 1999; Kortlandt 2010, for descriptions of Athabaskan 
languages of North America, and Hyman 2006, for a discussion on pitch-accent. 
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they resemble the simpler systems of Asia, a similarity likely due to contact (Rivierre, 2001). 
More descriptions are required on this area’s tonal systems.  
 Notice that in the WALS representation of these hotspots (Southeast and East Asia, 
Sub-Sahara Africa, Central America, and Meslanesia; Figures 1 and 2), there is great diversity 
within each pocket where both systems are represented: simple tone systems (pink dots) and 
complex tone systems (red dots) both occur together (Maddieson 2013) 6 This diversity is 
corroborated in a review of the literature, so that, although it is helpful to conceptualize the 
typology of the world’s tonal distribution, generalizing the areal pockets is a gross 
oversimplification of the issue. Therefore, some may look to the genetic diversity of an area as 
another factor that contributes to tonal diversity. 
 Brunelle and Kirby (2015) examined the tonal languages of Mainland Southeast Asia 
in order to determine the factors contributing to the diversity of systems. Their findings 
showed how phylogenetic relationship (language family) and word type were statistically 
significant predictors for the “number of tone categories, number of pitch units, and 
presence/absence of tone” (Brunelle and Kirby 2015, 131). With regard to word type,7 they 
offered a preliminary confirmation of Matisoff’s (1973) prediction that tone may be linked to 
monosyllabization.  
The diversity of these different tonal systems leads most linguists to ask the most 
obvious question—why? Why are these systems so different, and why do some languages 
become tonal while others are non-tonal? One must first examine how a sound change (tonal 
or otherwise) is established—what takes variation across the border to phonologization? 
Fundamentally, sound change is a skirmish between synchronic and diachronic phonology. 
Discussion of sound change is generally centered around three key factors: perception, 
production, and cognition (Solé and Recasens 2012). These three factors encompass a majority 
                                                
6 Maddieson (2013) separates tonal languages into two categories, “a simple tone system—
essentially those with only a two-way basic contrast, usually between high and low levels—
and those with a more complex set of contrasts.” 
7 Brunelle and Kirby (2015) categorize word type as: “the maximal ‘non-marginal’ 
phonological stem after excluding Western, Pali and Sanskrit loanwords. There are three 
possible categories: monosyllabic, sesquisyllabic and polysyllabic.” (86). 
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of the approaches to sound change from “how such change is initiated, the direction of the 
change, how it affects the phonological system, how it spreads through the lexicon, or how it 
spread from one speaker through the speech community, amongst other questions” (Solé and 
Recasens 2012, 2). This thesis will touch on several of these questions, looking at the model of 
tonogenesis (the initiation of the change), examining the merger in voice contrast in Kurtöp 
syllable-initial consonants and the development of pitch contrast on the following vowel (the 
direction of the change), and speculating on how the tonal development of Kurtöp is likely to 
develop over time (its effects on the phonological system). In attempting to address the 
initiation of sound change with regard to tone, two concepts are explored: language contact 
and segmental triggers. 
One well-attested cause of sound changes across language systems is contact. We can 
superficially examine contact through an explorative comparison of languages, which are in 
genetic proximity with each other. Brunelle and Kirby (2015) found no correlation between 
tone system type and geographic location when language family was considered (132). While 
they do not exclude contact as a component of tonogenesis, they argue that genetic 
relationship plays a more crucial role. Sidwell (2015) reiterated this point by drawing attention 
to diversity among several of the Austroasiatic languages. He claims: 
Even among close neighbors, one finds gross discrepancies in phonological 
restructuring, or neighbors which are restructuring in broadly parallel ways (e.g. 
Laven, and Nyaheun towards monosyllables, and Ankuic languages becoming tonal), 
and yet at a micro level are doing so by different paths. While the latter may arguably 
be characterized as structural convergence, the very real difference in how they play 
out are not readily explainable as contact driven. (Sidwell 2015, 52-53)  
 
The point made here (Brunelle and Kirby 2015; Sidwell 2015) is that it is difficult to quantify 
areal convergence through contact. Micro-level work of tonogenesis within languages can 
offer more enriching data on why tone spreads, through areal contact, genetic descent or both. 
It is therefore more useful to look at the features of individual systems themselves—that is, to 
work from the ground up.  
2.3. Segmental Triggers of Tonogenesis 
Tonogenesis has been discussed in many languages, including; Athabaskan languages 
(Kingston 2005; Kortlandt 2010), Chinese (Chen 2000), Cem (Rivierre 1993), Itunyoso Trique 
(DiCanio 2008), Kammu (Svantesson 2001; Svantesson and House 2006), Lahu (Matisoff 
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1970), Tamang (Mazaudon and Michaud 2008), and Kurtöp (Hyslop 2009). Although the term 
‘tonogenesis’ was first used by Matisoff (1970) to describe the phenomenon in Lahu, the 
discussion of tone acquisition began with Maspero (1912) and was brought into the modern 
linguistic spotlight by the prominent work of Haudricourt (1954), addressing Vietnamese tone. 
Using Vietnamese, Haudricourt discusses tone development through a series of sound 
changes. These steps, listed below, have become the primary model of tonogenesis and are 
found widely in the literature on tonogenesis.  
1) Contour melodies develop on syllables ending in laryngeal consonants, h and ʔ, 
while those syllables without laryngeals either maintain a level pitch, or if stop 
final, did not exhibit any pitch melodies 
2) The laryngeal finals are lost over time and three tonal environments phonologize in 
their absence: rising (ʔ), falling (h), and level (non laryngeal, non stop finals) 
3) Tone splits result from the merger of voiceless and voiced initials and associated 
laryngeal features on the following vowel 
(Haudricourt 1954) 
 
Parts of this model can be found in many examples of tonogenesis. The first two steps 
involving lost codas are less prevalent around the world, while the process involving initials 
(step three) is the most widespread phenomenon around the world, and is far more widely 
represented within tonogenetic literature (Ratliff 2015). 
 First represented by Haudricourt (1954) for Vietnamese, this model has been shown in 
several other languages. Middle Chinese is one of the most straightforward examples of the 
model described by Haudricourt (Mei 1970; Pulleyblank 1978). White Hmong is another 
straightforward example of the model and is described by Ratliff (2015) to have developed in 
three stages: 
Stage 1, syllables are categorized into four types: open syllables, syllables ending with 
a final -ʔ, syllables ending with a final –h, and syllables with final voiceless stop 
consonants. The loss of the two final laryngeal consonants led to a three-way tone 
contrast as represented in Stage 2: level (from *-∅), rising (from -ʔ), and falling (from -
h). Syllables with final voiceless stop consonants retained these consonants through the 
initial phase of tonogenesis, and thus remained distinctive (and atonal). In stage 3, 
voiceless and voiced onsets merged to voiceless, giving rise to an upper register 
(<*Cvl-) and a lower register (<*Cvd-) version of each original tones, thereby doubling 
the set of distinctive tones from three to six. (Ratliff 2015, 249) 
 
However, Ratliff does point out that, even though Chinese and Hmong-Mien share many tonal 
correspondences that make them remarkably similar systems, an analysis of loaned words can 
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show that the borrowing took place before the tone had entered either system, and therefore 
that tone developed independently (Ratliff 2010, 191).  
Not all examples of tonogenesis found in the literature follow this model so 
straightforwardly. One well-known example is Lahu’s high rising tone, described by Matisoff 
(1970). According to Matisoff (1970), two environments lead to the Lahu high-rising tone, 
causatives and what Matisoff describes as “glottal incidents” (17). In the case of causatives, 
there are several pairs of verbs throughout many Tibeto-Burman languages that differ only by 
their initial consonant or tone. In Lahu, the causative is not determined with the sibilant prefix 
s-, as in many other Tibeto-Burman languages, but rather relies on tone categories. There are 
three tone categories for the causative in Lahu. Category 1 contains Proto Tone *1 words with 
plain or voiced initials that have a low falling tone with a mid tone for the causative. 8 Words 
in category 2 had Proto Tone *2, such that plain or voiceless words have a derived high falling 
tone in Lahu with a very low tone for causative. 
 A third class of words (Category 3) was created by a process of  ‘glottal dissimilation’ 
(Matisoff 1970). Because Proto-Lolo Burmese stop final syllables with p, t, and k changed to 
glottal final in Lahu, a single syllable could have multiple glottals: one in the onset and one in 
the coda. This overloaded the Lahu syllable enough that glottal finals disappeared leaving 
remnants of a tone (Matisoff 1970, 19). Since the final glottal has been lost in Lahu, the high-
rising tone development is then discussed in the context of what Matisoff terms ‘glottal 
incidents’. Matisoff (1970) uses the term ‘glottal incident’ to include glottal stops and glottal 
like behaviors, because, as he shows, a Lahu voiceless spirant (h, š, f) can be interpreted to be 
a glottal incident because they act like a glottalized stop or affricate initial (27). This work by 
Matisoff (1970) confirmed aspects of the Haudricourt model, such as the association with 
voicelessness and high tones and the loss of glottal finals in rising tone contours; however, it 
also challenged the model in that the development of Lahu high rising tone was not a 
straightforward line from coda deletion to voicing onset condition tone splits, but rather a 
more complicated process involving over glottalization of words in Lahu.   
                                                
8 The proto tones referred to by Matisoff (1970) are reconstructed to the Proto-Lolo Burmese 
level.  
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Other departures to the model are found in Athabaskan languages, as described by 
Kingston (2005), Kortlandt (2010) and Leer (2001). Kingston (2005) shows how tone entered 
the languages through coda deletion in the glottal finals by comparing the tonal Athabaskan 
languages (without glottal codas) to those of atonal Athabaskan languages, which have 
retained the glottal finals. Similarly, Kortlandt (2010) compares Athabaskan languages to the 
Slavic languages, and describes a ten-stage development, beginning with laryngeals (-h and -ʔ) 
merging into -ʔ. In the coda position the eventual loss of the glottalization led to a rising tone 
through a process of the established model. However, Kortlandt describes that when the -ʔ was 
lost intervocalically, it led to a process of vowel lengthening, which in later stages affected the 
development of tone contours differently. Leer (1999) describes a similar development of tone 
in Tlingit coming from what he describes as ‘stigmata’ (vowel length and glottalization of the 
vowel), which led to an intermediate phonation on the vowel, eventually turning into tone.  
Svantesson (2001) describes a similar phenomenon involving vowel length for U, an 
Angkuic language of China. Through a process of vowel length and voice type of the coda, 
four tones were developed. He claims that short vowels followed by voiceless consonants 
conditioned high tone (vCvl>H), long vowels followed by voiceless consonants conditioned 
rising tone (v:Cvl>R), short vowels followed by voiced consonants conditioned low tone 
(v:Cvd>L), and long vowels followed by voiced consonants conditioned falling tone (v:Cvd>F). 
The vowel length contrast merged to short and left contrastive tone (Svantesson 2001, 50-51). 
Svantesson’s analysis that both vowel length and voice quality of the coda, expands and 
refines our knowledge of tonogenesis since Haudricourt (1954).  
 In the tonogenetic literature, more common than voicing distinctions in codas are the 
voicing contrast in initials and the roles they play in tonogenesis. It is reported in Chinese 
(Chen 2000; Maspero 1912), Karen (Burling 1969; Haudricourt 1961), Thai (Gandour 1975); 
Miao-Yao (Chang 1953), Vietnamese (Haudricourt 1954), and Tibeto-Burman languages 
(Matisoff 1970, 1973; Mazaudon 1977), among others, that the voice quality of the initials 
conditions tone splits on the following vowel, as described in the existing model. Thus the 
three tones of Vietnamese turn into six after the second stage of onset induced tone splits 
(Haudricourt 1954).  
However, it is not always a split of the existing tone that is conditioned by onset loss; 
there are several examples of onsets conditioning initial tonal development in previously 
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atonal languages. Premsrirat (2001, 2004) shows the development of tones from a loss of 
voice distinction in syllable-initial consonants in Western Khmu9 dialects, compared to the 
atonal Eastern dialects, which have retained the voicing contrast. As with Khmu, it is quite 
often the case that the voiced series is devoiced and merges with the voiceless series, leaving 
pitch as the primary contrast. This is supported in the literature by the lowering effect 
consonantal voicing has on the F0 of the following vowel, whereby voiceless usually has a 
higher F0 (Gordon and Ladefoged 2001; Hombert, Ohala and Ewan 1979).  
In a slightly different variation, Punjabi was reported to have merged an aspirated 
voiced series with a voiceless series resulting in a contrastive low tone (Gill and Gleason 
1972). Interestingly, Kang and Han (2013) report the merger between fortis and lenis (rather 
than in voice and voiceless) in Seoul Korean. This is corroborated in other dialects of Korean 
as well (Kim 2000; Silva 2006). An interesting phenomenon is observable in the dialect 
differences of some Kanak (Austronesian; New Caledonia) languages, where syllable 
reduplication has lead to an intermittent stage of aspiration, leading to some dialects 
maintaining aspiration on initials (atonal) where other dialects have developed high tone 
(Rivierre, 2001). 
Though less represented, there is some literature around voice quality of sonorants as 
well. Mazaudon’s (1977) valued work on Tibeto-Burman tonogenesis gives one example of 
voice quality of sonorant initials impacting tonogenesis in Lhasa Tibetan. Prefixed nasals 
simplified to fortis nasals (possibly voiceless), the two series eventually merged and the 
resulting contrast was made via a high tone following the previous aspirated series and a low 
tone following the previous plain series (Mazaudon 1977, 53). Matisoff (2003) discusses a 
similar phenomenon wherein prefixed sonorants (nasals and resonants) condition tone splits in 
Tibeto-Burman languages such as Lahu. He claims: 
As with the voiceless nasals, voiceless resonants (hl, hr, hw, hy) in TB10 languages 
generally derive from *resonants preceded by the *s- or ʔ- prefix. At the level of 
                                                
9 According to Premsrirat (2001, 2004), Khmu is a Mon-Khmer language belonging to the 
Austroasiatic language family. It is spoken in northern South-East Asian mainly; Thailand, 
Laos, Vietnam and South China. 
10  Tibeto-Burman 
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PLB[11], we must reconstruct three resonantal series (plain, *preglottalized, and 
*prefixed by a voiceless velar), e.g. *l, *ʔ-l, *k-l, mostly on the basis of tonal behavior 
in originally stopped syllables: stopped syllables with *plain resonantal initials yield 
syllables in the Loloish LOW-stopped tones (e.g. PLB *lak ‘hand’> Lahu làʔ); 
*preglottalized syllables of this type (deriving from *s- or *ʔ-) provoke the Lahu high-
rising tone and initial h- or f- (e.g. PLB *ʔ-lakᶫ ‘youth/youngster’> Lahu há); while 
*velar-prefixed resonants lead to the HIGH tone class (e.g. PLB *k-rak ‘chicken’> 
ɣâʔ). (Matisoff 2003, 53).  
 
Hyslop (2009) speculates that a similar process accounts for the high/low tone contrast 
following sonorants in Kurtöp. *s- initial sonorant onset clusters possibly reduced to voiceless 
sonorants. The voiced series merges with the voiceless, leaving the pitch (high following 
voiceless, low following voiced) as the only remaining contrast. However, rather than 
conditioning a tone split, this is hypothesized to be the initial entry of tone contrast into the 
language (Hyslop 2009, 830-831).  
All of the above mentioned literature on tonogenesis provides additional information 
and expands our understanding of tonogenesis, many of which strengthen the Haudricourt 
model, and some expand upon it. Perhaps one of the most noteworthy expansions to the model 
is by Thurgood (2002). Thurgood places importance on the phonation qualities on the vowel in 
what he calls an intermediate stage arguing, “that distinctive gestures are the primary 
mechanism of tonogenesis and that in most, if not all cases, these gestures have developed in 
the context of voice-quality distinctions” (357). The gestures mentioned refer to laryngeal 
gestures which include; voicing distinctions, glottal fricatives, and glottal stops. It is these 
gestures that lead to the intermediate stage of phonation distinctions (modal and creaky found 
on the vowel, and modal and breathy found in the onsets), which ultimately lead to the 
development of tone.  
Yik (2014) illustrates the complexity of tonogenesis and its relationship with language 
history by looking at Sino-Vietnamese loanwords in context to modern Vietnamese 
tonogenesis. She addresses several issues she finds in Haudricourts (1954) model: wrong 
predictions of words that according to the model would belong to one tonal category (ngang), 
but actually belong to a different category (sắc); sounds that do not fit into the Haudricourt 
model, such as the approximant finals or the onset clusters with both voiced and voiceless 
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consonants; modern pitches that do not match the predictions made in the original model (hỏi 
and ngã); and Proto-Vietic phonation contrast in creaky and modal. She examines these 
problems by looking at data that was not available to Haudricourt during the time of his 
analysis (primarily Mon-Khmer data). She finds that “the largest proportion of Haudricourt’s 
incorrect predictions come from sonorant-glottal stop coda [clusters]” (Yik 2014, 171). Her 
study also points to evidence that the tone píng, once thought to be from Chinese influence, is 
more likely from an internal development of Mon-Khmer. Yik’s study brings to light the 
importance of reexamining the existing models when discussing tonogenesis, by drawing upon 
new information (Mon-Khmer data), and placing it within the same context as one of the 
earliest pioneering works—Vietnamese tone.  
Previous research has given us rich models to analyze how tone systems develop into 
the existing systems today (Haudricourt’s 1954 model); expansions of those models have 
offered ways to adapt new language information into the model (Thurgood’s 2003 revisions to 
the model), and other works have challenged the model in light of new information (Yik’s 
2014 reanalysis). More research looking at the micro-level of tonal development can add much 
to our understanding of the steps that are taken when a system adopts tone. Hyslop (2009) 
looks at Kurtöp tonogenesis in detail, speculating that sonority affects the progression of 
onset-induced tone into the system. She finds evidence that the more sonorous elements 
phonologize tone first, which later spreads to the obstruents.   
2.3.1. Previous Study on Kurtöp Tonogenesis 
In 2009, Hyslop published the results of her Kurtöp Tone: Tonogenetic Case Study. 
The goals of her study were to look into the ongoing tonogenetic process in Kurtöp and are 
outlined below: 
1) To determine whether the observation that high and low tones correlated with 
voiceless and voiced obstruents, respectively, held true across the entirety of the 
vowel 
2) To determine whether the high and low tones would represent statistically distinct 
categories 
3) To determine mean and standard deviation of VOT for the three voicing categories 
of stops (voiceless, aspirated, voiced) and mode for the voiced series 
4) To ascertain whether the VOT means represent significantly disparate categories 
(Hyslop 2009, 833) 
To accomplish these goals, a small experimental study was conducted with two male 
native speakers of Kurtöp: KW and PC. Acoustic measurements for VOT and F0 were taken 
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for 1,041 monosyllabic, stop-initial tokens (431 for speaker KW and 610 for speaker PC), and 
were statistically analyzed. The results in the context of the above goals, are summarized 
below: 
1) The high tone following voiceless stops and low tone following voiced stops is 
maintained across the duration of the vowel 
2) Tones are statistically significant categories 
3) The standard deviation for VOT, especially for the voiced category, was quite high 
4) Despite 3, the VOT measurements for each stop type is still a statistically 
significant category  
(Hyslop 2009, 835) 
 
Hyslop (2009) argues that the results point toward a merger between the voiced series of stops, 
and that of the voiceless series, on the one hand, and a phonologization of pitch as tone, on the 
other. First, mean pitch was shown to be significantly contrasting (p< .001) following 
voiceless and voiced stops at the midpoint of the vowel for both speakers, shown in Figure 3 
and Figure 4.  
 
Figure 3 - Mean f0 (610 tokens) on vowels following obstruents for speaker PC. 
NOTE.—SERIES 1 REPRESENTS MEAN F0 ON VOWELS FOLLOWING ASPIRATED STOPS; SERIES 2 
REPRESENTS F0 FOLLOWING VOICELESS STOPS; SERIES 3 REPRESENTS F0 FOLLOWING VOICED 
STOPS. 
SOURCE.—HYSLOP  2009, 835 
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Figure 4 - Mean f0 (431 tokens) on vowels following stops for speaker KW 
NOTE.—SERIES 1 REPRESENTS MEAN F0 ON VOWELS FOLLOWING ASPIRATED STOPS; SERIES 2 
REPRESENTS F0 FOLLOWING VOICELESS STOPS; SERIES 3 REPRESENTS F0 FOLLOWING VOICED 
STOPS. 
SOURCE.—HYSLOP 2009, 836 
In Figure 3 and Figure 4, series 1 represents pitch following aspirated stops, series 2 
represents pitch following voiceless stops, and series 3 represents pitch on voiced stops. 
Notice the disparity between the similar pitches of series 1 and 2 versus that of series 3, for 
both speakers. With a two-way tone contrast confirmed (high tone following voiceless and 
aspirated and low tone following voiced), Hyslop turned to look at VOT of the stops.  
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In addition to finding tones to be a statistically significant category, VOT 
measurements showed that syllable-initial voiced stops are in the process of devoicing and 
merging with the voiceless series. The voiced series displayed a higher standard deviation than 
the other two voicing types (which can be seen in Table 1), about which Hyslop claimed “a 
large degree of variation could be suggestive of a change in progress” (2009, 836). The 
difference in mean between the three groups’ VOT was found to be statistically significant (p< 
.001). This is visually represented with histograms of VOT measurements separated by 
voicing type for each speaker (Figure 5 and Figure 6). 
 
Figure 5 - Histogram displaying distribution of VOT values speaker PC stops 
NOTE.—SERIES 1 REPRESENTS VOICELESS ASPIRATED STOPS; SERIES 2 REPRESENTS VOICELESS 
UNASPIRATED; AND SERIES 3 REPRESENTS THE VOICED SERIES OF STOPS. EACH BAR REPRESENTS 
AN INTERVAL OF 15MS.  
SOURCE.—HYSLOP 2009, 839 
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Figure 6 - Histogram displaying distribution of VOT values speaker KW stops 
NOTES.— SERIES 1 REPRESENTS VOICELESS ASPIRATED STOPS; SERIES 2 REPRESENTS VOICELESS 
UNASPIRATED; AND SERIES 3 REPRESENTS THE VOICED SERIES OF STOPS. EACH BAR REPRESENTS 
AN INTERVAL OF 15MS.  
SOURCE.—HYSLOP 2009, 838 
Voice type 1 is voiceless aspirated, voice type 2 is voiceless, and voice type 3 is voiced 
stops. Notice that for PC there is clearly a bimodal distribution for voice type 3 (voiced stops). 
For both speakers there is some VOT overlap between voiceless (2) and voiceless aspirated (3) 
but the means of both of these categories is distinct, which can be seen in Table 1. Both 
speakers also have a much higher range in VOT measurements for voiced than for voiceless 
and aspirated (see Table 1).  
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Table 1 - VOT summary of PC and KW 
NUMBER, MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND RANGE VALUES ARE SHOWN FO EACH SPEAKER 
AND EACH STOP TYPE (PLACE X VOICE) 
 SPEAKER—P.C. SPEAKER—K.W. 
POA Voice N Mean S.D. Range N Mean S.D. Range 
Labial Unaspirated 48 19.04 8.7 9 to 57 12 25.26 3.57 19 to 31 
 Aspirated 60 77.42 18.66 41 to 133 36 65.02 16.82 33 to 105 
 Voiced 44 -55.63 56.56 -160 to 33 36 -74.27 40.14 -176 to -14 
Dental Unaspirated 28 26.93 22.72 11 to 109 32 22.63 5.66 14 to 42 
 Aspirated 24 73.45 22.62 33 to 123 28 59.05 16.06 36 to 90 
 Voiced 20 -74.23 75.56 -253 to 16 24 -62.23 30.43 -142 to -21 
Retroflex Unaspirated 28 31.68 13 14 to 67 36 22.23 6.97 12 to 50 
 Aspirated 28 75.23 15.63 47 to 108 32 60.62 14.09 35 to 88 
 Voiced 40 -55.08 57.94 -137 to 38     
Palatal Unaspirated 27 70.61 23.11 44 to 146 28 75.27 33.44 44 to 150 
 Aspirated 44 115.9 27.03 77 to 187 28 99.31 22.31 75 to 172 
 Voiced 40 -33.87 57.2 -115 to 65 36 -32.48 61.22 -156 to 72 
Velar Unaspirated 35 46.22 13.25 19 to 76 33 50.17 16.2 19 to 78 
 Aspirated 30 97.99 19.35 55 to 133 35 76.97 16.53 38 to 117 
 Voiced 31 -41.47 65.55 -211 to 52 36 -11.27 49.96 -104 to 76 
Total Unaspirated 166 36.62 23.93 9 to 146 141 39.65 27.16 12 to 150 
 Aspirated 186 89 26.97 33 to 187 159 71.75 22.23 33 to 172 
 Voiced 179 -50.11 61.5 -253 to 65 132 -41.12 55.74 -176 to 76 
NOTE.—THE RESULTS ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF 610 TOKENS FOR SPEAKER P.C. AND 429 
TOKENS FOR SPEAKER K.W. 
SOURCE.— HYSLOP 2009, 837 
The VOT measurements provide evidence that the voiced series is beginning to 
devoice. Though this claim can be scrutinized in light of the variability sometimes found in the 
VOT of voiced segments, Hyslop argues that when considering evidence from Lisker & 
Abramson (1964), the variation in Kurtöp is more significant (2009, 837-838). Thus, Hyslop 
(2009) shows that pitch as a correlate of tone is statistically significant following stops and 
that high versus low tone is conditioned by the voice feature of the onset (voiced conditions 
low tone; voiceless conditions high tone). She further shows that the voiced category of stops 
is merging with the voiceless stops. Taken together she argues that Kurtöp is undergoing 
tonogenesis.  
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As Hyslop (2009) only looked at the stop series as a whole; additional follow up 
studies of Kurtöp tonogenesis could lend more light on a few points of interest brought up in 
her study. First, the study was conducted with only two speakers, so a follow up study with 
additional speakers would be a useful to see if the results are replicated. Second, there are 
several aspects of the VOT measurements that attract further investigation. For example, the 
disparity in the standard deviation in dental stop VOTs between speakers is a point of interest. 
Additionally, there were no retroflexed stops in the KW data to compare against that of the PC 
data. Furthermore, KW labial and dental voiced stops were entirely voiced, while PC’s labial 
and dental stops had a significantly larger range that included both negative and positive VOT. 
Third, Hyslop (2009) only looked into stop initial Kurtöp words but notes, “we expect this 
difference to be true for the entire series of obstruents which have not already undergone 
tonogenesis” (841). Thus, a look into the other syllable-initial obstruents voicing and pitch 
measurements on the following vowel would test this hypothesis. Fourth and finally, she 
proposes a follow up study looking into the role of sonority in tonogenesis, noting that tone 
was entering Tibetan, Tshangla and Tai following the sonorants in a similar way to Kurtöp 
(Hyslop 2009, 843).  
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Chapter 3. Languages of Bhutan 
3.1. Background of Bhutan 
3.1.1.  Geographic Context 
Bhutan is tucked away in the eastern corner of the Himalayan region. It is a small 
country—approximately 47,000 square kilometers (Kowalewski and Chhoki 2002a)—that is 
nestled between two giant lands: Tibet and India. Figure 7 shows a map of Bhutan and 
surrounding areas.  
  
SOURCE.—GOOGLE MAPS 2016 
The 634,982 inhabitants of Bhutan reside generally within the main cities and villages 
found in its many valleys (Bhutan Census Commissioner 2005; Kowalewski and Chhoki 
2002a). These mountain valleys form three belts, creating a natural divide between the regions 
of Bhutan. With mountains reaching over 7,000 metres, it is unsurprising that the Northern 
belt is uninhabited, with the exception of the occasional yak herder (Kowalewski and Chhoki 
2002a). The Southern belt only reaches 1,500 metres at its higher elevation, and it is here that 
the major settlements of the Nepali migrations occurred in the late 19th century (Chakravarti 
1981; Kowalewski and Chhoki 2002a). The main roads to India travel through this Southern 
belt. The wooded, river lands of the Middle belt are the epicenter of Bhutanese history and 
Figure 7 - Location of Bhutan in the context of surrounding nations 
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politics, with the majority of the population residing in this area (Aris 1979; Kowalewski and 
Chhoki 2002a, 286). Padmasambhava, one of the earliest and possibly mythical originators of 
Buddhism in Bhutan, was said to have lived in this area (Aris 1979; Kowalewski and Chhoki 
2002a; Kowalewski and Chhoki 2002b). Nowadays, all major infrastructure follows the 
natural belts of Bhutan; however, prior to these developments, migration through this 
precipitous terrain was perilous and slow. It’s likely then that movements would have 
followed natural watersheds, which is supported by preliminary linguistic comparison and 
historical reconstructions (Chamberlain 2015).  
3.1.2. Bhutan’s Early History 
Das (1974) claims that “till very recently Bhutan was considered the remotest country 
in the world” due to its geographical location and the shortage of historical documentation 
(ix). It was not until the late 1950s that Bhutan received major international coverage, when 
Jawaharlal Nehru and Indira Gandhi visited the country, and more notably when it gained 
admittance into the UN in 1971 (Rustomji 1978). It’s true that many mysteries still surround 
Bhutan’s early history, culture, and languages; however, increased scholarship on Bhutan has 
recently begun to generate some insights.  
First recognized as a sovereign nation in the seventeenth century, Bhutan has many 
cultural ties to Tibet and political ties to India (Kowalewski and Chhoki 2002a). Archeological 
findings provide lithic evidence in the form of stone axes and megaliths, indicating a presence 
of “Late Stone Age” civilizations that could date back to 2000-1500 B.C. (Aris 1979, xxiii; 
Savada 1993). However, apart from scarce archeological research (such as Meyer et al. 2009), 
there is little concrete evidence of earlier culture.   
Some believe Bhutan’s roots lie in a Hindu Kingdom, which is supported by ancient 
“frescoes, rituals and musical instruments” that are similar to those of Hindu origin (Das 1974, 
2; Kowalewski and Chhoki 2002b). Accounts from Chinese travelers of Indian chiefs ruling 
Bhutan in the seventh century (Das 1974) also support this theory. Others believe that an early 
Khen tribe once settled Bhutan, whose kingdom ranged from today’s Bangladesh to Assam. 
The Khen may also account for the origins of the East Bodish languages (Chakravarti 1981). 
These early claims to civilization in Bhutan are all feasible, but each of them remains grossly 
understudied and so, consequently, rely on the very limited historical evidence (i.e. early 
writings, archeological findings, linguistic history, etc.). 
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3.1.3. Early Tibetan Influence 
Although scholars debate the earliest civilization of Bhutan, the eventual influence of 
Tibet is uncontested, though the exact period when Tibetan influence entered the country is 
unclear. Several scholars discuss the possibility that this influence began with Buddhist 
temples in Paro and Bumthang as early as the 7th century (Aris 1979; Das 1974; Kowalewski 
and Chhoki 2002b). Some declare that the Tibetan invasion in the 9th century marks the 
beginning (Chakravarti 1981; Das 1974), while others claim it was as late as the 12th century 
(Hoffman 1975). Theories as to the exact time are largely speculative due to inadequate 
evidence. Regardless of the exact century that Tibetan influence began, much of its effects 
remain a potent part of Bhutanese language and culture. 
 Buddhism gained a strong foothold in Bhutan, making its way from Tibet between the 
7th and 12th centuries, and it endures as the official religion of the country (Kowalewski and 
Chhoki 2002b; Rustomji 1978). Buddhism in Bhutan constantly straddles the line between 
religion and politics, and it shapes much of modern day Bhutanese identity (Chhoki and 
Kowalewski 2002). Religious words are often borrowed from (Classical) Tibetan into native 
Bhutanese languages (Hyslop and Plane 2015). Buddhist terms are not the only significant 
remnants of Tibetan borrowings found in Bhutanese languages.  
Dzongkha, the national language of Bhutan, has a rich history intertwined with 
Classical Tibetan. van Driem (2001) describes the “strong influence from Central Bodish or 
Classical Tibetan, including massive borrowing, throughout its history, but especially and 
increasingly since the XVIIth century” (892). However, it should be stressed that although 
Dzongkha is strongly influenced by Classical Tibetan, it is still the product of a native Western 
Bhutanese language, unlike Dzongkha’s written counterpart Chöke, which has been the 
language used for Buddhist texts for centuries (van Driem 2001). van Driem (2001) parallels 
this process with the Latin influence on modern romance languages, explaining that 
“Dzongkha derives on Bhutanese soil, whereas Chöke is the cultivated literary exponent of 
Old Central Bodish or Old Tibetan” (892). Thus, as Chöke evolved directly from Old Tibetan, 
the oral-written relationship between Chöke and Dzongkha has caused many similarities 
between the national language and Tibetan. This connection is one of many linguistic overlaps 
found in the languages spoken within Bhutan.  
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3.2. The historical placement of Kurtöp: 
3.2.1. On ‘Tibeto-Burman’ 
Kurtöp belongs to the East Bodish subgroup of the Tibeto-Burman language family. 
The language family boasts a very large speaker size—second only to Indo-European— and is 
the dominant language family in the Himalayan region. Apart from Nepali and English, the 
remaining eighteen languages of Bhutan all belong to the Tibeto-Burman language family 
(van Driem 2001, 871).  The relationship between the Tibeto-Burman languages has been, and 
continues to be, a subject of much debate. Various proposals argue that evidence is strong 
enough to warrant a name change from the early language family name (Sino-Tibetan) to the 
family name adopted for this thesis (Tibeto-Burman). More agnostic models treat Sinitic and 
other branches more or less equally, arguing for the Sino-Tibetan name to remain (e.g. LaPolla 
2003; Shafer 1966). Other variations of the family name often incorporate a stronger Sinitic 
weight than Tibeto-Burmanist (e.g. van Driem 2001, 2005). van Driem (2014) has recently 
advocated that the name ‘Trans-Himalayan’ is less contentious and more accurately 
characterizes the family’s geography. Regardless of the family name (Sino-Tibetan, Tibeto-
Burman, Trans-Himalayan), scholars today agree that Sinitic, Tibetic, Burmese, and several 
other groups of languages belong together in this family. For a more comprehensive 
comparison and overview of the above-mentioned models and others, see Genetti (in press). 
For the purposes of this thesis, I will utilize the term ‘Tibeto-Burman.’  
3.2.2. Bodic 
Within the family is a branch often referred to as Western or Western Tibetan. This is 
where the Bodic sub-branch is often found. Figure 8 shows a basic phylogenetic model by 
Bradley (1997).  
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Figure 8 – Phylogenetic Model of Western Tibeto-Burman 
SOURCE.— BRADLEY 1997, 3 
Notice that the East Bodish branch shares a sub-branch with Central Bodish. The right 
side of the Western branch houses the Himalayan sub-branch while the left branch can be 
compared to Shafer’s Bodic sub-group. Shafer coined the word Bodic, which he derived from 
the Tibetan word for ‘Tibet’ and used to describe “a subgroup of languages within Tibeto-
Burman which show more intimate genetic affinity with Tibetan than they do with, say, 
Burmese, Jinghpaw, Chinese or Bodo” (van Driem 2001, 828). This Bodic group is one of 
Shafer’s (1966) six sub-groups in his Sino-Tibetan overview. However, this is a theoretical 
subgroup that has not yet been substantiated. Genetti (2012, 19) explains that “the micro-level 
work that would allow such an explication for the Tibeto-Burman languages of South Asia has 
simply not been done”. Hyslop (2014c) identifies nine Bodic sub-families, which are 
identified primarily based on geographic distribution—they have yet to be proven genetically 
related. Other works that theorize on the Bodic group within Tibeto-Burman include van 
Driem (2001, 2005, inter alia), Bradley (1997, 2002), Thurgood (2003), LaPolla (2003),12 
                                                
12 For LaPolla’s (2003) case of Bodic subgrouping, “significant supporting evidence” is based 
on the claim to subgroup due to a shared *-s ablative/ergative suffix marked on nouns; 
however, LaPolla’s ‘Bodic’ is a much smaller group than, say, that of Hyslop (2014). Further 
division of LaPolla’s (2003) ‘Bodic’ group finds Tibetan, Tamang-Gurung-Thakali-Manange 
(TGMT), and Takpa. Takpa is separated into Bumtang, Cuona, and Menba based on a shared 
second person pronoun that is similar in Tamangic languages (Thurgood 2003).  
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DeLancey (2002), and others. Hyslop (2014) speculates that roughly half the Bodic languages 
are tonal. 
The East Bodish subgroup fits easily into any ‘Bodic’ phylogeny and all authorities on 
the matter agree that the East Bodish languages are closely related to Tibetic languages. 
Despite the similarities it is important to note that it is well agreed that Kurtöp (and other East 
Bodish langauges) are not direct descendants of Old Tibetan. Hyslop (to appear) states, 
“Following Michailovsky and Mazaudon (1994), DeLancey (2008), and Hyslop (2008a), who 
show that Kurtöp cannot be considered a daughter of Tibetan, (Hyslop to appear c) shows 
further evidence that the parent to the East Bodish languages is different from Old or Classical 
Tibetan.” Still, the East Bodish languages have been heavily influenced by Tibetan (see e.g. 
Hyslop and Plane 2015, Hyslop 2013b, 2014, etc.). This is important considering that many 
varieties of Tibetan are tonal (see e.g. Tournadre and Rdo-rje 2003).  
3.3. East Bodish  
Hyslop (2013b) identifies seven East Bodish languages, shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 - East Bodish Languages 
Language Other names Estimated # of speakers 
Dakpa Dawgs, Tawang/Northern Monpa 50,000 
Dzala Kurtöp, ’Yangtsebikha,  i ga brok 20,000 
Chali Chalipakha 1,000 
Phobjip Hengke, Phobjikha, Upper Mangdep 3,000 
Kurtöp Zhâke, au gemale13 15,000 
Bumthap Bumthang, Bumthabikha, Monpa 30,000 
Khengkha Kheng 40,000 
SOURCE.— MODIFIED FROM HYSLOP 2013B, 5 
                                                
13 The qualifier ‘Au Gemale’, which translates to ‘where are you going’ in Zhâke Kurtöp, is 
often used to differentiate Zhâke from other languages spoken in the Kurtö region, as the 
different languages have varying ways to say the phrase (Hyslop to appear).  
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Aside from van Driem’s (2007) Dakpa and Dzala article, Hyslop is the only one who 
has attempted to work through the internal relationship of the East Bodish group. Most notable 
are recent advances made with her Proto East Bodish reconstruction efforts (2013a, 2013b, 
2013c, 2014, to appear). Below is her tentative phylogeny:  
 
Figure 9 – Proposed internal phylogeny of the East Bodish langauges 
SOURCE.— HYSLOP 2013B 
Dakpa and Dzala share a branch based largely on the comparative work by van Driem 
(2007). Bumthap, Khengkha and Kurtöp have some shared sound changes that are still 
preliminarily examined (Hyslop 2013b). Though this phylogeny provides a basic 
understanding of the East Bodish languages, there is simply not enough micro-level research 
to definitively state any genetic relationships between them.  
Figure 10 shows the approximate locations of these East Bodish languages spoken in 
Bhutan.  
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Figure 10 - Approximate geographic location of East Bodish languages in Bhutan 
SOURCE.—MODIFIED FROM HYSLOP 2013B 
East Bodish languages are in contact with several languages, most of which have had 
some degree of influence. Tshangla is considered the lingua franca of eastern Bhutan. People 
who live in the eastern region of Bhutan also often speak Tshangla (van Driem 2001) and most 
Bhutanese also speak Dzongkha. Dzongkha and English are the institutional languages of 
Bhutan in the administrative sense and often in the academic sense (van Driem 2001). van 
Driem details the contact between Dzongkha and East Bodish languages claiming: 
Speakers of the Dzala language refer to Dzongkha as Garke ‘the languages of the 
garpas’. The Garpas were royal attendants or mandarins with far-reaching owners of 
jurisdiction dispatched by the drû desi or ‘drevarājā’ in olden days to perform various 
official duties and, especially in eastern Bhutan, to conduct onerous tasks such as tax 
collecting (2001, 891). 
 
Dzongkha has had intense contact with East Bodish languages for centuries, even in the far 
reaches of the northeast where they are found. 
Finally, Nepali and Hindi are both languages that have influenced Bhutan in relatively 
recent times. There is a large population of native Nepali speakers in southern Bhutan which 
has led to increased numbers of Nepali speakers throughout Bhutan over the centuries. Hindi 
has also had a long history of contact with Bhutan, but became much more common with the 
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modern advent of television. Currently, it is difficult to say how much of the similarity 
between the Central Bodish and East Bodish languages are due to intense contact, and how 
much they are due to internal developments. This is in part because there are significant holes 
in micro-level research on the East Bodish languages. 
To date, very little work has been published on the East Bodish languages. A Master’s 
thesis was done on Khengkha (Chamberlain 2004; Willis-Oko 2013). An Honours thesis was 
recently published on Upper Mangdep (Phobjip)(Bosch 2016). There is a sketch grammar of 
Bumthap (van Driem 2015). There is an article with Dakpa data (Hyslop and Tshering 2010), 
two conference presentations with Dzala data (Genetti 2009; Balodis 2009) and one article that 
compares the two (van Driem 2007). One short article has been published on Henke (Nishida 
2009), and nothing has been published on Chali. Kurtöp is by the far the most documented of 
the East Bodish languages, with a grammar (Hyslop to appear) and several articles by Hyslop 
(2006 [Lowes], 2008a, 2008b, 2009, 2010a, 2010b, etc.), and a few others: e.g. Michailovsky 
and Mazaudon (1994), and DeLancey (2008). Clearly, in order to understand the internal 
relationships amongst the East Bodish languages, further work is critical. All of the East 
Bodish languages are tonal, and the current state-of-the-art shows that they all have tone 
systems similar to that described for Kurtöp. 
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Chapter 4. Kurtöp 
4.1. Background  
Kurtöp is an East Bodish (Tibeto-Burman) language indigenous to Bhutan. The word 
Kurtöp comes from Dzongkha and means a person from Kurtö, so strictly speaking, the term 
Kurtöp actually encompasses several languages spoken in the region, including Dzala, 
Chocangackha, and Zhâke—the Kurtöp language for this thesis. The qualifier ‘Au Gemale’, 
which translates to ‘where are you going’ in Zhâke Kurtöp, is often used to differentiate Zhâke 
from other languages, as the different languages have varying ways to say the phrase (Hyslop 
to appear). For the remainder of this thesis, the term Kurtöp will refer to this variety.   
 There are approximately 15,000 speakers of Kurtöp in the Kurtö region of Lhüntsi 
district; Figure 11 shows the approximate locations of these two areas.  
 
Figure 11 - Map of the Kurtö region 
NOTE.—THE DARK BLUE KURTÖ REGION WITHIN THE LIGHT BLUE LHÜNTSE DISTRICT OF 
NORTHEAST BHUTAN 
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4.2. Kurtöp Phonology 
Kurtöp phonology was previously described by Michailovsky and Mazaudon (1994) 
and Hyslop (2006 [Lowes], 2008, 2009, to appear). This section will provide a brief summary, 
based on Hyslop (to appear).  
The nine syllable structures of Kurtöp are given in Table 3.  
Table 3 - Syllable structure in Kurtöp  
Syllable shape Kurtöp example Gloss 
V í.pʰɐ ‘food’ 
VV é: ‘who’ 
VC ím ‘hide.IRR’14 
CV bɐ̀ ‘target’ 
CVV kó: ‘hoe’ 
CVC gòr ‘rock’ 
CCV bɟɐ̀ ‘ash’ 
CCVV brɐ̀: ‘scratch.IRR’ 
CCVC pʰrúm ‘cheese’ 
SOURCE.— HYSLOP TO APPEAR 
Syllables can be made up of a minimum of a rime, which can be a short or long vowel, 
diphthong, or a short vowel plus coda [-p, -t, -k, (-s), -m, -n, -ŋ, -r, (-l)] (Hyslop to appear). 
The –s coda is not found in all varieties of Kurtöp and is environmentally conditioned in the 
varieties for which it is found. The –l coda has been lost except when conditioned by verbal 
prefix simplification and loan words (see Hyslop to appear). The maximum syllable shape is 
complex onset plus rime. 
Any of Kurtöp’s 31 consonants, listed in Table 4, can be used in onset position, and an 
additional thirteen onset clusters are permissible: /pr-, pʰr- pj-, pʰj-, pl-, br-, bj-, bl-, kw-, kʰw-, 
gw-, mr-, mj-/ (Hyslop to appear). Table 5 provides an illustration of the complex onsets using 
a near minimal set. 
                                                
14 IRR – Irrealis mood (Hyslop to appear). 
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Table 4 - Kurtöp Phonemic Consonant Inventory given in IPA  
 labial dental retroflex palatal velar glottal 
stops p, pʰ, b t, tʰ, d ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ c, cʰ, ɟ k, kʰ, g (ʔ) 
affricates  ts, tsʰ     
fricatives  s, z  ɕ  h 
nasals m n  ɲ ŋ  
laterals  l, ɬ     
rhotics  r     
glides w   j   
SOURCE.— HYSLOP TO APPEAR 
Table 5 – Words illustrating complex onsets in Kurtöp  
Onset Example Gloss 
/pr/ prɐ ‘monkey’ 
/pj/ pjɐk ~ pjɐ: ~ pjɐʔ ‘slip’ 
/pʰr/ pʰrɐn ‘hicum bamboo’ 
/pʰj/ pʰjɐ ‘Bon festival’ 
/pl/ plik ~ pli: ~ pliʔ ‘circumsize’ 
/br/ brɐ: ~ brɐʔ ‘cliff’ 
/bj/ bjɐ ‘invite; call’ 
/bl/ ble ‘four’ 
/mr/ mrɐ: ‘paddy’ 
/mj/ mjɐ ‘arrow’ 
/kw/ kwɐ: ‘upper arm’ 
/kʰw/ kʰwe ‘water’ 
/gw/ gwɐ: ~ gwɐʔ ‘two.CT’15 
SOURCE.— HYSLOP TO APPEAR 
The onset clusters are undergoing a process of simplification as pointed out by Hyslop 
(to appear 2013b), for which she gives several examples, including: the merger of /bl-/ and /br-
/, the simplification of /py-/ to [pɕ~pc] or even just /c/, especially among younger speakers, of 
/mj-/ to /ɲ/, and of /kʰr, kr, gr/ to /ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ/ or just reduce to the rhotic. In general, the 
simplification of complex onsets is seen throughout other East Bodish languages and the entire 
Tibeto-Burman language family as well. Matisoff (2003) discusses retroflexes as being a 
                                                
15 CT = Count (special counting words) (Hyslop to appear). 
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recent innovation in Tibeto-Burman as a result of simplified onset clusters found in Written 
Tibetan and Written Burmese.  
 Previous work (Hyslop [Lowes] 2006, to appear) has established Kurtöp has a three-
way voicing contrast in stops between voiceless, voiceless aspirated, and voiced,16 and a two-
way contrast in dental fricatives (voiced and voiceless). Table 6 provides a minimal set for 
Kurtöp stops, while Table 7 shows affricates and fricatives. 
Table 6 – Minimal set showing Kurtöp stops 
Phoneme Example Gloss 
/p/ pɐ: ‘slice of meat’ 
/pʰ/ pʰɐʔ ~ ᵱʰɐk ~ pʰɐ:  ‘pig’ 
/b/ bɐ ‘target’ 
/t/ tɐ ‘horse’ 
/tʰ/ tʰɐ ‘wooden beater’ 
/d/ dɐ ‘now’ 
/ʈ/ ʈɐ ‘brightness’ 
/ʈʰ/ ʈʰɐ ‘Common Kestrel (Falco tinnunculus)’ 
/ɖ/ ɖɐk ~ ɖɐʔ ~ ɖɐ: ‘excel’ 
/c/ cɐ ‘dress up’ 
/cʰ/ cʰɐ ‘seedling’ 
/ɟ/ ɟɐ ‘tea’ 
/k/ kɐ ‘snow’ 
/kʰ/ kʰɐ ‘mouth; language’ 
/g/ gɐ ‘saddle’ 
SOURCE.— HYSLOP TO APPEAR 
                                                
16 This three-way voicing contrast in stops has also been established for other East Bodish 
languages: Bumthap (van Driem 2015), Dzala (Genetti 2009; Balodis 2009), Khengkha 
(Chamberlain 2004), and Mangdep (Bosch 2016). 
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Table 7 – Minimal set showing Kurtöp affricates and fricatives17 
Phoneme Example Gloss 
/ts/ tsɐ́ ‘nerves; tendons; blood vessels; sinew; artery’ 
/tsʰ/ tsʰɐ́ ‘salt’ 
/s/ sɐ́ ‘earth; ground; place’ 
/z/ zɐ̀ ‘fruit’ 
/ç/ çɐ́ ‘meat’ 
/ç/ çɐ̀ ‘what’ 
/h/ hɐ́ ‘meaning’ 
SOURCE.— HYSLOP TO APPEAR 
Kurtöp sonorants consist of four voiced nasals /m, n, ɲ, ŋ/, one rhotic /r/, two laterals /ɬ, 
l/, and two glides /w, j/. The voiceless lateral /ɬ/ is rare, and is the only sonorant that does not 
precede both high and low tone (only taking high tone) (Hyslop to appear). Tone is contrastive 
following all other sonorants, as discussed in §4.3. Table 8 provides a minimal set for Kurtöp 
sonorants, while Table 9 gives minimal pair sets for high and low tone following sonorants. 
 
                                                
17  Examples are given in standard IPA where diacritics above the vowel mark high and low 
tone. 
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Table 8 – Minimal set showing Kurtöp sonorants  
Phoneme Example Gloss 
/m/ mɐ- ‘NEG’ 
/n/ nɐ̀ ‘ear’ 
/ɲ/ ɲɐ̀ ‘fish’ 
/ŋ/ ŋɐ̀ ‘speech’ 
/r/ rɐ̀ ‘come’ 
/l/ lɐ̀ ‘spider’ 
/l̥/ l̥ɐ́ ‘gods’ 
/j/ jɐ̀ ‘QP:POL’18 
/w/ wɐ̀ ‘trough’ 
SOURCE.— HYSLOP TO APPEAR 
Table 9 – Minimal pairs showing tonal contrast following Kurtöp sonorants 
Phoneme High 
tone 
Gloss Low 
tone 
Gloss 
/m/ mɐ́ŋ ‘community; crowd; everyone’ mɐ̀ŋ ‘be excessive’ 
/n/ nɐ́m ‘Perilla frutescens’ nɐ̀m ‘sky; weather’ 
/ɲ/ ɲú ‘be crazy’ ɲù ‘borrow’ 
/ŋ/ ŋɐ́p ‘dry out’ ŋɐ̀p ‘be thin’ 
/r/ rúŋ ‘make stand; get up’ rùŋ ‘small storage basket’ 
/l/ lém ‘flat spoon’ lèm ‘be delicious’ 
/w/ wɐ́ŋ ‘blessing’ wɐ̀ŋ ‘pit’ 
/j/ jɐ́p ‘awning’ jɐ̀p ‘wear on shoulders’ 
SOURCE.— HYSLOP TO APPEAR 
 Kutöp has a basic vowel system with the five cardinal vowels, /i, e, ɐ, o, u/, and four 
diphthongs, /ɐu, iu, ui, oi/. Contact with Dzongkha and Tibetan has created a register with 
some front rounded vowels. Simplification is also found in the diphthongs /ui/ and /oi/, which 
are reducing to monophthongs (Hyslop to appear). Similarly, Michailovsky and Mazaudon 
(1994) included /ai/ in the diphthong inventory, but Hyslop (to appear) reports that this has 
since undergone a sound change /ai/>/e/, in Kurtöp, but remains /ai/ in both Khengkha and 
                                                
18 QP:POL = Polar question marker (Hyslop, to appear). 
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Bumthap. It appears that Kurtöp diphthongs, like its complex consonant cluster onsets, are 
undergoing a process of simplification.19 
Kurtöp stress can be identified on syllables with “1) the possibility of complex onset or 
long vowel and 2) the acoustic correlate of duration” (Hyslop to appear). Since tone is almost 
always found on stressed syllables, usually word-initial in Kurtöp, the movement of tone to 
prefixes is given as evidence of this dual (stress and tone) system. An example given is shown 
in Table 10 where the negative prefix ma- takes the corresponding high or low tone from the 
verb root and the root then loses its tonal properties (Hyslop to appear). More details on the 
tonal system of Kurtöp are provided in §4.3.  
Table 10 - Kurtöp Movement of Tone to First Syllable in a Word 
Tone Verb stem Negated form 
High khor ‘carry’ mɐ́khor ‘didn’t carry’ 
Low gè ‘go’ mɐ̀ge ‘didn’t go’ 
High nɐ́n ‘add’ mɐ́nɐn ‘didn’t add’ 
Low nɐ̀t ‘put.down’ mɐ̀nɐt ‘didn’t put down’ 
SOURCE.— HYSLOP TO APPEAR 
4.3. Kurtöp’s Synchronic Tone System 
Michailovsky and Mazaudon (1994) presented the first evidence for tonal contrasts in 
Kurtöp, showing tone contrastive following the sonorants. They also noted the predictable 
tone register of the obstruent series stating, “two tonal registers, high and low, correlated with 
voicing oppositions in the initial consonant, and remnants of initial clusters. It is richer than 
CT[20] or Dzongkha (Dz) and poorer than the neighboring TGTM[21] Branch” (Michailovsky & 
Mazaudon 1994, 546). Hyslop (2006 [Lowes], 2008, 2009, to appear) has corroborated, and 
expanded upon, this early description of Kurtöp tone. 
                                                
19 These simplifications found in consonant clusters and vowels in Kurtöp may relate to the 
process of tonogenesis, which will be briefly discussed in §8.2. 
20  CT – Central Tibetan (Michailovsky and Mazaudon 1994) 
21  TGTM – Tamang-Gurung-Thakali-Manangba (Michailovsky and Mazaudon 1994)  
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 Using comparative evidence, Hyslop (2009) demonstrates how tone first phonologized 
following sonorants from s- initial sonorant clusters. In Written Tibetan s- sonorant clusters, 
high tone can be found on existing sonorant initial Kurtöp words, as shown in Table 11. 
Table 11 - Written Tibetan and Kurtöp Sonorant Tone Correspondences 
Kurtöp Gloss Comparative data Kurtöp Gloss Comparative data 
ŋɐ̀ ‘drum’ WT <rŋɑ> nɐ̀ ‘ear’ WT <rnɑ-bɑ> 
ŋɐ́ ‘pillow’ WT <sŋɑs> nɐ́ ‘nose’ WT <snɑ> 
rɐ́ ‘hair’ WT <skrɑ>    
rɐ̀ ‘root’ no cognate found    
SOURCE.— Adapted from Hyslop 2009, 830 and Hyslop to appear 
Hyslop speculated that, initially, the sonorant would assimilate to the voiceless s- 
creating a voiceless sonorant. High pitch then is then conditioned on the vowel following the 
voiceless sonorant, leading to predictably but non-contrastive high/low tone following the 
contrast in voiceless and voiced sonorant. Finally, the voicing contrast is lost and tone 
phonologizes, leaving high tone (on the previously voiceless series), and low tone on the 
vowel following voiced sonorants (Hyslop 2009, 831).  
The palatal fricative /ç/ is argued to have recently phonologized tone on the following 
vowel in Kurtöp. Michailovsky and Mazaudon (1994) remark the predictable tone register 
found on obstruents with the following caveat, “voicing is often absent in pronunciation, 
leaving only the low tone to insure the contrast. Thus, ʑ- is usually pronounced ᶫɕ-” (547). The 
fact that Hyslop never encountered the voiced palatal fricative, only encountering the voiceless 
with low tone series, suggests that the palatal fricative was likely undergoing a process of 
tonogenesis when Michailovsky and Mazaudon conducted their fieldwork in the 1970s, and 
has since phonologized following voiceless palatals (Hyslop 2009, to appear, 2013b , 2014c). 
Thus, evidence suggests, synchronically, a two-way high low contrast exists in Kurtöp 
tone as being phonemic in two environments (following the sonorants and following the 
voiceless palatal fricative). Following obstruents, with the exception of the palatal fricative, 
tone is predictably high following voiceless initials, and predictably low following voiced 
initials. Evidence for the synchronic tone system is summarized in Table 12. 
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Table 12 - Contrastive and Environmentally Conditioned Predictable tone in Kurtöp 
 
CONTRASTIVE TONE FOLLOWING SONORANTS AND PALATAL FRICATIVE 
High tone Gloss Low tone Gloss 
mɐ́ŋ ‘community; 
crowd; everyone’ 
mɐ̀ŋ ‘be.excessive’ 
nɐ́m ‘Perilla frutescens’ nɐ̀m ‘sky; weather’ 
ɲú ‘be.crazy’ ɲù ‘borrow’ 
nɐ́p ‘dry.out’ ŋɐ̀p ‘be.thin’ 
rúŋ ‘make.stand; get 
up’ 
rùŋ ‘small.storage.basket’ 
lém ‘flat.spoon’ lèm ‘be.delicious’ 
wɐ́ŋ ‘blessing’ wɐ̀ŋ ‘pit’ 
jɐ́p ‘awning’ jɐ̀p ‘wear.on.shoulders’ 
çɐ́m ‘shoes’ çɐ̀m ‘man’s.length.measurement’ 
 
PREDICTABLE TONE FOLLOWING VOICED AND VOICELESS OBSTRUENTS 
High tone Gloss Low tone Gloss 
pɐ́ ‘meat slice’ bɐ̀ ‘target’ 
pʰɐ́t ‘leech’   
tɐ́ ‘axe’ dɐ̀ expletive 
tʰɐ́ weaving pattern   
ʈɐ́ ‘change of color’ ɖɐ̀ ‘praise’ 
ʈʰɐ́ŋ ‘climb’   
cɐ́ro ‘friend’ ɟɐ̀ ‘tea’ 
cʰɐ́ ‘pair’   
kɐ́ ‘snow’ gɐ̀ ‘saddle’ 
kʰɐ́ ‘language; mouth’   
tsɐ́ ‘nerves’   
tsʰɐ́ ‘salt’   
sɐ́ ‘soil’ zɐ̀m ‘bridge’ 
SOURCE.— ADAPTED FROM HYSLOP TO APPEAR 
4.3.1. The possible role of contact 
Several languages in Bhutan and the region are tonal (see, e.g. Hyslop 2010). For 
example, some dialects of Tshangla are reported to have the same tone system as Kurtöp and 
the other East Bodish languages (contrastive following sonorants), and, it too, has been 
reported to be in a similar process of replacing voicing contrast in the obstruents in favor of a 
tonal contrast (Andvik 1999, 2010). Since contact between Kurtöp and Tshangla is well 
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established, it is possible that the system has passed to Kurtöp through areal means. However, 
it is worth pointing out that, no minimal pairs have been found for tone in Tshangla on the 
sonorants, and second, the varieties of Tshangla reported for this contrast are spoken in Tibet, 
rather than the varieties of Bhutan (Hyslop 2010, 118). Thus, it does not seem likely that 
Tshangla has played an important role in the development of Kurtöp tone. 
Dzongkha exhibits a more complex tone system than Kurtöp. Like other Central 
Bodish languages, such as Lhasa Tibetan, Dzongkha is reported to have a high/low contrast 
following sonorants. Following obstruents, tone is, for the most part, predictable,. However, 
following voiced consonants a contrast between low modal and low breathy voice tone is 
found, with the breathy voiced tone often co-occurring with a devoicing of the initial syllable. 
There are also a few contrastive contour tones in both high and low register (Hyslop 2010, 
116).  
Though some aspects of Dzongkha’s tone system seem strikingly similar to that of 
Kurtöp, there remain problems with the idea that Dzongkha is influencing tonogenesis in 
Kurtöp. First, there is little known about contact induced tonal development (Brunelle and 
Kirby 2015; Evans 2001; Sidwell 2015). Second, Dzongkha appears to be going through a 
process of tonogenesis in which the voiced low breathy series obstruents are merging with the 
voiceless series. The breathy phonation in the low series may be a prime example of the 
transitional phonation in tonogenesis as suggested by Thurgood (2002). However, as seen in 
§4.3.2, and further supported in this thesis, Kurtöp appears to be merging these series without 
a low tonal contrast in voicing. There is no evidence of breathy phonation in Kurtöp 
tonogenesis. Third, if Dzongkha is the driving factor of Kurtöp tonogenesis, then one might 
expect to see two things develop into the Kurtöp tone system: 1) contour tones, 2) single tone 
splits (i.e. that of the low tone) with a contrast in breathy and modal phonation type. Since so 
little is known about areal tonogenesis, it is hard to say if Kurtöp tone is developing due to 
contact with Dzongkha or if it is an example of parallel development.  
For now, the best way to understand the role contact plays in Kurtöp tonogenesis is to 
first gain a more complete understanding of the system. Regardless of the method of 
development for Kurtöp tone, the current mergers happening within the Kurtöp system allow 
for a unique opportunity to look into tonogenesis as an ongoing process.  
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Chapter 5. Methodology 
5.1. Experiment Design 
The focus of this study is to quantify tonogenesis in Kurtöp, focusing on the acoustic 
correlates voice onset time of consonants and pitch on vowels. The current study can be 
conceived as a follow-up study to Hyslop’s (2009) case study looking at the correlation 
between stop-initial voicing and Kutöp tone. In her study she hypothesized that the proposed 
ongoing mergers in voicing of stops was one step in a tonogenetic pathway which favored 
sonority: 
The findings of this study, in light of tonogenesis reported for Tibetan, Tshangla and 
Tai, suggest that sonority may play a role in tonogenesis, or to be more explicit we 
suggest that sonorants tend to phonologize tone on their following vowels before a 
contrast in voice is neutralized in favor of tone. Indeed, further research examining the 
role of sonority is tonogenesis may prove fruitful. (Hyslop 2009, 843) 
 
In order to test this theory, Hyslop developed an experiment in 2009,22 of which this thesis 
builds from to test the following goals: 
1) To determine if the observation that voicing distinctions are being lost in favor of a 
high and low tone contrast holds true in non-stop obstruents 
2) To determine if there is a correlation between level of sonority and development of 
pitch contrast 
3) To determine if the observation that voiced stops are becoming voiceless in favor 
of high and low tone contrast is statistically salient across all places of articulation 
 
The current study first aimed to replicate the results of Hyslop (2009) and then examine in 
detail the role of place and manner in tonogenesis. 
Since Kurtöp has word-level stress (Hyslop 2009, to appear)., we have controlled for 
word stress and tone variation by selecting only monosyllabic words. We attempted to balance 
the list for: voice type (voiceless, voiceless aspirated, and voiced), manner (stops, affricates, 
fricatives, nasals, laterals, rhotics, and glides), place (bilabial, dental, retroflex, palatal, velar, 
glottal), and vowel quality (low, non low front, and non low back). Even though there were 
more stops tokens because of the three way voicing contrast at five places of articulation, we 
                                                
22 Hyslop designed the experiment used in this thesis and collected data from two speakers in 
2009 that was used in the analysis. 
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were still able to balance the token between dental stops and dental fricatives to compare the 
effects of sonority within the obstruents. An attempt was made all around to produce equal 
amount of tokens for the other balancing factors (in many cases vowel quality) as possible.  
5.2. Speakers 
Two speakers were recorded in Thimphu, Bhutan, in 2009.23 KT is a male in his 
forties. He is from Tabi and in addition to being a native speaker of Kurtöp, he also speaks 
Dzongkha, Hindi and some English. CH is a female in her early sixties. She is from Dungkhar, 
and in addition to being a native speaker of Kurtöp, she also speaks Dzongkha, Tshangla, 
Chocangaca, and Bumthap.  
The author recorded three additional speakers in Canberra, Australia in December of 
2015. KL is a male speaker in his early thirties. He is from Tabi, but left the village when he 
was six years old, though he returns annually. Since leaving, he has lived in Thimpu, with the 
exception of three years in Trashigang, two years in Paro, and two years in Canberra, 
Australia. In addition to being a native speaker of Kurtöp, he also speaks Dzongkha, Nepali, 
Hindi, and English. He has a master’s degree that he obtained in English instruction in 
Australia. DM is a female in her early thirties. She is from Shawa, but left the village when she 
was five and has only returned three times since. She lived in Trashigang for six years, Samtse 
for four years, Tsirang for three years, Paro for five years, Wangdi Phodrang for seven years, 
and Canberra, Australia for two years. In addition to being a native speaker of Kurtöp, she also 
speaks Dzongkha, Nepali, Hindi, and English. SD is a male speaker in his mid-thirties. He is 
from Dungkhar, but left when he was between fifteen and sixteen years old. He has lived in 
Mongar, Thimphu, Samdrupjongkhar, and Canberra, Australia. In addition to being a native 
speaker of Kurtöp, he also speaks Dzongkha, Nepali, Tshangla, and English. The speakers 
were found on a voluntary basis through personal networks.  
5.3. Methodology 
 A total of 3540 monosyllabic consonant initial tokens were recorded and analyzed 
acoustically. The elicitation was done using a wordlist of 216 words (see Appendix 1), elicited 
                                                
23 For clarification purposes, these two speakers are not the same speakers that were used in 
Hyslop’s (2009) study. 
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in English and an orthographic representation of Kurtöp.24 The wordlist was given to each 
speaker and reviewed for clarification and meaning prior to recording. The speakers then 
produced each target word three times and a fourth time in the carrier phrase shown in (1).  
(1) ŋai       ______________ lap-male 
 1st.ERG   say-FUT 
 ‘I will say       “______________”   ’  
 
List intonation was found to be prevalent in the three words spoken in isolation prior to the 
carrier phrase. There was often a rising contour in the first token and a falling contour in the 
third token; however, similar to Hyslop (2009), since this was true regardless of the initial 
consonant’s manner, voice type, or place of articulation, and the analysis was based on level of 
the pitch and not contour, the inclusion of all tokens, despite list intonation, should affect all 
data in a predictable and consistent way and will therefore not skew any results.  
All utterances were included in the analysis with the exception of a few omitted for 
mispronunciation where the word was often repeated, for the correct pronunciation. 
Occasionally the target word was repeated four or five times prior to the carrier phrase, which 
yielded additional tokens for the word within that speaker. Sometimes, a speaker would not be 
familiar with a target word, and it was therefore omitted for that speaker. Due to these 
unforeseen circumstances, the data was not completely balanced for all controls (manner, 
place, voice type, vowel quality) across all speakers. Most noteworthy was the lack of balance 
found in the aspirated palatal stops (about 8 tokens for all speakers except speaker KT), and 
the aspirated retroflex stops (about 12 tokens for all speakers). The total tokens for each 
control is given per speaker in Table 13. 
                                                
24 Since Kurtöp doesn’t have an orthography, orthographic representation from Hyslop (to 
appear, Chapter 2) was used. 
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Table 13 - Total Number of Tokens Analyzed in Acoustic Study   
Speaker Manner Voice Type Labial Dental Retroflex Palatal Velar Totals 
CH Stops Voiced 82 40 43 24 47 236 
Voiceless 77 44 42 29 60 252 
Aspirated 57 40 12 8 40 157 
Fricatives Voiced  37    37 
Voiceless  38    38 
DM Stops Voiced 83 40 40 24 49 236 
Voiceless 72 40 36 28 60 236 
Aspirated 64 40 11 8 40 163 
Fricatives Voiced  36    36 
Voiceless  36    36 
KT Stops Voiced 79 36 40 40 52 247 
Voiceless 60 40 40 20 64 224 
Aspirated 51 40 12 40 44 187 
Fricatives Voiced  36    36 
Voiceless  36    36 
KL Stops Voiced 80 36 40 24 48 228 
Voiceless 72 40 40 28 56 236 
Aspirated 60 40 12 8 40 160 
Fricatives Voiced  36    36 
Voiceless  36    36 
SD Stops Voiced 80 40 36 28 48 232 
Voiceless 76 40 31 28 56 231 
Aspirated 52 40 12 8 40 152 
Fricatives Voiced  36    36 
Voiceless  36    36 
Totals Stops Voiced 404 192 199 140 244 1179 
Voiceless 357 204 189 133 296 1179 
Aspirated 284 200 59 72 204 819 
Fricatives Voiced  181    181 
Voiceless  182    182 
NOTE.—ORGANIZED ACCORDING TO MANNER, PLACE OF ARTICULATION AND VOICE TYPE FOR 
EACH SPEAKER 
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In total, 730 tokens were analyzed for KT, 720 for CH, 696 for KL, 707 for DM, and 
687 for SD.25 The minor discrepancies in total tokens recorded per speaker should not have a 
tangible effect on the results of this study. The larger imbalances found in the retroflexes and 
palatals are discussed in relation to their results.   
 Recordings by Hyslop were made using a Shure brand, head mounted microphone, 
placed approximately 3 cm from the speaker’s mouth using a Marantz PMD 660 recorder. A 
Zoom H4N recorder was used for the recordings of the other three speakers (KL, SD and 
DM). Both recordings were made at a 24 bit 96 kHz sampling rate as .wav format. Acoustic 
analysis was completed using Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2014) phonetics software.  
5.4. Acoustic analysis 
The VOT was measured by hand between the release and the first voicing cycle 
(Lisker and Abramson 1964). Occasionally frication, particularly at the palatal and velar 
places of articulation, was included in the VOT measurements of the stops. The effects of this 
are discussed in the discussion sections of the results (c.f. §8.2). Voicing for fricatives was 
determined primarily on the presence of a voice bar in the spectrogram, glottal pulsations in 
the spectrogram and often in the wave form, and periodic wave forms (as opposed to the 
aperiodic voiceless wave form) (Ladefoged and Johnson 2015; Smith 2013). Duration was 
measured for the fricatives since Stevens, Blumstein, Glicksman, Burton and Kurowski (1992) 
show that duration must exceed 60ms for voice quality (particularly relating to voicelessness) 
to be perceived. Vowel duration was measured by hand according to Wright and Nichols 
(2009) guidelines.  
The fundamental frequency (F0) was measured at nine equidistant points on the vowel 
using a Praat script. Since the voice quality and sonority of the prevocalic consonant can have 
a contour effect on the pitch levels (Hombert, Ohala and Ewan 1979), the mid-pitch (interval 
4) was used in statistical analysis, as this study was only concerned with high and low contrast 
                                                
25 Additional tokens were recorded and acoustically analyzed, but not included in the totals 
provided above since they were excluded from the statistical analysis for the results, except 
where explicitly stated, (i.e. there is a section that discussed possible effects of initial 
consonant clusters). These additional words can be found on the wordlist provided in 
Appendix 1. 
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in tone since Kurtöp does not have contour tones (Hyslop 2009, to appear). Pitches at the onset 
(interval 1) and the end of the vowel (interval 9) were also statistically assessed to test if the 
contrast was maintained across the entire duration of the vowel.  
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Chapter 6. Replication of Hyslop (2009) Results 
6.1. Results 
The results of this section corroborate the results found in Hyslop (2009), with minor 
differences. The low tone following voiced stops and the high tone following voiceless stops 
are maintained at a statistically significant difference across the entire duration of the vowel. 
However, Hyslop (2009) showed that the pitch following the voiceless stops and the pitch 
following the aspirated stops were statistically significant categories for only one of the two 
speakers at the midpoint of the vowel (interval 4). This study shows that the pitch following 
the voiceless stop and the pitch following the aspirated stop are significant categories for all 
speakers at the midpoint of the vowel (interval 4). When looking at the onset and end positions 
of the vowel, the mean F0 following the voiceless and that of the aspirated stops are not 
statistically significant for one speaker (KT) at the onset (interval 1), and for three speakers 
(CH, KT SD) at the end of the vowel (interval 9). The means and standard deviation of the 
VOT for all three voice types (voiced, voiceless, aspirated) were proved to be statistically 
significant categories for all five speakers. The standard deviation of the voiced series was 
much higher than the other two voicing categories, which supports Hyslop’s (2009) proposal 
that there could be an ongoing merger between the voiced and voiceless series.  
6.1.1. Fundamental Frequency 
 Figures 12-16 show the fundamental frequencies on the vowel following voiced, 
voiceless, and voiceless aspirated stops for each speaker.  
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Figure 12 - Mean F0 (645 tokens) on vowels 
following stops for speaker CH 
 
Figure 13 - Mean F0 (635 tokens) on vowels 
following stops for speaker DM 
 
Figure 14 -Mean F0 (624 tokens) on vowels 
following stops for speaker KL 
 
Figure 15 - Mean F0 (658 tokens) on vowels 
following stops for speaker KT 
 
Figure 16 - Mean F0 (615 tokens) on vowels 
following stops for speaker SD 
 
Figures 12-16 show that there appears to be a difference in F0 on vowels with a lower F0 
following the voiced stops and a higher F0 following the two voiceless series (voiceless and 
voiceless aspirated). For speakers KL and DM there appears to be a difference in high pitches 
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between the aspirated and voiceless series; however, this difference is less apparent for the 
remaining three speakers (CH, KT, and SD).  
Though slightly mitigated toward the end of the vowel, these differences in low and 
high F0 appear to be maintained across the duration of the vowel, though to a less degree by 
speaker CH. Note that CH is the oldest of the speakers by a minimum of twenty years. 
Hombert, Ohala, and Ewan (1979) showed that voicing related perturbations are common 
across languages (tonal and atonal). They showed that the voicing of the onset can affect F0 at 
the beginning of the vowel but is generally mitigated within the first 100ms of the vowel in 
atonal languages, as shown in Figure 17.  
 
  
Figure 17 - Average fundamental frequency following English voiced and voiceless stops  
SOURCE.—HOMBERT, OHALA, AND EWAN 1979, 39 
Figure 17 shows the reduction of pitch difference over time in English (100ms). The 
average vowel length for all recorded stops in Kurtöp as presented here were 131ms, and 
therefore, results showing the mean F0 to be distinct categories across the duration of the 
vowel, are likely not an effect of voicing perturbations of the onset as discussed for atonal 
languages by Hombert, Ohala, and Ewan (1979). Figures 10-14 show that the pitch difference 
appears to be maintained throughout the entire duration of the vowel.  
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To be sure, means were calculated and analyzed for their statistical difference. 
Summaries of the mean pitch difference across the vowel duration (onset: 10% , midpoint 50% 
and end point 90%) are given in Table 14. 
Table 14 - Mean F0 differences following voiceless and voiced stops across vowel 
Speaker ∆F0 onset of vowel ∆F0 middle of vowel ∆F0 end of vowel 
CH 66 48 20 
DM 57 50 35 
KL 50 43 30 
KT 35 28 14 
SD 54 37 21 
NOTE.—ONSET IS MEASURED AT INTERVAL 1, MIDDLE IS MEASURED AT INTERVAL 4, AND END IS 
MEASURED AT INTERVAL 9 
At a glance, the pitch differences look substantial for all speakers at all three points in 
the vowel. Note that for all three points, KT exhibits the lowest amount of difference between 
means. Interestingly, and noted visually from Figure 12, CH has the highest degree of 
difference at the onset of the vowel and the second lowest at the end of the vowel, which 
suggests that CH exhibits the highest degree of variation in mean pitch differences across the 
duration of the vowel. All of these differences will all be explored through the following 
statistical analysis. 
The mean F0 at the midpoint of the vowel was analyzed first. The mean F0 measured at 
the midpoint of the vowel (interval 4) increased from voiced, to aspirated, to voiceless, in that 
order, for all five speakers. The mean scores are given in Table 15 
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Table 15 - Summary of mean F0 following stops at midpoint of the vowel 
Speaker Voice Type N Mean S.D 
CH Voiced 236 258.84 15.35 
 Aspirated 157 295.66 17.51 
 Voiceless 252 306.88 21.99 
DM Voiced 236 217.72 9.05 
 Aspirated 163 251.25 27.89 
 Voiceless 236 268.29 22.77 
KL Voiced 228 132.91 6.58 
 Aspirated 160 162.98 13.87 
 Voiceless 240 175.90 17.39 
KT Voiced 247 117.84 8.88 
 Aspirated 187 140.77 14.09 
 Voiceless 224 145.75 14.36 
SD Voiced 232 158.46 11.84 
 Aspirated 152 188.69 13.35 
 Voiceless 231 195.81 16.57 
  NOTE.— NUMBER OF TOKENS, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR F0 ON THE MIDPOINT 
(INTERVAL 4) FOR ALL SPEAKERS WITHIN EACH VOICING TYPE.  
Table 15 shows the mean F0 following voiced stops were consistently the lowest across 
all the speakers.  
Statistical analysis was consistent with the observation above. Homogeneity of 
variance was violated, as assessed by Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance (p<.001) for 
all speakers analyzed. F0 means at the near mid-point of the vowel (interval 4) were 
significantly different between different voice types (voiced, voiceless aspirated, and 
voiceless) for all speakers: Welch’s for speaker CH [F(2,386.937)=474.092, p<.001], Welch’s  
for speaker DM [F(2,333.322)=698.797, p<.001], Welch’s  for speaker KL 
[F(2,318.076)=853.376, p<.001], Welch’s for speaker KT [F(2,380.094)=408.553, p<.001], 
and Welch’s  for speaker SD [F(2,369.116)=486.536, p<.001]. Games-Howell post hoc 
analysis revealed that the mean increase from voiced to voiceless, from voiced to voiceless 
aspirated, and from voiceless aspirated to voiceless, were all statistically significant categories 
(p<.001) for all speakers. The difference in means for these categories with 95% confidence 
interval (CI) is given in the Table 16.  
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Table 16 - Mean F0 Comparisons Between Preceding Voice Types in Stops  
Speaker Voice Types  
Difference  
in Means 
Lower Level  
95% CI 
Upper Level 
95% CI 
CH V & VL 48.04 44.02 52.06 
 V & ASP 36.81 32.76 40.86 
 ASP & VL 11.22 6.59 15.85 
DM V & VL 50.57 46.81 54.32 
 V & ASP 34.03 30.77 37.29 
 ASP & VL 16.53 11.97 21.09 
KL V & VL 42.99 40.15 45.82 
 V & ASP 30.06 27.27 32.85 
 ASP & VL 12.92 9.23 16.14 
KT V & VL 27.92 25.29 30.53 
 V & ASP 22.92 20.15 25.69 
 ASP & VL 4.98 1.67 8.29 
SD V & VL 37.34 34.19 40.49 
 V & ASP 30.22 27.08 33.36 
 ASP & VL 7.11 3.5 10.73 
NOTE.—DIFFERENCE IN MEANS WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL MEASURED AT INTERVAL 4 
FOR ALL SPEAKERS 
Since all of these differences in means were statistically significant, we can confirm 
the hypothesis that the mean F0 following stops exhibits statistically significant categories that 
are connected to the voice type of the previous stop  
 To test if these categories remained statistically significant across the duration of the 
vowel, statistical analysis was completed for the mean F0 at the beginning (interval 1) and the 
end points (interval 9) of the vowel for each voice type. The tests found that the difference in 
mean F0 following the voiced stops and the voiceless stops was statistically significant 
(p<.001) for all speakers at all three points across the vowel. For the categories following 
voiceless and aspirated, only one speaker (KT), did not have a statistically significant 
difference at the onset of the vowel (interval 1) with the difference in mean pitches only 1.77 
(p=.495). The remaining four speakers all found mean F0 following voiceless and aspirated 
stops to be statistically significant categories at the onset of the vowel.  
Finally, the same tests were carried out on the endpoint of the vowel (interval 9). The 
distribution was not as clear as at the previous two points of measurement, as there were more 
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outliers at interval 9 for all the speakers, with emphasis on speakers CH and KL. For this 
reason, nonparametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis) were run to confirm the results of the ANOVA, 
and the test results were consistent for all speakers. The results showed that at interval 9, three 
of the five speakers did not have statistically significant categories between mean F0 following 
voiceless and aspirated stops [CH (p=.419), KT (p=.66), SD (p=.9)], while the other two 
speakers maintained their statistically significant categories [DM (p<.001) and KL (p=.003)]. 
One speaker (again CH) did not have statistically significant categories between the F0 means 
following voiced and aspirated stops at the end of the vowel (interval 9) (p=.15), the remaining 
four speakers maintained the significant difference in these categories (p<.001). These results 
are also represented visually in Figures 12-16.  
The results confirm that the categories of tone following voiced and voiceless stops are 
statistically significant across the entire duration of the vowel for all speakers. The categories 
between voiceless and aspirated are also well maintained across the duration of the vowel, 
with the exception of one speaker, at the endpoint of the vowel. The difference between 
voiceless and voiceless aspirated, however, showed some variation across the vowel for 
several speakers and requires additional research to examine the nature of these two 
categories. 
6.1.2. Voice Onset Time 
As discussed in Chapter 5, the VOT was measured based on Lisker and Abramson 
(1964), between the release and the first voicing cycle. Spectrograms of a minimal pair set is 
given for labial stops /pʰ, p, b/ in Figure 18-Figure 21.26 
                                                
26  The examples found in Figure 18-Figure 21 are all from speaker SD however, are 
representative of cases found in all speakers. 
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Figure 18 - Spectrogram for speaker SD <pho> token  
NOTE.—SPECTROGRAM OF POSITIVE ASPIRATED VOT FOR /pʰ/ IN SD TOKEN FOR <pho> 
 
Figure 19 - Spectrogram for speaker SD <po> token  
NOTE.— SPECTROGRAM OF POSITIVE UNASPIRATED VOT FOR /p/ IN SD TOKEN FOR <po> 
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Figure 20 - Spectrogram for speaker SD <bo> token  
NOTE.—SPECTROGRAM OF NEGATIVE VOT FOR /b/ IN SD TOKEN FOR <bo> 
 The measurements for VOT are marked on the three figures above with a blue 
highlight and arrows indicate places of importance (first voicing cycle, release, direction of 
VOT measurement, and presence of a voice bar). Figure 21 shows an example of a case where 
the token elicited was a voiced stop /b/, however the spectrogram clearly shows the production 
was a voiceless stop [p].  
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Figure 21 - Spectrogram for speaker SD <bam> token  
NOTE.—SPECTROGRAM OF VOICELESS PRODUCTION FOR /b/ IN SD TOKEN FOR <bam>  
Figure 21 show there is clearly no periodic wave form or voice bar and the release is at 
the beginning of the selection rather than at the end. These are all characteristics of a voiceless 
stop, despite the fact that the word elicited had originally been found to be phonemically 
voiced (Hyslop [Lowes] 2006, to appear). Therefore, all tokens exhibiting this behavior were 
marked for positive VOT (phonetically voiceless). 
Mean and standard deviation of VOT for voiced, voiceless, and voiceless aspirated 
tokens were calculated for all speakers with the results given in Table 17.  
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Table 17 - VOT Summary for Stops for All Speakers  
Speaker Voice Type N Mean S.D Range 
CH Voiced 236 -48.01 58.15 -250 - 96 
 Voiceless 252 16.15 10.89 1 - 65 
 Aspirated 157 40.96 18.05 6 - 91 
DM Voiced 236 -103.60 84.0 -257 - 83 
 Voiceless 236 33.0 25.21 3 - 112 
 Aspirated 163 68.11 31.51 4 - 156 
KL Voiced 228 -17.58 54.83 -154 - 55 
 Voiceless 240 21.55 14.06 6 - 77 
 Aspirated 160 57.26 18.87 24 - 102 
KT Voiced 247 -21.64 62.86 -168 - 84 
 Voiceless 224 31.0 15.06 3 - 80 
 Aspirated 187 80.0 23.76 30 - 154 
SD Voiced 232 -40.83 56.42 -250 - 110 
 Voiceless 231 21.71 16.38 1 - 68 
 Aspirated 152 55.85 21.85 18 - 150 
Total Voiced 1179 -46.3 71.14 -257 - 110 
 Voiceless 1190 24.51 18.09 1 - 112 
 Aspirated 819 61.26 26.88 4 - 156 
NOTE.— NUMBER MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION AND RANGE VALUES ARE SHOWN FOR EACH 
SPEAKER AND EACH VOICE TYPE 
Looking at Table 17, mean scores of all three categories appear to be quite different for 
all speakers. For every speaker the mean increases greatly with voiced being the lowest, and 
aspirated being the highest. Notice that DM’s mean score for voiced series (-103.60) is well 
below any of the other speakers, yet DM’s voiced series range (-257ms to 83ms) is similar to 
CH’s and SD’s voiced series range [CH (-250ms to 96ms) and SD (-250ms to 110ms)].  
Statistical analysis confirmed that all three voice types are statistically significant 
categories for syllable-initial stops. Homogeneity of variance was violated, as assessed by 
Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance (p<.001) for all speakers. Welch’s confirmed the 
statistical significance for all speakers: for speaker CH [F(2,313.235)=280.884, p<.001], for 
speaker DM [F(2,361.272)=411.688, p<.001], for speaker KL [F(2,338.836)=294.567, 
p<.001], for speaker KT [F(2,373.547)=424.548, p<.001], and for speaker SD 
[F(2,335.578)=311.489, p<.001]. A Games-Howell post hoc test confirmed (p<.001) for all 
speakers for each of the three pairwise comparisons of the three stop types.  
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To replicate the result of Hyslop (2009), we must look to the variation within the 
categories which could suggest the change in progress of the VOT of the voiced series 
gradually becoming positive and merging with the voiceless series, as found in her study. 
Consulting Table 17, the largest amount of variation is found in the standard deviation of the 
voiced series (ranging between 54-84 between speakers with 71.14 as the standard deviation 
of the combined speakers). The lowest standard deviation is found in the voiceless series 
(ranging between 10-25 between speakers with 18.09 as the standard deviation of the 
combined speakers). The aspirated series fell just above the voiced series with a standard 
deviation of 26.88 for combined speakers (between speakers ranging between 18-31). Figure 
22 shows the distribution of VOT of stop measurements per voicing category for all speakers. 
 
Figure 22 -Histogram displaying distribution of VOT values for stops for all speakers. 
NOTES.—ASP REPRESENTS ASPIRATED, V REPRESENTS VOICED, AND VL REPRESENTS 
VOICELESS STOPS.  
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Several things can be noticed in Figure 22. First, for all speakers, the voiceless VOT 
peaks near zero (red line), whereas the aspirated peaks somewhere closer to 50ms, though 
there is still some overlap between the two series. Looking at the voiced (V) and voiceless 
(VL) series, there is overlap on the positive side of the spectrum. Unlike the aspirated series, 
most speakers appear to have a bi-modal distribution for the voiced series, where one peak 
falls in the expected place for a voiced stop (the negative VOT), while the other peak is found 
in the positive VOT, and appears to be closer to zero (like the voiceless series). These overlaps 
can also be confirmed by looking at the range column of Table 17. 
Taking a closer look at the widespread distribution in the voiced series (as evident 
from the large ranges shown in Table 17 and visually represented by speakers in Figure 22), 
the histograms in Figure 23 show the distribution of the three voice types for all speakers 
combined.   
 
Figure 23 - Histogram displaying distribution of VOT values for all stops 
NOTE.—DISTRIBUTION IS FOR ALL SPEAKERS’ TOKENS COMBINED 
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Clearly, the distribution displayed for the voiced series is much greater than that of 
either the voiceless or the aspirated series. VOT values for the voiced stops ranges from -
257ms to 110ms, while the voiceless stops range is almost identical to only the positive 
portion of the voiced range (1ms to 112ms). While the positive mode is central to around 15ms 
and the range under 100ms with few outliers, the mode of the negative VOT is less defined 
(possibly around -60ms) and has a range around 200ms with outlier reaching to -250+ms.  
 Breaking this down to individual speakers, (Figure 24) it become clear that this is 
partly due to one speaker’s (DM) range of negative VOT for voiced stops.  
 
Figure 24 - Histogram of VOT distribution values for voiced stops for each speakers 
Figure 24 shows the frequency of VOT values of voiced stops for all of the speakers. It 
is clear that the distribution of positive and negative VOT is not consistent across speakers; 
however, every speaker exhibits both negative and positive VOT measurements for the voiced 
stop series.  
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 While the histograms in Figures 22,23 and 24 give an impression of the distribution 
and the range, looking at Figure 25 and Figure 26 offers a better sense of the percentage of this 
distribution overall. Figure 25 gives the total percentage of positive and negative VOTs for all 
voiced stops with speakers combined.  
 
Figure 25 - Distribution of the percentage of total positive and negative voiced stops 
Figure 25 shows that, while there are more negative tokens overall (60%), the 
percentage of positive VOT tokens within the voiced series is 40%. Considering that the 
voiced series was a statistically significant category with an overall mean of  
-46.30, it is rather surprising to see the percentage of positive and negative VOT nearly split. 
Furthermore, Figure 26 gives this same percentage distribution on a speaker-to-speaker basis.  
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Figure 26 - Percentages of positive and negative voiced stops for each speaker 
Figure 26 shows that speaker CH has a 60% negative, 40% positive distribution of 
stops, identical to the overall results. Both DM and SD have a larger percentage of negative 
tokens (80% and 70% respectively). Speaker KT is nearly split 50/50, while speaker KL has 
the reverse of CH and the overall results, with 40% negative and 60% positive tokens. 
Potential reasons for the differences in percentage distributions will be in §6.2.  
6.2. Discussion 
The scatter plot in Figure 27 represents visually distinct categories between the low F0 
following voiced stops and the higher F0 following the voiceless and aspirated stops, with their 
correlation to VOT.  
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Figure 27 - Relationship between VOT and F0 following stops for each speaker 
The blue series represents the voiced stops. Notice how they occupy the left side of the 
graph (the negative VOT), while still blending with the voiceless stops (green series) on the 
positive VOT portion of the graph. Also notice that while the series merges on the positive 
side of the VOT, the voiced series is lower in pitch than the voiceless series. The voiceless 
series appears to have a larger pitch range, while the voiced stops seem to have a narrow pitch 
range with a larger VOT range.  
 Figure 27 summarizes the results of this acoustic study. It has confirmed the findings 
of Hyslop (2009), that there is evidence that a merger in VOT is ongoing between voiced stops 
and voiceless stops, and that tone is the primary contrast following around 40% of the 
phonemically voiced stops. The difference in F0 between the two tones (following the voiced 
and voiceless stops) ranged from 27 Hz to 50 Hz between the five speakers. The difference 
between these two tones was maintained across the entire duration of the vowel. The mean F0 
was calculated at nine points across the vowel for each speaker, and a Games-Howell post hoc 
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test was carried out for three of these points [vowel onset (interval 1), midpoint (interval 4), 
and vowel endpoint (interval 5). It was confirmed that the mean values (low tone following the 
voiced stops and high tone following the voiceless stops) are statistically distinct categories.  
 The same test was conducted to test if the mean F0 following the aspirated stops 
consisted of a salient category. Hyslop (2009) has one speaker whose results were statistically 
significant, and one whose results were not. This study found that the mean values following 
the aspirated series were a statistically distinct category for all speakers at the midpoint 
(interval 4), but not for all speakers at the other two tested points (significant at onset by four 
of the five speakers, and significant by three of the give speakers at the end of the vowel). The 
results require follow-up studies for a few reasons: 1) Hyslop (2006 [Lowes], 2009, to appear) 
only report two distinct tones high and low for Kurtöp, so a third middle tone following 
aspirated stops, is not attested in any of the previous research on Kurtöp: 2) there were several 
outliers27 among all the speakers especially towards the end of the vowel (interval 9), which 
could have affected the results, 3) there were over 300 fewer tokens recorded for the aspirated 
series than for the voiced and voiceless series (the imbalance could also skew the results).  
 This study confirms Hyslop’s (2009) claim that “these results suggest that tone is a 
salient property of these words’ production. We argue that these results suggest high tone has 
phonologized following voiceless obstruents and low tone has phonologized following voiced 
obstruents” (841). 
 VOT measurements were analyzed for mean and standard deviation for the three voice 
types in stops (voiced, voiceless, and voiceless aspirated). One of the primary aims of this 
study was to confirm the prospective merger between the devoicing voiced obstruents and the 
voiceless obstruents. Therefore, the focus of the discussion pertains to the results of the voiced 
stops in relation to the voiceless stops. 
 The overall mean VOT, of the combined speakers for the voiceless stop series was 
24.51ms (S.D. 18.09). The overall mean for the voiced stops was -46.30 (S.D. 71.14). The 
disparity in deviation from the mean between the voiceless and voiced stops indicates a greater 
deal of variation within the voiced series category of VOT measurement. This was 
                                                
27 The term outlier is used here to represent the tokens that did not fall within the normal 
distribution in boxplot analysis using SPSS descriptive function. 
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corroborated by analysis for individual speakers and was represented in the information 
provided in the tables and visually demonstrated by the bimodal distributions shown in Figures 
23 and 24. Figures 25 and 26 gave a better representation of the percentage of tokens that were 
realized as positive or negative VOT. Though the percentages were not consistent, all speakers 
realized at minimum 20% of their tokens with a positive VOT, with the largest percentage 
found in speaker KL’s tokens (60% positive VOT). Overall positive VOT for all speakers 
combined was 40% of the tokens. This is consistent with Hyslop’s (2009) speculation that the 
tendency for voiced stops to be realized with positive VOT suggests that the VOT is perhaps 
being replaced as the primary contrast for the voiced series of initial stops.  
The results of this study replicate the results of Hyslop’s study (2009). Her experiment 
was conducted with two speakers, on a total of 1041 syllable-initial stop tokens, this study was 
able to replicate the results with five speakers, with a total of 3177 syllable-initial stop tokens. 
The intra-speaker variation reported in Hyslop’s (2009) study was not found in these results. 
For example, Hyslop found that for the younger of her two speakers (PC), the mean F0 
following the voiceless stops and that following the aspirated stops was statistically significant 
(p=.017), but not significant for other older speaker. However, the results presented in the 
chapter show that all five speakers had significant results (p<.005) in the difference of means 
following the voiceless and aspirated series.28 Furthermore, Hyslop’s speakers were 20 (PC) 
and 40 (KW), where four of the speakers for the results presented here are in their 30s and 40s, 
one speaker is in her 60s. This is not consistent with the fact that in her study speaker KW was 
in his forties and did not have a significant result. It is therefore less likely that age is the 
influence for the mean F0 following the aspirated series being a distinct category. Further, 
Hyslop (2009) only reported data from male speakers; we have shown here that female 
speakers are also participating in this sound change. Without additional biographical 
information on the speakers of the 2009 study, and for the two speakers of this study (CH and 
KT), it is difficult to suggest other potential sociolinguistic factors for the one variation found 
for Hyslop’s speaker KW.  
                                                
28 These comparisons are made for the midpoint (interval 4) results. Since Hyslop (2009) 
analyzed the midpoint, but not the onset or the endpoint, comparison between the results at 
interval 1 and interval 9 cannot be made.  
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Hyslop’s (2009) results also found that the older speaker KW had a less prominent 
bimodal distribution in the VOT of his voiced stops, while the younger speaker PC had a very 
obvious bimodal distribution. This was not the case in the results presented here, where the 
two speakers (DM and KL) who happen to share the exact same birthday (day and year), fell 
into the two roles of least and most bimodal distribution, respectively. However, speaker DM 
left the village very young, around age 5, and has only returned about three times since, while 
speaker KL, who also left quite young around age 6, returns to the village annually since he 
left. This could suggest that contact with the village plays a more important role than age in 
the merger of voiced and voiceless stops. More research would be needed to test this theory.   
Regardless, the results of both studies suggest tone is phonologizing following the 
obstruents and the voice distinction is collapsing between voiced and voiceless stops. As 
discussed by Hyslop (2009), this is a rare opportunity to see the transition in progress. As the 
voiced series currently exhibits both negative and positive VOT, with low tone phonologizing 
on the following vowel, the transition between contrastive VOT and contrastive tone is a work 
in progress. This phenomenon is well attested in the literature of tonogenesis as exhibited in 
Chapter 2, however few studies have shown the ongoing effects within a language in 
transition.  
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Chapter 7. Results: Fricatives and Kurtöp Tonogenesis 
7.1. Results 
Recall that Kurtöp synchronically contrasts voiceless and voiced dental fricatives. The 
acoustic study conducted as part of this thesis also explored voicing of fricatives and following 
pitch as indicators of ongoing tonogenesis. A total of 183 voiceless dental fricatives and 181 
voiced dental fricatives across all speakers (around 36 tokens for each speaker in each 
category) where acoustically analyzed.  
The results of this section look at dental fricative initials in Kurtöp, found: 1) low tone 
following the voiced fricatives and high tone following the voiceless fricatives are statistically 
distinct categories for all five speakers; 2) these tonal categories (high and low) are maintained 
across the entire duration of the vowel for three of the five speakers: and 3) the voicing 
distinction in fricatives is collapsing. These results suggest that the dental fricatives are 
merging the voicing distinction in favor of a contrast in tone, as has already been found for the 
palatal fricative (cf. §4.3). When compared to the results for the stops, the evidence from this 
study suggests that the fricatives are further along in the process of phonologizing the high and 
low tone contrast. These results are discussed immediately below.  
7.1.1. Fundamental Frequency 
The Figures 28-32 represent the mean F0 of the vowel following the voiced and 
voiceless dental fricatives for each of the five speakers recorded.  
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Figure 28 - Mean F0 (75 tokens) on vowels 
following dental fricatives for speaker CH 
  
 
Figure 29 - Mean F0 (72 tokens) on vowels 
following dental fricatives for speaker DM 
 
Figure 30 - Mean F0 (72 tokens) on vowels 
following dental fricatives for speaker KL 
 
 
Figure 31 - Mean F0 (72 tokens) on vowels 
following dental fricatives for speaker KT 
 
Figure 32 - Mean F0 (72 tokens) on vowels 
following dental fricatives for speaker SD 
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Figures 28-32 show that the difference in mean F0 following the voiced and voiceless 
series appears to be maintained across the duration of the vowel for all speakers, with the 
exception of speaker SD. Figure 32 shows that for speaker SD the difference between mean F0 
appears to taper towards the end of the vowel (from around 70%). Table 18 below shows the 
differences in means across three points of the vowel: onset (interval 1), midpoint (interval 4), 
end point (interval 9).  
Table 18 - Mean F0 differences following voiceless and voiced fricatives across the vowel  
Speaker ∆F0 onset  
of vowel 
∆F0 middle  
of vowel 
∆F0 end  
of vowel 
CH 56 30 28 
DM 56 43 25 
KL 63 46 34 
KT 49 30 23 
SD 61 36 5 
NOTE.—ONSET IS MEASURED AT INTERVAL 1, MIDDLE IS MEASURED AT INTERVAL 4, AND END IS 
MEASURED AT INTERVAL 9 
Looking at Table 18, it is quite clear that the difference in means at interval 9 is very 
different for speaker SD than for the other four speakers. Interestingly, he has the second 
largest difference in mean at the onset, and is in the middle of mean difference at the midpoint 
of the vowel. The changes in speaker SD’s mean differences show that he has the largest 
amount of variation in mean F0 across the duration of the vowel. Looking at Figure 32, it 
appears that this variation is found in both means following the voiceless and the voiced series 
of dental fricatives. The variation in means following the voiced series jumps 35 Hz and then 
drops around 5Hz towards the end, while the variation in means following the voiceless series 
drops 25Hz. Most of the other speakers do not exhibit this kind of change in mean differences 
across the duration of the vowel, as shown in Table 19. 
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Table 19 - Mean F0 changes between three measurements across the vowel 
Speaker 
∆Mean F0  
onset to middle 
∆Mean F0  
middle to end 
CH -26 -2 
DM -13 -18 
KL -17 -12 
KT -19 -7 
SD -25 -31 
NOTE.—THE FIRST COLUMN REPRESENTS THE DIFFERENCE IN MEAN F0 FOLLOWING VOICED AND 
VOICELESS AT INTERVAL 1 SUBTRACTED FROM THE DIFFERENCE IN MEAN F0 FOLLOWING VOICED 
AND VOICELESS AT INTERVAL 4. THE SECOND COLUMN REPRESENTS THE DIFFERENCE IN MEAN F0 
FOLLOWING VOICED AND VOICELESS AT INTERVAL 4 SUBTRACTED FROM THE DIFFERENCE IN 
MEAN F0 FOLLOWING VOICED AND VOICELESS AT INTERVAL 9. 
Table 19 represents the changes in mean differences between the two series across the 
duration of the vowel, so that the first column (∆Mean F0 onset to middle) shows a relatively 
consistent reduction in mean difference from onset of the vowel to midpoint of the vowel for 
all speakers. This is consistent with the visual representation found in Figures 28-32, where at 
the onset the difference between mean F0 following voiceless and voiced is quite drastic, and 
reduces slightly for all speakers as the duration of the vowel carries on. The difference in 
means between the midpoint and the end of the vowel tells a different story, either staying 
relatively the same (as with speakers CH and KT) or the difference is consistent with the drop 
between the onset to the middle (as with speaker KL). However, two speakers have a stronger 
drop in mean differences between the midpoint and the end than they did for the difference 
between the onset and the midpoint of the vowel (DM and SD). Interestingly, for the 
difference between means from onset to midpoint, speaker DM had the smallest variation, so 
even though her variation increases from midpoint to endpoint of the vowel, her mean 
difference at the end of the vowel still looks sizable (see Figure 29). For speaker SD, on the 
other hand, his variation is the second largest between onset and midpoint, and the largest 
between the midpoint and the end point, so that by the end of the vowel these two large 
variations leave little difference between the means of the two series (see endpoint of Figure 
32). For all other speakers, the difference between means appears to be consistently 
maintained across the entire duration of the vowel.  
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To test the assumption that the mean F0 following the voiceless dental fricative and 
that of the voiced dental fricative are distinct categories representing tone (high and low 
respectively) an Independent T-test was conducted at three measurements across the vowel. 
Statistical analysis confirmed that the mean F0 following the voiceless and the mean F0 
following the voiced dental fricatives were statistically significant categories (high tone and 
low tone respectively), for all speakers at all three points tested (interval 1, interval 4 and 
interval 9), with the exception of speakers SD and CH at the endpoint of the vowel (interval 
9).  
At the near midpoint of the vowel (interval 4), all speakers had statistically significant 
categories between the high tone following the voiceless dental fricatives, and the low tone 
following the voiced dental fricatives. Homogeneity of variance (as assessed by Levene’s Test 
of Homogeneity of Variance) was violated (p<.001) for all but one speaker [SD (p=.25)]. 
Statistical analysis showed that for interval 4, means F0 were distinct categories following 
voiced and voiceless: Welch’s for speakers CH [t(61.115)=-7.276, p<.001], DM [t(47.53)=-
12.82, p<.001], KL [t(46.209)=-12.08, p<.001] and KT [t(53.136)=-14.31, p<.001], and T-test 
for speaker SD [t(70)=-11.76, p<.001]. The number, mean, standard deviation, and difference 
of mean with 95% CI are given in Table 20.  
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Table 20 - Mean F0 Summary following dental fricatives for all speakers 
Speaker Voice Type N Mean SD 
Difference 
in Mean 
Lower 
Level 
95% CI 
Upper 
Level 
95% CI 
CH Voiced 37 254.441 13.04 29.88 21.67 38.09 
Voiceless 38 284.324 21.59 
DM Voiced 36 231.094 8.0 43.31 36.52 50.1 
Voiceless 36 274.408 18.61 
KL Voiced 36 144.294 8.62 46.24 38.54 53.94 
Voiceless 36 190.542 21.27 
KT Voiced 36 120.508 5.85 29.91 25.72 34.11 
Voiceless 36 150.428 11.08 
SD Voiced 36 168.886 12.17 36.42 30.24 42.59 
Voiceless 36 205.308 14.02 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR PITCH FOLLOWING EACH 
VOICE TYPE. DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH 95% CONFIDENCE 
INTERVAL FOR EACH SPEAKER 
Notice that the mean F0 is lower following the voiced series in all five speakers. This is 
best displayed visually in Figure 33.  
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Figure 33 - Distribution of pitch 4 following the dental fricatives for each speaker 
NOTE.—ORGANIZED BY VOICE TYPE 
 Figure 33 shows the distribution of F0 for each speaker, following both voicing types 
(voiced on the left, voiceless on the right). Noteworthy is the smaller variation found 
following the voiced series for each speaker. KT appears to have the least amount of variation 
in his pitch following both the voiced and the voiceless series. It also seems that for all 
speakers, the voiced series pitch always falls roughly within the same Hz range as the bottom 
whisker of the voiceless range. This suggests that even though there appears to be some 
overlap in pitch between the two series, the pitch following the voiced series is always lower 
than that of the voiceless series. This follows the prediction that low tone has phonologized 
following the voiced fricative and high tone has phonologized following the voiceless 
fricative.  
To test if these distinct categories (high tone following the voiceless dental fricatives 
and the low tone following the voiced dental fricatives) are maintained across the entire 
duration of the vowel, the same T-test was run for the onset of the vowel (interval 1) and the 
end point of the vowel (interval 9). At interval 1 all speakers’ results revealed that the two 
categories were statistically significant (p<.001). At interval 9 however, only three speakers 
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(DM, KL and KT) maintained the statistical significance of the categories. Given the amount 
of descriptive evidence for this, it was no surprise that SD’s categories were not statistically 
distinct (p=.571). It was, however, surprising that speaker CH’s results were also not 
significant (p=.065), as neither the difference in means in Table 18, nor the visual evidence 
(Figure 28) suggested the categories were not distinct. In fact, CH exhibited the least amount 
of change in the mean differences between the middle and end point (-2, see Table 19), and 
yet, the results were significant at the midpoint but not at the end of the vowel. One reason for 
this result may be that CH exhibited more aberrant measurements at interval 9 than all of the 
other speakers. This is represented by the large standard deviation found in CH’s interval 9 
(voiced SD=42.79, voiceless SD=79.32, compared to the range of other speakers SD: 10-34 
for voiced and 17-36 for voiceless), where her standard deviation at in interval 4 was within 
the normal ranges of the other speakers (Table 20). The intra-speaker discrepancies will be 
explored in §7.2. 
 The results show that the low tone following voiced dental fricatives and the high tone 
following voiceless dental fricatives are indeed distinct categories, and they are maintained 
across the entire duration of the vowel for three of the five speakers. For the two speakers, the 
difference is maintained through the first 60-70% of the vowel.  
7.1.2. Duration and Voicing 
To test the voicing distinction in the fricatives, duration was measured and each token 
was marked for voice quality. As Stevens et al. (1992) reported, voice quality in fricatives can 
only be perceived if the duration is more than 60ms, the average duration for each voice type 
was calculated. Voiceless fricatives were an average of 143ms and voiced fricatives were an 
average of 131ms. Clearly, these are over 60ms and therefore voice distinction could be 
perceived. Voice quality was determined by the presence of a voice bar in the spectrogram, 
glottal pulsation in the spectrogram and wave form, and aperiodic versus periodic wave forms.  
The following spectrograms represent the typical cases found while measuring the 
fricatives voice quality.29 Figure 34-Figure 37 represent a minimal pair set between dental 
voiced and voiceless fricatives as well as the palatal fricative for both high and low tone.  
                                                
29 The examples found in Figure 34-Figure 40are all from speaker CH however, are 
representative of cases found in all speakers.  
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Figure 34 - Spectrogram for speaker CH <si> token  
NOTE.—SPECTROGRAM OF VOICELESS FRICATIVE /s/ FOR CH TOKEN FOR <si> 
 
Figure 35 - Spectrogram for speaker CH <zi> token  
NOTE.—SPECTROGRAM OF VOICED FRICATIVE /z/ FOR CH TOKEN FOR <zi> 
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Figure 36 - Spectrogram for speaker CH <shi> token  
NOTE.—SPECTROGRAM OF VOICELESS FRICATIVE /ɕH/ FOR CH TOKEN FOR <shi> 
 
Figure 37 - Spectrogram for speaker CH <zhi> token  
NOTE.—SPECTROGRAM OF VOICELESS FRICATIVE /ɕL/ FOR CH TOKEN FOR <zhi> 
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 Notice in Figure 34 (/si/), the indications of voicing marking on the figure (aperiodic 
wave, no glottal pulses, no voice bar) as well as the pitch track (indicated by the blue line with 
HZ in blue on the right of the figure). Figure 35 (/zi/) contrasts this showing typical features of 
a clearly voiced dental fricative marked by period wave form, glottal pulses in the 
spectrogram, as well as the presence of the voice bar. Figure 35 shows a lower pitch track than 
that of Figure 34, showing that the pitch following the voiced fricative token is lower than that 
of the voiceless fricative token.  A similar observation can be made for the already established 
high and low tone on the palatal fricative in Figure 36 and Figure 37, both representing 
voiceless features as the palatal fricative has already lost the voicing distinction.  
 Figure 38 represents an example of a voiced dental fricative /z/ that is produced 
voiceless.  
 
Figure 38 - Spectrogram for speaker CH <zur> token  
NOTE.—SPECTROGRAM OF VOICELESS PRODUCTION FOR FRICATIVE /z/ FOR CH TOKEN FOR 
<zur> 
 Notice that, despite the token elicited being /zur/, the wave form and spectrogram show 
no voiced qualities in the initial fricative. Rather speaker CH produces this token with the 
voiceless fricative [sur]. The pitch track, however, still indicates a low tone following the 
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fricative, much like the low pitch tracks found in Figure 35(/zi/) and Figure 37(/ɕLi/). 
Unfortunately not all tokens voice qualities were so straight forward. Figure 39 and Figure 40 
represent a more questionable measurement.  
 
Figure 39 - Spectrogram for speaker CH <ze> token  
NOTE.—SPECTROGRAM OF LESS STRAIGHT FORWARD MEASUREMENT FOR /z/ FOR CH TOKEN 
FOR <ze> 
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Figure 40 – Spectrogram Zoomed for speaker CH <ze> token  
NOTE.—SPECTROGRAM ZOOMED TO MEASURE /z/ FOR CH TOKEN FOR <ze> 
 Figure 39 shows the aperiodic wave form followed by a brief periodic wave form prior 
to the vowel onset. Figure 40 shows a zoomed view of the onset consonant and transition into 
the vowel. Notice that presence of the voice bar and glottal pulses in the selected portion 
(highlighted in blue) of the period wave. The selected portion is only 30ms while the aperiodic 
section is over 60ms. In cases like this, where the majority of the production was voiceless, the 
token was counted as voiceless. This decision was made for two main reasons. First, the 
perceivable duration, as mentioned above, must be over 60ms and since the voiced portion is 
half that, it is unlikely a perceivable difference. Second, the voiced portion of the fricative is 
between the voiceless production of the fricative and the vowel. It is most likely that the 
periodic wave form, the voice bar, and the glottal pulsation are a result of early onset voicing 
while transitioning into the vowel. Therefore, this token, and tokens like it, were marked as 
voiceless.  A similar process was used for the reverse cases, where the fricative initially had a 
periodic wave form, voice bar, and glottal pulsations which then turned to an aperiodic wave 
form without a voice bar or glottal pulsations. In these cases the token was measured for the 
durations of each and most often the voiced quality was the larger portion (over 60ms). These 
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tokens were often assumed to be devoiced prior to the transition into the vowel. Since the 
palatal fricatives have already lost the voicing distinction, they were not used for the following 
analysis addressing voicing. 
By isolating the voiced dental fricatives, we can look at the percentage of tokens with 
the presence of a voicing (voiced) and the absence of a voicing (voiceless).  Figure 41 shows 
this percentage distribution for all speakers combined.  
 
Figure 41 - Percentage of total voiceless and voiced dental fricatives 
The phonemic voiced dental fricatives have a larger portion (62%) of voiceless tokens 
(lacking the presence of a voice bar or glottal pulsations) than voiced tokens (38%). This 
suggests that the voice distinction in the voiced dental fricatives is merging with the voiceless 
dental fricatives.  
Looking at the individual speakers in terms of percentages of total tokens with the 
presence of a voicing (voiced) and the absence of a voicing (voiceless) as in Figure 42, it 
becomes clear that two speakers (DM and KT) have nearly lost the voicing distinction in the 
dental fricatives.  
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Figure 42 - Percentage of total voiceless and voiced dental fricatives for each speaker 
Figure 42 shows that for speaker DM around 95% of her voiced dental fricatives are 
realized as voiceless. For speaker KT this is closer to 80%. Over 60% of CH’s tokens are 
realized as voiceless, while speaker KL appears to be just the opposite. The only other 
speaker, besides KL, to have more tokens realized as voiced than tokens realized as voiceless 
is speaker SD with a nearly 50/50 distribution of his phonemically voiced fricatives.  
7.2. Discussion  
The section showed that there is a statistically significant distinction in mean F0 
following the voiced dental fricatives (lows) and the mean F0 following the voiceless dental 
fricatives (high). These results suggest that high and low tones on the vowel are distinct 
categories following the voiceless and voiced dental fricatives, respectively. The results were 
statistically significant for three speakers (DM, KL, KT) in all three tested points along the 
vowel (onset, midpoint, and endpoint), and were statistically significant for two of the 
speakers (SD and CH) at the onset and midpoint, but not at the endpoint. In particular, the 
visual representation of SD’s mean pitches (Figure 32) was atypical compared to the other 
speakers.  
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It is unclear what motivations caused SD’s results to be so incongruous with the other 
speakers, however, recall that speaker SD left the village at a much later age than the other 
two, for whom we have known departure ages (KL and DM). The evidence suggests that for 
speaker SD, a rising contour is found in the pitch following many of his voiced fricatives. 
Looking at some of SD’s voiced dental fricative tokens in Praat shows that this rising contour 
is found in open syllables and closed syllables, as well as following voiced initial tokens 
realized with and without voicing. Figures 43-45 show these environments in Praat 
spectrograms of three voiced dental fricative tokens of speaker SD.  
 
 
Figure 43 - Spectrogram for speaker SD <ze> token  
NOTE.—SPECTROGRAM OF F0 INCREASING OVER THE DURATION OF THE VOWEL IN SD TOKEN 
FOR <ze> 
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Figure 44 - Spectrogram for speaker SD <zer> token 
SPECTROGRAM OF F0 INCREASING OVER THE DURATION OF THE VOWEL IN SD TOKEN FOR <zer> 
 
 
Figure 45 - Spectrogram for speaker SD <zang> token 
SPECTROGRAM OF F0 INCREASING OVER THE DURATION OF THE VOWEL IN SD TOKEN FOR 
<zang> 
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The pitch has the largest increase found on the open syllable (around 50Hz increase 
across the vowel) seen in Figure 43, and the second largest increase (around 40Hz increase 
across the vowel) in the voiced initial found in Figure 45. These figures suggest that this rising 
contour found in SD’s voiced tokens are not conditioned by the syllable shape or voiced 
realization of the phonemically voiced initial. Further research investigating a possible 
connection between the age at which SD left the village and the presence of a rising contour 
following voiced dental fricatives would be fruitful.  
The mean duration of the fricatives showed that the duration of the recorded Kurtöp 
dental fricatives presented here are beyond the minimal duration (60ms) necessary for 
perceptual distinction (143ms for the voiceless and 131ms for the voiced). The results also 
showed that the voiced series is in the process of devoicing, as evidenced by the large 
percentage of phonemically voiced tokens that did not have acoustic evidence for voicing 
(+voice: presence of a voice bar, glottal pulsation in the spectrogram, and periodic wave 
form). Thus, while voicing is still clearly being marked in the language, the results suggest 
actual voicing of the fricative is not a salient feature of the production 
The evidence presented in this chapter appears to support the prediction by Hyslop 
(2009) that all obstruents (not just stops) are merging the voicing distinction in favor of a tonal 
contrast. Further, the fricatives are merging more quickly than the stops. 
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Figure 46 - Percentage comparison between fricatives and stops 
NOTE.—PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL VOICELESS AND VOICED TOKENS FOR VOICED DENTAL 
FRICATIVES AND VOICED DENTAL STOPS FOR EACH SPEAKER 
Figure 46 shows the percentage of voiceless and voiced tokens for each speaker, 
comparing the dental fricatives to the dental stops. Keeping in mind that blue represents 
voiced realization, while green represents voiceless realization, it appears that both manners of 
articulation (fricative and stop) show some voiced tokens realized as voiceless, rather than 
voiced. Clearly, the fricatives are realized more often as voiceless, than the stops—for all but 
one speaker (KL). It is interesting that for three speakers (CH, DM and KL), the two manners 
are mirrored, where the percentages of voiceless to voiced realization are swapped.  
The results here show that voiced dental fricatives are devoicing at what appears to be 
a faster rate than the stops. These results suggest that the fricatives are further along than the 
stops in the collapsing of the voicing and the phonologization of high and low tone following 
the fricatives (Figure 46). Speaker DM’s dental fricative voicing distinction has nearly 
collapsed all the way and tone has taken its place as the primary contrast. This evidence 
indicates that the dental fricatives are following suit of the palatal fricatives, which have 
already lost the voicing distinction in favor of a tonal contrast. The fact that the palatal 
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fricatives phonologized tone before the dental fricatives suggests that place of articulation may 
play a role in tonogenesis as well. This issue is explored with stops in the next section.  
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Chapter 8. Place of Articulation in Kurtöp Tonogenesis 
This chapter reports results for place of articulation. It was already shown that the 
voiced stops are devoicing in favor of a tonal contrast by Hyslop (2009) and replicated in the 
results presented in Chapter 6. This chapter separates the data into different places of 
articulation to determine if (1) the results mentioned above are consistent within all places of 
articulation, (2) if place of articulation has an effect on the rate at which the stops are merging 
the voicing distinction and phonologizing the following tone. 
8.1. Results 
The results of this section demonstrate that: (1) the high tone following the voiceless 
stops and the low tone following the voiced stops are statistically significant categories for all 
speakers, at all five places of articulation (labial, dental, retroflex, palatal, velar), when 
measured at the midpoint of the vowel (interval 4), (2) These tonal distinctions are maintained 
across the duration of the vowel (interval 1, interval 4 and interval 9) for two speakers (DM 
and KL) at all places of articulation, for speaker KT with the only exception being labial stops 
at interval 9, and for speakers CH and SD there were too many outliers at interval 9 to rely on 
the statistical tests, which returned non-significant results at velar and palatal place of 
articulation for speaker SD and at all but the labial place of articulation for CH. Possible 
reasons for the inconsistency at interval 9 are addressed in the results and follow up discussion 
to follow. This section’s results also (3) calculated the mean and standard deviation for VOT 
of all three voicing types (voiced, voiceless, voiceless aspirated) at each place of articulation 
and (4) show that the VOT measurements for each voice type represent statistically significant 
categories, for all speakers, at all places of articulation, with the following exceptions: 
speakers KL and SD in retroflexed stops (between voiced and voiceless), and speakers DM 
and SD in palatal stops (between voiceless and voiceless aspirated). The results of this section 
suggest that place of articulation may play a role in tonogenesis. 
8.1.1. Fundamental Frequency 
The mean F0 was calculated for every speaker at the near mid-point of the vowel 
(interval 4) and compared between the three voicing types of stops (voiced, voiceless, and 
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aspirated), with an analysis of variation (One-way ANOVA).30 Figures 47-51 show the 
distribution of pitch at the near midpoint of the vowel, for each speaker, organized by voice 
type and place of articulation of the preceding stops.  
 
Figure 47 - Distribution of Pitch 4 for speaker CH at all places of articulation in stops 
NOTE.—DISTRIBUTION OF PITCH 4 FOLLOWING THE STOPS AT DIFFERENT PLACES OF 
ARTICULATION ACCORDING TO VOICE TYPE FOR SPEAKER CH 
For speaker CH (Figure 47), notice that the pitch following the voiced series is lower 
than both the pitch following the voiceless series and the pitch following the aspirated series  
at all placed of articulation; however, there appears to be some overlap in the whiskers. The 
pitch following the voiced stops appears to have less variation in pitch than that following the 
voiceless stops. The retroflex appears to have the lowest amount of variation in both the 
voiced and voiceless series. Also, notice that for both the voiced and voiceless series the mean 
pitch31 following the palatal series appear to be the lowest of all places of articulation. 
                                                
30 Post hoc analysis was used to assess the significance of the difference in means between 
each voicing type. A Tukey’s post hoc test was used when Levene’s homogeneity of variance 
was confirmed (p>.05) and a Games-Howell post hoc test was used when homogeneity of 
variance was violated (p<.05).  
31 Mean pitch is represented by the horizontal line within the boxes of the box plot.  
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Figure 48 - Distribution of Pitch 4 for speaker DM at all places of articulation in stops 
 NOTE.—DISTRIBUTION OF PITCH 4 FOLLOWING THE STOPS AT DIFFERENT PLACES OF 
ARTICULATION ACCORDING TO VOICE TYPE FOR SPEAKER DM 
For speaker DM (Figure 48), the pitch following the voiced series is much lower than 
that of the voiceless series, with less overlap in the whiskers than what was seen for speaker 
CH (Figure 47). Furthermore, the pitch following the voiced series has a much smaller pitch 
range than the seen following the voiceless series, and the pitch following the voiceless series 
has more outliers. Following the aspirated series, the pitch appears to be a kind of middle 
ground between that following the voiced and voiceless series, in terms of pitch variation and 
mean. For speaker DM the pitch following the retroflex is the highest in the voiceless series, 
while that following the palatal and velars have the lowest. Following the voiced series, most 
of the pitches look similar, though the back three places of articulation (retroflex, palatal, 
velar) have the lowest amount of variation. Again the F0 following the aspirated series appears 
to be a middle ground between the other to two categories.  
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Figure 49 - Distribution of Pitch 4 for speaker KL at all places of articulation in stops 
 NOTE.—DISTRIBUTION OF PITCH 4 FOLLOWING THE STOPS AT DIFFERENT PLACES OF 
ARTICULATION ACCORDING TO VOICE TYPE FOR SPEAKER KL 
So far we have looked at the two female speakers, still speaker KL (male) (Figure 49) 
exhibits the same low pitch patterns following the voiced and high pitch patterns following the 
voiceless that was seen in the female speakers (DM and CH), just at a lower Hz, to account for 
the male pitch register. KL’s F0 following the voiced series have a much smaller pitch range 
than that following the voiceless series, and like DM, his pitch following the voiceless 
retroflexed are the highest, and following the voiceless palatals and velars are the lowest. 
Unlike DM, KL’s F0 following the voiced retroflexes have the largest variation. Notice that 
KL has hardly any outliers, when compared to the two previous female speakers. The pitch 
following the aspirated series for KL appears to have more overlap with that of the voiceless 
series than the previous speakers.  
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Figure 50 - Distribution of Pitch 4 for speaker KT at all places of articulation in stops 
 NOTE.—DISTRIBUTION OF PITCH 4 FOLLOWING THE STOPS AT DIFFERENT PLACES OF 
ARTICULATION ACCORDING TO VOICE TYPE FOR SPEAKER KT 
Speaker KT (Figure 50) appears to have more overlap between the pitches following 
the voiced and voiceless series. Following the voiced series, the pitch is still lower and has less 
variation than that following the voiceless, however, notice that the whiskers of the dentals, 
labials, and velars overlap more than the other speakers. The pitch following the aspirated 
series also appears to completely overlap the pitch following the voiceless series, with the 
exception following the retroflex, which is overlapping more with the low pitch of the voiced 
series. One exception to note in Figures 47-51, is with the aspirated palatals; these were an 
imbalanced group to the other places of articulation, for all speakers except KT. Notice that for 
speaker KT the pitch following the palatal stops, especially with regard to the aspirated series, 
appear more consistent with the other places of articulation, which was not the case for the 
other four speakers who had a lower pitch and little variation represented by the small sample 
size.32  
                                                
32 See Table 8 in §5.3 for reference of the sample size for each category.   
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Figure 51 - Distribution of Pitch 4 for speaker SD at all places of articulation in stops 
NOTE.—DISTRIBUTION OF PITCH 4 FOLLOWING THE STOPS AT DIFFERENT PLACES OF 
ARTICULATION ACCORDING TO VOICE TYPE FOR SPEAKER SD 
Finally, speaker SD’s (Figure 51) distribution looks very similar to speaker CH’s 
(Figure 47). The pitch following the voiced series is still lower, than that following the 
voiceless series, but the ranges of the pitches after the voiced stops are larger than the other 
three speakers. Pitches following SD’s palatals have considerably more overlap between the 
voice and voiceless series than the other speakers. Similar to DM and KL, SD’s voiceless 
retroflex has the highest mean pitch, though it appears that following the dentals there are 
several higher pitched tokens as well. The pitch following the voiced labials has a low tailed 
distribution that is larger than the previous four speakers as well. SD’s aspirated series appears 
to be overlapping more with the pitch following the voiceless series at most places of 
articulation (dental, labial, velar) and are somewhere in between the pitches following the 
voiced and voiceless for retroflexes.  
 To summarize (Figures 47-51), the F0 following the voiced series is always lower than 
that following the voiceless series. This is true for all speakers at all places of articulation, in 
varying degrees. The pitch following the voiceless series appears to have the largest variation 
for all speakers. The aspirated palatals need more data, as the samples were unbalanced for 
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other places of articulation with all speakers except KT. For three of the speakers (DM, KL 
and KT) the F0 following the voiced series clearly has the least amount of variation.  
 Statistical analysis confirmed that the mean F0 at the midpoint of the vowel represents 
distinct categories following the voiced stops (low) and the voiceless stops (high) for all 
speakers, at all places of articulation. The mean F0 following the aspirated series did not 
always represent a distinct category, sometimes merging with that of the voiceless series, and 
occasionally merging with the means following the voiced series. Each speaker’s results will 
be given below, organized by place of articulation.  
 Beginning with the labial stops, the results of the analysis of variance are: [F(2,213)= 
155.212, p<.001] for speaker CH, [F(2,123.918)= 253.312, p<.001] for speaker DM, 
[F(2,113.840)= 499.877, p<.001] for speaker KL, [F(2,104.561)= 129.85, p<.001] for speaker 
KT, [F(2,122.347)= 215.409, p<.001] for speaker SD. All speakers had a statistically 
significant difference in the mean pitch following voiced and voiceless labial stops. The 
differences in means following all three voice types (voiced, voiceless, aspirated) for each 
speaker are given with the standard deviation in Table 21 below. 
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Table 21 - Mean F0 Summary following labial stops for all speakers at interval 4 
Speaker 
Voice 
Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
Lower 
Level 
95% CI 
Upper 
Level 
95% CI 
CH Voiced 82 260.33 15.56 V & VL 45.87 <.001 39.17 52.58 
Voiceless 77 306.21 21.13 V & ASP 41.62 <.001 34.34 48.91 
Aspirated 57 301.96 16.15 VL & ASP 4.24 =.364   
DM Voiced 83 216.3 10.2 V & VL 48.2 <.001 42.34 54.03 
Voiceless 72 264.5 18.52 V & ASP 34.55 <.001 29.17 39.94 
Aspirated 64 250.85 15.73 VL & ASP 13.64 <.001 6.68 20.64 
KL Voiced 80 129.31 5.98 V & VL 42.38 <.001 38.8 45.96 
Voiceless 72 171.7 11.43 V & ASP 31.61 <.001 27.74 35.48 
Aspirated 60 160.93 11.43 VL & ASP 10.76 <.001 6.02 15.5 
KT Voiced 79 116.33 8.82 V & VL 26.21 <.001 21.68 30.74 
Voiceless 60 142.54 12.58 V & ASP 23.39 <.001 18.65 28.13 
Aspirated 51 139.72 12.29 VL & ASP 2.81 =.462   
SD Voiced 80 154.69 11.36 V & VL 41.75 <.001 36.42 47.08 
Voiceless 76 196.45 16.17 V & ASP 33.07 <.001 27.78 38.35 
Aspirated 52 187.76 13.14 VL & ASP 8.68 =.003 2.5 14.85 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE. 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR 
EACH SPEAKER 
A few things should be noted from Table 21. First, all speakers had the highest 
standard deviation in mean pitch following the voiceless series (this was tied with that 
following the aspirated series for speaker KL) and the smallest standard deviation following 
the voiced series. Second, for speakers CH and KT, the difference in means following the 
voiceless and the aspirated series was not statistically significant.  
 The results of the analysis of variance following dental stops are: [F(2,78.837)=50.396, 
p<.001] for speaker CH. [F(2,78.809)= 243.793, p<.001] for speaker DM, 
[F(2,75.759)=622.847, p<.001] for speaker KL, [F(2,73.764)=110.251, p<.001] for speaker 
KT, [F(2,117)=160.812, p<.001] for speaker SD. Again, all speakers had statistically 
significant categories (high and low pitch) following the voiceless and voiced dental stops, 
respectively.  The differences in means following all three voice types (voiced, voiceless, 
aspirated) for each speaker’s dental stops are given with the standard deviation in Table 22. 
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Table 22 - Mean F0 Summary following dental stops for all speakers at interval 4 
Speaker 
Voice 
Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
Lower 
Level 
95% CI 
Upper 
Level 
95% CI 
CH Voiced 40 263.52 14.15 V & VL 38.84 <.001 28.57 49.11 
Voiceless 44 302.36 24.26 V & ASP 25.47 <.001 16.95 33.98 
Aspirated 40 288.99 17.5 VL & ASP 13.37 =.013 2.41 24.33 
DM Voiced 40 220.3 9.79 V & VL 58.62 <.001 51.07 66.16 
Voiceless 40 278.92 17.28 V & ASP 41.71 <.001 35.94 47.49 
Aspirated 40 262.01 11.72 VL & ASP 16.90 <.001 8.99 24.81 
KL Voiced 36 131.96 5.69 V & VL 59.62 <.001 54.93 64.31 
Voiceless 44 191.59 11.34 V & ASP 42.97 <.001 38.98 46.93 
Aspirated 40 174.93 8.65 VL & ASP 16.65 <.001 11.42 21.88 
KT Voiced 36 116.98 6.97 V & VL 26.35 <.001 21.26 31.44 
Voiceless 40 143.34 11.23 V & ASP 23.42 <.001 18.67 28.17 
Aspirated 40 140.41 10.16 VL & ASP 2.93 =.443   
SD Voiced 40 158.11 12.37 V & VL 45.77 <.001 39.38 52.16 
Voiceless 40 203.88 12.34 V & ASP 36.12 <.001 29.73 42.51 
Aspirated 40 194.23 11.34 VL & ASP 9.65 =.001 3.26 16.03 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE. 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR 
EACH SPEAKER 
Table 22 shows that the standard deviation has the same pattern as the dentals 
(voiceless highest, voiced lowest) with one exception. All three of speaker SD’s standard 
deviations are very similar. Two speakers (CH and KT) did not have a significant result in the 
Games-Howell post hoc test for difference of means following the voiceless and aspirated 
dental stops.  
 The results of the analysis of variance following retroflex stops are: 
[F(2,30.773)=121.958, p<.001] for speaker CH. [F(2,24.126)= 243.256, p<.001] for speaker 
DM, [F(2,27.386)=353.993, p<.001] for speaker KL, [F(2,27.57)=57.241, p<.001] for speaker 
KT, [F(2,76)=165.467, p<.001] for speaker SD. The differences in mean pitch for all three 
voice types (voiced, voiceless, aspirated) for each speaker’s retroflex stops are given with the 
standard deviation in Table 23. 
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Table 23 - Mean F0 Summary following retroflex stops for all speakers at interval 4 
Speaker 
Voice 
Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
Lower 
Level 
95% CI 
Upper 
Level 
95% CI 
CH Voiced 43 259.32 11.55 V & VL 49.99 <.001 41.66 58.32 
Voiceless 42 309.31 19.4 V & ASP 40.34 <.001 29.15 51.53 
Aspirated 12 299.66 13.68 VL & ASP 9.65 =.147   
DM Voiced 40 218.37 8.47 V & VL 72.54 <.001 64.64 80.45 
Voiceless 36 290.92 17.9 V & ASP 26.60 =.001 12.67 40.54 
Aspirated 11 244.98 16.63 VL & ASP 45.94 <.001 31.02 60.85 
KL Voiced 40 136.28 6.99 V & VL 58.57 <.001 53.26 63.87 
Voiceless 40 194.85 12.1 V & ASP 33.36 <.001 23.03 43.69 
Aspirated 12 169.65 12.99 VL & ASP 25.20 <.001 14.4 35.99 
KT Voiced 40 113.84 7.21 V & VL 29.51 <.001 22.9 36.12 
Voiceless 40 143.36 15.77 V & ASP 9.58 =.056   
Aspirated 12 123.43 12.29 VL & ASP 19.92 <.001 9.06 30.79 
SD Voiced 36 163.31 9.9 V & VL 47.99 <.001 41.63 54.35 
Voiceless 31 211.3 11.43 V & ASP 30.03 <.001 21.38 38.68 
Aspirated 12 193.35 12.06 VL & ASP 17.95 <.001 9.13 26.77 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE. 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR 
EACH SPEAKER 
Here the standard deviation is lowest following the voiced series for all speakers, and 
the mean pitch following the voiceless series is the largest for three speakers (CH, DM, KT), 
while the aspirated series has the largest for two speakers (KL and SD). Speaker CH did not 
have significant result in the mean pitch differences following the voiceless and aspirated, and 
speaker KT interestingly did not have significant result between means following the voiced 
and aspirated series. This was noted in Figure 50 above with the pitches following the 
retroflexed series having a distributional overlapping with those following the voiced series.  
 The results of the analysis of variance following palatal stops are: [F(2,58)=59.076, 
p<.001] for speaker CH. [F(2,21.240)= 45.252, p<.001] for speaker DM, [F(2,29.38)= 66.353, 
p<.001] for speaker KL, [F(2,48.855)= 77.718, p<.001] for speaker KT, [F(2,61)= 16.715, 
p<.001] for speaker SD. All speakers had significant results (p<.001). The differences in 
means for all three voice types (voiced, voiceless, aspirated) for each speaker’s palatal stops 
are given with the standard deviation in Table 24. 
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Table 24 - Mean F0 Summary following palatal stops for all speakers at interval 4 
Speaker 
Voice 
Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
Lower 
Level 
95% CI 
Upper 
Level 
95% CI 
CH Voiced 24 250.14 15.89 V & VL 53.13 <.001 41.35 64.9 
Voiceless 29 303.27 20.44 V & ASP 33.17 <.001 15.75 50.6 
Aspirated 8 283.32 10.29 VL & ASP 19.95 =.018 2.91 36.99 
DM Voiced 24 219.6 6.96 V & VL 37.73 <.001 27.15 48.32 
Voiceless 28 257.33 21.55 V & ASP 16.36 =.001 8.21 24.5 
Aspirated 8 235.96 7.55 VL & ASP 21.37 <.001 9.41 33.34 
KL Voiced 24 138.66 5.32 V & VL 23.38 <.001 17.77 29 
Voiceless 28 162.05 10.78 V & ASP 3.47 =.098   
Aspirated 8 135.18 3.27 VL & ASP 26.86 <.001 21.11 32.6 
KT Voiced 40 117.86 7.41 V & VL 27 <.001 21.14 32.85 
Voiceless 20 144.86 9.26 V & ASP 18.91 <.001 13.22 24.59 
Aspirated 20 136.77 13 VL & ASP 8.08 =.021 1.03 15.13 
SD Voiced 28 164.7 11.99 V & VL 16.2 <.001 9.04 23.36 
Voiceless 28 180.9 11.32 V & ASP 0.169 =.999   
Aspirated 8 164.53 5.75 VL & ASP 16.37 <.001 5.67 27.11 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE. 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR 
EACH SPEAKER 
Table 24 shows that the standard deviations of pitch following the palatal series does 
not match the pattern previously seen (voiced lowest, voiceless highest). Here the pitch 
following the aspirated and the voiced have the lowest standard deviations varied by speaker. 
The mean pitch following the voiceless series almost always has the largest standard deviation 
(with a small exception to speaker SD). However, as previously noted, the palatal series is not 
balanced for most speakers—the exception, of course, is speaker KT who did have more 
balanced representation in his palatals. For him, the pitch following the aspirated series has the 
largest standard deviation (following voiced is still the lowest). Two speakers did not have 
statistically significant categories between the mean pitches following the voiced and aspirated 
series, but again, this could be due to the small amount of tokens for the aspirated series. All 
speakers had more balanced representation in the pitch after the voiced and voiceless series 
and all speakers post hoc tests had statistically significant (p<.001) results for the difference in 
mean F0 following those two series.  
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 Finally, the results of the analysis of variance following velar stops are: 
[F(2,93.267)=108.417, p<.001] for speaker CH. [F(2,78.125)= 141.799, p<.001] for speaker 
DM, [F(2,76.572)= 216.337, p<.001] for speaker KL, [F(2,96.946)= 95.642, p<.001] for 
speaker KT, [F(2,141)= 95.73, p<.001] for speaker SD. The differences in means following all 
three voice types (voiced, voiceless, aspirated) for each speaker’s velar stops are given with 
the standard deviation in Table 25. 
Table 25 - Mean F0 Summary following velar stops for all speakers at interval 4 
Speaker 
Voice 
Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
Lower 
Level 
95% CI 
Upper 
Level 
95% CI 
CH Voiced 47 256.27 17.02 V & VL 54.84 <.001 45.53 64.14 
Voiceless 60 311.11 23.43 V & ASP 38.33 <.001 29.24 47.42 
Aspirated 40 294.61 18.24 VL & ASP 16.50 <.001 6.55 26.45 
DM Voiced 49 216.58 7.2 V & VL 40.7 <.001 33.6 47.81 
Voiceless 60 257.29 21.59 V & ASP 31.38 <.001 24.88 37.88 
Aspirated 40 247.96 15.76 VL & ASP 9.32 =.038 0.424 18.22 
KL Voiced 48 133.93 4.48 V & VL 28.44 <.001 24.63 32.25 
Voiceless 56 162.37 10.89 V & ASP 23.71 <.001 19.43 27.98 
Aspirated 40 157.65 10.42 VL & ASP 4.72 =.086   
KT Voiced 52 123.79 9.67 V & VL 28.26 <.001 22.45 34.06 
Voiceless 64 152.05 16.32 V & ASP 26.87 <.001 20.88 32.86 
Aspirated 44 150.66 14.03 VL & ASP 1.38 =.885   
SD Voiced 48 157.77 11.13 V & VL 30.27 <.001 24.53 36.02 
Voiceless 56 188.05 13.87 V & ASP 30.02 <.001 23.76 36.28 
Aspirated 40 187.79 11.36 VL & ASP 0.25 =.995   
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE. 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR 
EACH SPEAKER 
Once again we find the pattern that pitch following the voiced series has the lowest 
standard deviation, and that following the voiceless has the highest standard deviation for all 
speakers. The difference in mean pitch following the voiceless and the aspirated series was 
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found to be not statistically significant by the Games-Howell post hoc test for three speakers 
[KL (p=.086), KT (p=.885), and SD (p=.995)]. 33 
 The preceding information indicates that at the rough midpoint of the vowel (interval 
4), the mean F0 following the voiced and voiceless stops are statistically significant categories 
(low tone and high tone, respectively) for all speakers, at all places of articulation. At this 
stage, it is not clear where the pitch following the voiceless aspirated series falls in terms of 
tonal category as it sometimes patterns with the pitch following the voiceless series, 
sometimes with that following the voiced series, and sometimes comprises a statistically 
significant category of it’s own.  
 To determine if these categories are maintained across the duration of the vowel, the 
same tests34 were performed for the onset of the vowel (interval 1) and the end of the vowel 
(interval 9). Statistical results will be given below for each speaker at each place of 
articulation, however for detailed information (including mean, standard deviation, and 
difference of means) please see Appendix 2.  
 The results of the analysis of variance following labial stops are: for speaker CH 
[F(2,207)=213.778, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,208)=13.969, p<.001] at interval 9, for 
speaker DM [F(2, 115.702)=259.162, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,117.210)=94.392, p<.001] 
at interval 9, for speaker KL [F(2, 117.6)=938.817, p<.001] at interval 1 and 
[F(2,184)=20.084, p<.001] at interval 9, for speaker KT [F(2, 74.757)=221.38, p<.001] at 
interval 1 and [F(2,83.63)=4.524, p<.001] at interval 9, and for speaker SD [F(2, 
103.158)=354.589, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,186)=23.315, p<.001] at interval 9. These 
results represent that there were statistically significant categories between the mean F0 
                                                
33 It can also be noted that speaker DM has a significant result in this category, but her result 
was (p=.038).  
34 An analysis of variance One-way ANOVA was performed with follow-up post hoc tests: 
Tukey’s if Levene’s homogeneity of variance was confirmed, and Games-Howell if 
homogeneity of variance was violated. Due to heavy variation in the distribution of pitch at the 
end of words (interval 9) for some speakers (especially speaker CH) nonparametric tests 
(Kruskal-Wallis) were run to confirm the results of the ANOVA. The two test results were 
consistent for all speakers and therefore only the ANOVA results are reported.  
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following the labial stops for all speakers. This does not tell us which categories were 
statistically significant and which were not. 
 Post hoc tests showed that at interval 1, only one speaker (KT) did not have a 
significant result (p=.996), between the mean F0 following the voiceless and the aspirated 
series. However, at interval 9 four of the five speakers did not have a significant difference 
between the means following the voiceless and the aspirated series [CH (p=.999), KL 
(p=.328), KT (p=.219), SD (p=.991)]. One speaker (KT) did not have a significant result 
(p=.056), between the means following the voiced and voiceless labial series at interval 9.  
Figures 52-56 shows the distribution of mean F0 following each of the three labial stop, 
across the duration of the vowel, given for each speaker.  
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Figure 52 - Mean F0 (216 tokens) on 
vowels following labial stops for speaker 
CH 
 
Figure 53 - Mean F0 (219 tokens) on 
vowels following labial stops for speaker 
DM 
 
Figure 54 - Mean F0 (212 tokens) on 
vowels following labial stops for speaker 
KL 
 
Figure 55 - Mean F0 (190 tokens) on 
vowels following labial stops for speaker 
KT 
 
Figure 56 - Mean F0 (208 tokens) on 
vowels following labial stops for speaker 
SD 
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These graphs show that for most speakers the difference between the F0 means 
following the voiced and voiceless series is maintained through the entire duration of the 
vowel. As discussed in Chapter 6, this maintained difference is a significant finding because it 
indicates that the pitch difference is not just a product of the intrinsic pitch differences often 
found following voiced and voiceless onsets, usually losing a significant distinction after the 
first 20% of the vowel. Notice that for most of the speakers the pitch following the aspirated 
series is closer to the mean pitch levels of the voiceless series. However, speaker KT has a 
distinctive swap between the mean pitch following the aspirated and the voiceless series, not 
found in any other speakers at this place of articulation. This may be representative of the 
pitch being affected by some glottalization35 found on several of the open syllables. This issue 
will be addressed in the discussion section.  
The results of the analysis of variance following dental stops are: for speaker CH 
[F(2,116)=141.147, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,120)=1.883, p=.157] at interval 9, for 
speaker DM [F(2,60.209)=128.764, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,117)=43.211, p<.001] at 
interval 9, for speaker KL [F(2,69.486)=835.381, p<.001] at interval 1 and 
[F(2,55.484)=121.548, p<.001] at interval 9, for speaker KT [F(2,61)=84.914, p<.001] at 
interval 1 and [F(2,101)=6.473, p=.002] at interval 9, and for speaker SD 
[F(2,69.017)=385.239, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,108)=7.575, p=.001] at interval 9. 
Notice that for interval 9, speaker CH did not have a significant result. In fact, as will be 
reported below, speaker CH did not have a significant result at interval 9 for four of the five 
places of articulation (all except labial). This is possibly due to the vowel final glottalization 
found in CH’s data and (less often) in the other speakers. Again, this will be addressed more in 
the discussion section. 
Post hoc tests showed that all speakers had significant results (p<.05), comparing mean 
pitches between all three voice types at interval 1 of the dentals. At interval 9 speakers DM 
(p=.137), KT (p=.481), and SD (p=.957), did not have significant categories between the mean 
                                                
35 Glottalization is used here to mean glottal pulses that were visually present in the 
spectrogram and wave images in Praat. No measurements, for example those discussed in 
Gordon and Ladefoged (2001) have been taken to test for creakiness or glottalization. 
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following the voiceless and the mean following the aspirated series. Figures 57-61 shows the 
five speakers distribution of these pitch categories across the entire duration of the vowel. 
 
Figure 57 - Mean F0 (124 tokens) on 
vowels following dental stops for speaker 
CH 
 
Figure 58 -Mean F0 (124 tokens) on 
vowels following dental stops for speaker 
DM 
 
Figure 59 - Mean F0 (116 tokens) on 
vowels following dental stops for speaker 
KL 
 
Figure 60 - Mean F0 (116 tokens) on 
vowels following dental stops for speaker 
KT 
 
Figure 61 - Mean F0 (124 tokens) on 
vowels following dental stops for speaker 
SD 
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With the exception of some minor variations seen in speaker CH and SD across the 
duration of the vowel, the pitch differences following speakers’ dental series appears to be 
consistently maintained across the duration of the vowel. For speaker CH the pitch following 
the aspirated series is inconsistent, but the pitch following the voiced and voiceless series 
appears to be more consistent.  
The results of the analysis of variance following retroflex stops are: for speaker CH 
[F(2,26.265)=174.164, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,87)=0.394, p=.676] at interval 9, for 
speaker DM [F(2,26.823)=295.247, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,14.087)=16.236, p<.001] at 
interval 9, for speaker KL [F(2,26.985)=588.607, p<.001] at interval 1 and 
[F(2,15.952)=30.663, p<.001] at interval 9, for speaker KT [F(2,26.747)=140.919, p<.001] at 
interval 1 and [F(2,73)=1.119, p=.332] at interval 9, and for speaker SD 
[F(2,26.387)=307.673, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,21.813)=11.633, p<.001] at interval 9. 
Two of the five speakers did not have significant results in the analysis for retroflexes at 
interval 9: [CH (p=.676) and KT (p=.332)].  
Post hoc tests show that all speakers had significant results for difference of mean F0 
between all voicing types at interval 1, with one exception for speaker CH, who did not have 
significant categories between voiceless and aspirated (p=.137). At interval 9 all speakers did 
not have significant results between pitch following the aspirated series and that of any other 
series. The graphs of speaker distribution (Figures 62-66) show the deviant pitch behavior 
following the aspirated series in the retroflexed series for nearly all speakers. 
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Figure 62 - Mean F0 (97 tokens) on vowels 
following retroflex stops for speaker CH 
 
Figure 63 - Mean F0 (87 tokens) on vowels 
following retroflex stops for speaker DM 
 
Figure 64 - Mean F0 (92 tokens) on vowels 
following retroflex stops for speaker KL 
 
Figure 65 - Mean F0 (92 tokens) on vowels 
following retroflex stops for speaker KT 
 
Figure 66 - Mean F0 (79 tokens) on vowels 
following retroflex stops for speaker SD 
 
Notice that the pitch following the aspirated series tends to decrease slightly in all 
speakers, and then around 60% to 70% of the vowel duration, the fundamental frequency 
increases for about half the speakers and suddenly decreases for the other speakers. The 
aspirated retroflexes had fewer tokens for all speakers (around 12 tokens, compared to the 30-
40 for voiced and voiceless retroflexes, each), so the small sample size likely had an impact on 
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the means for this series, as any deviations can cause drastic changes to the mean results. The 
two speakers who did not have significant results in interval 9 between the means following 
the voiced and voiceless series display a sharp increase in the voiced pitch around 70% of the 
vowel.  
The results of the analysis of variance following palatal stops are: for speaker CH 
[F(2,56)=93.059, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,13.221)=0.507, p=.613] at interval 9, for 
speaker DM [F(2,14.369)=61.259, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,17.983)=42.994, p<.001] at 
interval 9, for speaker KL [F(2,53)=115.321, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,53)=8.088, 
p=.001] at interval 9, for speaker KT [F(2,58)=107.84, p<.001] at interval 1 and 
[F(2,90)=6.049, p=.003] at interval 9, and for speaker SD [F(2,49)=145.517, p<.001] at 
interval 1 and [F(2,53)=6.787, p=.002] at interval 9. As mentioned before, speaker CH did not 
have a significant result at interval 9 (p=.613).  
Post hoc tests showed at interval 1, speakers DM and KL did not have significant 
results between means following the voiced and aspirated series [(p=.173) and (p=.97) 
respectively]. Speaker KT did not have a significant result (p=.985) between the means 
following the voiceless and aspirated series. At interval 9 speaker SD did not have significant 
categories between the means following the voiced and voiceless series (p=.335), but oddly 
was the only speaker that did have significant results between those following the voiced and 
aspirated palatal stops (p<.001). Speaker SD was also one of two speakers with significant 
categories between mean pitches following the voiceless and aspirated (p=.002)[DM 
(p=.001)]. Figures 67-71 shows each speaker’s distribution of mean pitches following the 
palatal series.  
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Figure 67 - Mean F0 (61 tokens) on vowels 
following palatal stops for speaker CH 
 
Figure 68 - Mean F0 (60 tokens) on vowels 
following palatal stops for speaker DM 
 
Figure 69 - Mean F0 (60 tokens) on vowels 
following palatal stops for speaker KL 
 
Figure 70 - Mean F0 (100 tokens) on 
vowels following palatal stops for speaker 
KT 
 
Figure 71 - Mean F0 (64 tokens) on vowels 
following palatal stops for speaker SD 
 
Due to unforeseen circumstances, the aspirated series was severely underrepresented at 
the palatal place of articulation with the exception of speaker KT. Thus, the large amount of 
statistically indistinct mean F0 categories between the aspirated and other two series is not 
surprising. Putting the aspirated series aside, a few things should be noted for this place of 
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articulation. First, once again we see a rise in pitch following the voiced series for speaker CH 
at around 60% of the vowel. Second, speaker KL has a steady decrease in pitch following the 
voiceless palatals, though he did still have significant categories between the voiced and 
voiceless series in interval 9. Finally, speaker SD has a different pitch pattern following the 
voiced palatals than all the other speakers, whereby it steadily increases coming within only 10 
HZ of the pitch following the voiceless series. Recall that speaker SD still had significant 
categories in these pitches at interval 1 and interval 4, but not at interval 9.  
Lastly, the results of the analysis of variance following velar stops are: for speaker CH 
[F(2,85.198)=157.275, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,90.079)=1.054, p=.353] at interval 9, for 
speaker DM [F(2,79.588)=169.499, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,92.025)=10.658, p<.001] at 
interval 9, for speaker KL [F(2,134)=239.705, p<.001] at interval 1 and [F(2,58.967)=15.538, 
p<.001] at interval 9, for speaker KT [F(2,65.008)=138.692, p<.001] at interval 1 and 
[F(2,136)=6.436, p=.002] at interval 9, and for speaker SD [F(2,135)=184.997, p<.001] at 
interval 1 and [F(2,78.453)=0.768, p=.467] at interval 9. Two speakers did not have 
significant results at interval 9 [CH (p=.353) and SD (p=.467)].  
Post hoc analysis showed that at interval 1 all speakers had significant results between 
the mean F0 following the voiced and voiceless, as well as those following the voiced and 
aspirated categories. Two speakers did not have significant results between the means 
following the voiceless and aspirated series [KT (p=.982) and SD (p=.063)]. At interval 9 all 
speakers did not have significant results between pitch following voiceless and aspirated 
velars, but aside from the two speakers whose ANOVA results were not significant, the 
remaining speakers had significant results between the remaining mean F0 comparisons 
(voiced and voiceless, voiced and aspirated). Figures 72-76 show each speakers distribution 
across the vowel following the velar stops.  
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Figure 72 - Mean F0 (147 tokens) on 
vowels following velar stops for speaker 
CH 
 
Figure 73 - Mean F0 (149 tokens) on 
vowels following velar stops for speaker 
DM 
 
Figure 74 - Mean F0 (144 tokens) on 
vowels following velar stops for speaker 
KL 
 
Figure 75 - Mean F0 (160 tokens) on 
vowels following velar stops for speaker 
KT 
 
Figure 76 - Mean F0 (144 tokens) on 
vowels following velar stops for speaker 
SD 
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Once again for speaker SD, we find a steady increase in the voiced series throughout 
the duration of the vowel, which leads to the categories losing their distinction by the end of 
the vowel (interval 9). Speaker CH shares this increase in the voiced series pitch, though hers 
doesn’t appear to be as drastic and her other voice features have other effects beginning 
around 70% of the vowel. Furthermore, reflecting back on the distribution of the voiceless 
series across the duration of the vowel, there is a decrease in pitch among all speakers, though 
this decrease appears to be more drastic in the velar series than the other places of articulation, 
especially for speaker SD. Recalling Chapter 5, it is also highly likely that list intonation had 
an effect on pitch in the last 20% of the vowel. A follow up study could aim to analyze only 
the middle token of elicited items to see if list intonation could be ruled out.  
8.1.2. Voice Onset Time 
The VOT mean, standard deviation, range, and difference in means were calculated 
using a One-Way ANOVA36 for each speaker, at all five places of articulation. The results are 
given by place of articulation from furthest front (labial) to furthest back (velar).   
 The results of the analysis of variance for VOT of labial stops are: [F(2,122.1)= 
95.365, p<.001] for speaker CH, [F(2,139.139)= 241.282, p<.001] for speaker DM, 
[F(2,132.241)= 279.732, p<.001] for speaker KL, [F(2,102.395)= 268.392, p<.001] for 
speaker KT, [F(2,107.484)= 217.289, p<.001] for speaker SD. Table 26 provides mean, 
standard deviation, range, and difference in means for each speaker’s labial stops.  
                                                
36 Post hoc analysis was used to assess the significance of the difference in means between 
each voicing type. A Tukey’s post hoc test was used when Levene’s homogeneity of variance 
was confirmed (p>.05) and a Games-Howell post hoc test was used when homogeneity of 
variance was violated (p<.05). 
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Table 26 - VOT Summary of labial stops for all speakers 
Speaker 
Voice 
Type N Mean SD Range Difference in Mean p 
Lower 
Level 
95% 
CI 
Upper 
Level 
95% 
CI 
CH Voiced 82 -51.5 50.34 -250 to 19 V & VL 64.13 <.001 48.3 79.97 
Voiceless 77 12.64 14.36 1 to 65 V & ASP 89.74 <.001 73.3 106.19 
Aspirated 57 38.25 18.95 6 to 88 VL & ASP 25.6 <.001 18.48 32.74 
DM Voiced 83 -102.36 66.76 -239 to 44 V & VL 126.19 <.001 107.39 145 
Voiceless 72 23.83 25.29 3 to 112 V & ASP 167.45 <.001 146.99 183.92 
Aspirated 64 63.09 20.48 22 to 106 VL & ASP 39.26 <.001 29.95 48.57 
KL Voiced 80 -47.28 50.71 -136 to 23 V & VL 64.59 <.001 50.71 78.48 
Voiceless 72 17.32 11.34 6 to 68 V & ASP 100.25 <.001 86.37 114.15 
Aspirated 60 52.98 10.33 27 to 74 VL & ASP 35.66 <.001 31.19 40.14 
KT Voiced 80 -44.51 47.37 -120 to 77 V & VL 66.12 <.001 53.17 79.08 
Voiceless 60 21.62 9.36 3 to 50 V & ASP 120.43 <.001 106.36 134.51 
Aspirated 52 75.92 19.16 39 to 131 VL & ASP 54.3 <.001 47.32 61.30 
SD Voiced 80 -64.6 45.3 -250 to 10 V & VL 76.13 <.001 63.63 88.62 
Voiceless 76 11.53 11.85 1 to 56 V & ASP 115.52 <.001 101.95 129.1 
Aspirated 52 50.92 19.1 24 to 150 VL & ASP 39.39 <.001 32.28 46.51 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE. 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR 
EACH SPEAKER 
The voiced series has a negative mean for all speakers, and of the two voiceless 
categories (voiceless and voiceless aspirated), the aspirated series has a higher mean. Looking 
at the ranges for the different voice types, we can see that there is some overlap between 
voiced and voiceless, and between voiceless and aspirated. This is represented visually in 
Figure 77 below. 
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Figure 77 - Histogram displaying distribution of VOT values for labial stops for all 
speakers.  
NOTE.—ASP REPRESENTS ASPIRATED, V REPRESENTS VOICED, AND VL REPRESENTS VOICELESS 
STOPS.  
Figure 77 shows that there is overlap in VOT between the voiceless series and the 
aspirated series, though the voiceless series clearly peaks closer to zero for all speakers, while 
the aspirated series peaks roughly around 70ms. The voiced series has overlap with the 
voiceless series, but it is difficult to determine peaks in the data, partly due to the wide spread 
of the data.  
Looking back at Table 26, at the columns under standard deviation, it is clear that the 
voiced series has the largest amount of variation in VOT. The smallest standard deviation for 
the voiced labials is found in speaker SD (45.3) and the largest with speaker DM (66.76). The 
histogram in Figure 78 shows the VOT of the voiced labial stops for each speaker, to give a 
visual representation of the distribution and range of this series.  
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Figure 78 - Distribution of VOT for voiced labial stops for each speaker 
 Looking at Figure 78, it is clear that there is a bimodal distribution in stops for most of 
the speakers (speakers DM and SD both have some positively realized labial stops, but are less 
pronounced modes compared to the other speakers). The above data show that the voiced 
labial stops have both negative and positive VOT for all speakers. The percentage of total 
labial stop tokens that are positive or negative will be assessed below.  
 The results of the analysis of variance for dental stops are: [F(2,53.067)= 81.012, 
p<.001] for speaker CH. [F(2,70.032)= 110.001, p<.001] for speaker DM, [F(2,51.201)= 
125.965, p<.001] for speaker KL, [F(2,65.109)= 155.205, p<.001] for speaker KT, 
[F(2,53.374)= 204.591, p<.001] for speaker SD. Table 27 provides mean, standard deviation, 
range, and difference in means for each speaker’s dental stops.  
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Table 27 - VOT Summary of dental stops for all speakers 
Speaker 
Voice 
Type N Mean SD Range Difference in Mean p 
Lower 
Level 
95% 
CI 
Upper 
Level 
95% 
CI 
CH V 40 -61 51.58 -156 to 53 V & VL 58.18 <.001 48.3 88.06 
VL 44 7.18 2.02 3 to 12 V & ASP 89.52 <.001 69.05 110 
ASP 40 28.53 13.83 12 to 91 VL & ASP 21.34 <.001 15.97 26.71 
DM V 40 -121.68 68.55 -257 to 21 V & VL 134.92 <.001 108 161.85 
VL 40 13.25 14.74 4 to 81 V & ASP 159.32 <.001 132.23 186.42 
ASP 40 37.65 17.05 4 to 70 VL & ASP 24.4 <.001 15.88 32.92 
KL V 36 -8.08 38.7 -114 to 21 V & VL 18.99 =.016 3.18 34.8 
VL 44 10.91 2.49 8 to 16 V & ASP 48.58 <.001 32.26 64.91 
ASP 40 40.5 11.7 24 to 71 VL & ASP 29.59 <.001 25 34.18 
KT V 36 -37.75 58.85 -139 to 38 V & VL 58.77 <.001 34.46 83.09 
VL 40 21.03 10.93 11 to 80 V & ASP 99.2 <.001 74.83 123.57 
ASP 40 61.45 11.8 34 to 94 VL & ASP 40.49 <.001 34.34 56.51 
SD V 40 -58.35 35.22 -176 to 11 V & VL 66.45 <.001 52.89 80.06 
VL 40 8.13 1.96 5 to 12 V & ASP 99.75 <.001 85.44 114.06 
ASP 40 41.4 12.68 18 to 66 VL & ASP 33.27 <.001 28.34 39.21 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE. 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR 
EACH SPEAKER 
Like the labial series, all of the means for voiced dental stops are negative; however, a 
few speakers have smaller negative means than those found in the labial stops. Both KT’s 
voiced dental mean (-37.75) and KL’s (-8.08) are smaller than the smallest voiced mean in the 
labial series (where the smallest was speaker KT at -44.51). The range column shows that 
there is overlap between the voiced and voiceless series (as well as the voiceless and 
aspirated). Figure 79 shows the distribution among the speakers’ different voice types.  
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Figure 79 - Histogram displaying distribution of VOT values for dental stops for all 
speakers.  
NOTE.—ASP REPRESENTS ASPIRATED, V REPRESENTS VOICED, AND VL REPRESENTS VOICELESS 
STOPS.  
There are several things to take away from Figure 79. First, the peaks in the aspirated 
series are lower than those for the labial stops (which were around 70ms or so). Here, these 
aspirated peaks appear to vary more by speaker and fall somewhere between 40ms and 65ms. 
The voiceless peaks are all still very close to zero. Second, there is much less overlap in the 
voiced series (positive VOT) for several of the speakers (CH, DM, SD). Looking at the Figure 
80, provides visual representation of the VOT distribution of the voiced dentals.  
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Figure 80 - Distribution of VOT for voiced dental stops for each speaker 
It appears that fewer speakers have a clear bimodal distribution than previously seen in 
the labials. DM and SD seem consistent in that they have few positive tokens. Speaker KT 
appears to have a similar bimodal distribution as in the labials, but perhaps slightly more 
skewed towards the positive end in the dentals. Speaker CH has a less pronounced mode in the 
positive end than was represented by the labials. One speaker (KL) has a much more 
pronounced mode in the positives than in the negatives.  
 Moving on, the results of the analysis of variance for retroflex stops are: [F(2,37.532)= 
267.153, p<.001] for speaker CH. [F(2,28.122)= 59.405, p<.001] for speaker DM, 
[F(2,24.119)= 87.411, p<.001] for speaker KL, [F(2,26.488)= 49.809, p<.001] for speaker KT, 
[F(2,29.069)= 90.438, p<.001] for speaker SD. Table 28 provides mean, standard deviation, 
range, and difference in means for each speaker’s retroflex stops.  
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Table 28 - VOT Summary of retroflex stops for all speakers 
Speaker 
Voice 
Type N Mean SD Range Difference in Mean p 
Lower 
Level 
95% 
CI 
Upper 
Level 
95% 
CI 
CH V 43 -37.77 57.78 -133 to 96 V & VL 55.26 <.001 33.78 76.5 
VL 42 17.5 5.22 2 to 30 V & ASP 88.1 <.001 66.51 109.69 
ASP 12 50.33 4.31 42 to 57 VL & ASP 32.83 <.001 29.1 36.57 
DM V 40 -103.1 99.53 -256 to 66 V & VL 133.4 <.001 94.22 172.59 
VL 36 30.31 21.62 8 to 81 V & ASP 201.26 <.001 156.75 245.78 
ASP 12 98.17 33.17 37 to 147 VL & ASP 67.86 <.001 41.13 94.59 
KL V 40 5.4 30.54 -116 to 21 V & VL 7.22 =.308   
VL 40 12.63 3.34 7 to 22 V & ASP 47.35 <.001 33.64 61.06 
ASP 12 52.75 10.29 28 to 69 VL & ASP 40.12 <.001 32.04 48.21 
KT V 40 -2.78 52.7 -122 to 56 V & VL 31.67 =.002 11.06 52.29 
VL 40 28.9 9.98 10 to 58 V & ASP 80.85 <.001 57.21 104.5 
ASP 12 78.08 17.75 51 to 108 VL & ASP 49.18 <.001 35.04 63.32 
SD V 36 20.69 49.62 -161 to 97 V & VL 8.78 =.558   
VL 31 29.48 9.99 10 to 54 V & ASP 67.63 <.001 45.38 89.90 
ASP 12 88.33 13.65 66 to 117 VL & ASP 58.84 <.001 47.51 70.19 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE. 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR 
EACH SPEAKER 
Immediately noticeable are the two positive means for the voiced series (KL 5.4 and 
SD 20.69). Another striking detail is that these two speakers’ post hoc comparisons between 
voiced and voiceless were not significant [KL (p=.308) and SD (p=.558)]. Unsurprisingly, 
speaker KL has the lowest standard deviation (30.54) of the voiced series, while DM has the 
highest (99.53) for the third place of articulation in a row. Figure 81 provides the distribution 
of all three voice types for all five speakers. 
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Figure 81- Histogram displaying distribution of VOT values for retroflex stops for all 
speakers.  
NOTE.—ASP REPRESENTS ASPIRATED, V REPRESENTS VOICED, AND VL REPRESENTS VOICELESS 
STOPS.  
It is immediately apparent that the aspirated series have less representation than the 
previous two places of articulation, as has been noted elsewhere (labial around 50 tokens, 
dental around 40 tokens, and retroflex around 12 tokens). Still, there appears to be overlap 
between the voiceless series and the aspirated series VOTs. The voiceless series also has a 
larger range than seen in the other places of articulation so far. Finally, and potentially most 
relevant to our discussion, the voiced series seems to favor positive VOT for at least three of 
the five speakers (KL, KT, SD).  
Isolating the voiced series out and looking at the distribution in Figure 82, it appears 
that for the previously mentioned three speakers (KL, KT, SD), the voiced retroflexes have 
almost completely merged with the voiceless series. This is not surprising, as it was already 
discussed that there was not a statistical difference between these two series for two of these 
speakers (KL and SD).  
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Figure 82 - Distribution of VOT for voiced retroflex stops for each speaker 
 The results of the analysis of variance for palatal stops are: [F(2,15.531)= 45.385, 
p<.001] for speaker CH. [F(2,15.388)= 28.245, p<.001] for speaker DM, [F(2,20.12)= 50.505, 
p<.001] for speaker KL, [F(2,59.456)= 77.059, p<.001] for speaker KT, [F(2,16.116)= 17.292, 
p<.001] for speaker SD. Table 29 provides mean, standard deviation, range, and difference in 
means for each speaker’s palatal stops.  
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Table 29 - VOT Summary of palatal stops for all speakers 
Speaker 
Voice 
Type N Mean SD Range Difference in Mean p 
Lower 
Level 
95% 
CI 
Upper 
Level 
95% 
CI 
CH V 24 -68.3 76.2 -190 to 67 V & VL 95.15 <.001 56.14 134.18 
VL 29 26.86 5.86 17 to 38 V & ASP 130.92 <.001 90.63 171.21 
ASP 8 62.63 13.16 48 to 89 VL & ASP 35.76 <.001 22.02 49.51 
DM V 24 -105.29 108.75 -237 to 83 V & VL 161.18 <.001 105.38 216.99 
VL 28 55.89 12.02 37 to 100 V & ASP 187.54 <.001 126.92 248.16 
ASP 8 82.25 29.80 49 to 135 VL & ASP 26.35 =.094   
KL V 24 19.25 52.82 -135 to 55 V & VL 28.82 =.038 1.46 56.19 
VL 28 48.07 10.93 34 to 77 V & ASP 71.62 <.001 43.21 100.04 
ASP 8 90.88 11.16 67 to 102 VL & ASP 42.8 <.001 30.79 54.82 
KT V 40 -13.3 85.97 -168 to 84 V & VL 69.32 <.001 36.01 102.64 
VL 20 56 7.29 46 to 77 V & ASP 115.57 <.001 81.36 149.79 
ASP 40 102.25 24.09 48 to 154 VL & ASP 46.25 <.001 36.25 56.25 
SD V 28 -30.75 77.55 -147 to 110 V & VL 81.03 <.001 44.45 117.62 
VL 28 50.29 10.16 32 to 68 V & ASP 100.87 <.001 59.37 142.38 
ASP 8 70.13 23.96 47 to 101 VL & ASP 19.83 =.119   
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE. 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR 
EACH SPEAKER 
Once again there is a positive mean found in the voiced series (KL 19.25). Despite the 
fact that this is higher than the positive mean found in KL’s retroflexes, the difference between 
means of voiced and voiceless are still significant (p=.038). For speakers DM and SD the 
voiceless and aspirated series were not found to be distinct categories, though this could be a 
result of the small sample side of the aspirated series (8 tokens for all speakers except KT who 
had 40 tokens). Focusing on the voiced series, KL has the smallest standard deviation (52. 82) 
and DM has the largest, among any of the places of articulation, thus far (108.75). DM also 
has the largest negative mean of the voiceless series. Figure 83 gives the visual representation 
of the distribution for palatal stops.  
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Figure 83- Histogram displaying distribution of VOT values for palatal stops for all 
speakers.  
NOTE.—ASP REPRESENTS ASPIRATED, V REPRESENTS VOICED, AND VL REPRESENTS VOICELESS 
STOPS.  
Similar to the retroflex series, Figure 83 shows the peaks of the voiceless series are 
higher (around 55ms) than the front stops (labial, dental). Note that the voiced tokens with 
positive VOT overlap with the voiceless series matching the distance from zero. The speakers 
do not appear to have consistency with regard to the distribution of voiced stops (KL clearly 
has more positive tokens than negative, while DM is the reverse). Figure 84 offers an isolated 
look at the voiced palatal series for all speakers.  
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Figure 84 - Distribution of VOT for voiced palatal stops for each speaker 
Looking at Figure 84, all speakers have some tokens that are voiced with positive 
VOT. Speakers KT and SD have distinct bimodal distributions. Speakers CH and DM have 
less pronounced modes in the positive range, but still appear to have bimodal distribution. 
Speaker KL appears to favor the positive VOT realization and the few tokens that are realized 
with negative VOT appear to be the exception. This suggests that speaker KL has nearly 
merged the voicing distinction between voiced and voiceless palatal stops.  
 The results of the analysis of variance for velar stops are: [F(2,65.347)= 110.158, 
p<.001] for speaker CH. [F(2,77.475)= 106.558, p<.001] for speaker DM, 
[F(2,64.992)=181.326, p<.001] for speaker KL, [F(2,75.737)= 80.653, p<.001] for speaker 
KT, [F(2,66.029)= 132.316, p<.001] for speaker SD. Table 30 provides mean, standard 
deviation, range, and difference in means for each speaker’s retroflex stops.  
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Table 30 - VOT Summary of velar stops for all speakers 
Speaker 
Voice 
Type N Mean SD Range Difference in Mean p 
Lower 
Level 
95% 
CI 
Upper 
Level 
95% 
CI 
CH V 47 -29.89 47.54 -116 to 84 V & VL 51.01 <.001 34.11 67.91 
VL 60 21.12 6.52 9 to 32 V & ASP 80.01 <.001 62.54 97.5 
ASP 40 50.13 30.46 31 to 80 VL & ASP 29 <.001 23.48 34.53 
DM V 49 -90.51 94.59 -232 to 65 V & VL 138.62 <.001 105.4 171.86 
VL 60 48.12 20.58 14 to 97 V & ASP 185.26 <.001 151.27 219.25 
ASP 40 94.75 25.93 40 t 156 VL & ASP 46.63 <.001 34.94 58.33 
KL V 48 -12.79 64.87 -154 to 42 V & VL 41.25 <.001 18.51 64.01 
VL 56 28.46 6.6 18 to 55 V & ASP 87.84 <.001 64.55 11.3 
ASP 40 75.05 14.93 45 to 102 VL & ASP 46.58 <.001 40.5 52.68 
KT V 52 3.79 59.23 -125 to 82 V & VL 35.74 <.001 15.62 55.87 
VL 64 39.53 12.15 17 to 70 V & ASP 78.18 <.001 56.96 99.42 
ASP 44 81.92 21.94 30 to 141 VL & ASP 42.44 <.001 33.7 51.19 
SD V 48 -38.65 41.12 -112 to 43 V & VL 65.3 <.001 50.72 79.9 
VL 56 26.66 8.42 12 to 49 V & ASP 102.74 <.001 86.77 118.72 
ASP 40 64.1 19.24 27 to 101 VL & ASP 37.43 <.001 29.6 45.28 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE. 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR 
EACH SPEAKER 
Table 30 shows for the fifth time DM has the lowest negative mean (-90.51) and 
highest standard deviation (94.59) of the voiced series, as well as the largest difference in 
means between the voiced and voiceless series (138.62). Speaker SD has the lowest standard 
deviation (41.12). Speaker KT has a positive mean in the voiced series and unsurprisingly has 
the lowest difference in means between the voiced and voiceless series. Figure 85 provides the 
distribution of all three voice types for all five speakers. 
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Figure 85 - Histogram displaying distribution of VOT values for velar stops for all 
speakers.  
NOTE.—ASP REPRESENTS ASPIRATED, V REPRESENTS VOICED, AND VL REPRESENTS VOICELESS 
STOPS.  
The velars, like the other places of articulation, show overlap between the voiceless 
and aspirated series. There is also once again overlap in the voiced and voiceless series. It 
appears that this latter overlap is most prominent in speakers KT and KL, though there are still 
positive voiced tokens represented for all speakers. In Figure 85, the voiced series appears to 
have bimodal distribution for most of the speakers, which is consistent with Figure 86, which 
looks closer at the distribution of this series.  
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Figure 86 - Distribution of VOT for voiced velar stops for each speaker 
The distribution of the voiced velar series shown in Figure 86, shows a considerable 
amount of favor for the positive VOT realization of these stops. Speakers KT and KL once 
again clearly have merged more of their tokens with the voiceless series, while speakers SD 
and DM and CH appear to have more voiced VOT token but clearly have sizable 
representation of the merger with the voiceless series. 
In reviewing the results for each place of articulation, it appears that for the voiced 
series, the smallest negative mean (or largest if the mean is positive), the smallest standard 
deviation, and the smallest difference in means could be correlated. Likewise, the largest 
mean, largest standard deviation, and largest difference in mean are correlated as well (and 
happen to all occupied by speaker DM for all five places of articulation). Notice that in Figure 
87, speaker DM appears to be the most dominantly negative VOT speaker (though not 
necessary the highest percentage of positive VOT for each place of articulation, i.e. SD may 
have more negative tokens at the dental place of articulation) 
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Figure 87 - Percentage of total positive and negative VOT tokens for each speaker at 
each place of articulation 
While the distributions provided in Figures 77-86 provide a sense of the range and 
modal distribution of VOT for each voice type at the different places of articulations, it is 
difficult to determine the overall quantity of the positive to negative VOT’s in the voiced 
series for each speaker within each place of articulation. Figure 87 provides percentages of 
tokens that have positive VOT and those that have negative VOT in the voiced series, 
organized by each speaker at each place of articulation.  
Figure 87 shows several noteworthy developments. First, speakers CH and DM do not 
have any places of articulation with a higher percentage of positive VOT than negative VOT.  
Second, speaker KL has more positive than negative VOT tokens in all places of articulation 
except labial. Third, going from front to back, the number of speakers that have more positive 
VOT and negative VOT are as follows: labial has zero of five speakers, dental has one of five 
speakers (with KT approaching 50/50), retroflex has three of five speakers (with speaker CH 
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approaching 50/50), palatal has two of five speakers (with SD approaching 50/50), and velar 
has two of five speakers.  
8.2. Discussion 
The results in §8.1.1 have shown that the mean F0 measured at the near midpoint of the 
vowel, creates statistically salient categories following the voiced stops (low tone), and 
following the voiceless stops (high tone), for all speakers, at all places of articulation. These 
tones are maintained across the duration of the vowel for a majority of the speakers, however, 
there are some discrepancies (particularly toward the end of the vowels with speakers CH and 
SD), which may be a result of glottalization found on the end of some open syllables. This was 
particularly noticeable in speaker CH’s speech.  
Reexamining Figures 52-76, speakers CH, KT and SD pitch graphs show some 
inconsistencies in pitch patterns within the final 20-40% of the vowel. This inconsistency is 
also found on the end of some of the speakers’ vowels in select places of articulation, 
particularly the retroflexes; though for speaker CH it was found in many of the places of 
articulation. Figure 88 shows an examples of the glottalization found on some of the open 
syllables among several speakers.   
 
Figure 88 - Spectrogram for speaker CH <châ> token 
NOTE.—SPECTROGRAM OF GLOTTALIZATION ON THE END OF THE OPEN SYLLABLE, VOICELESS 
ASPIRATED PALATAL INITIAL, <châ>, FOR SPEAKER CH 
The glottalization was not isolated to one speaker, one voice type, one place of 
articulation, or one vowel length, although it was found more often in the speech of CH. This 
may be due to the fact that speaker CH is roughly 20 years older than the other speakers and 
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therefore a more conservative speaker Follow up studies looking at codas in Kurtöp and 
controlling for age categories would be recommended to test this. 
This study was concerned with onsets, and the effects that voice quality and place of 
articulation of the onsets had on the following fundamental frequency of the vowel. In light of 
the discoveries made regarding the glottalization and the fundamental frequency increase 
associated with this phonation at the end of the open syllables, it would be good to follow up 
with a study addressing the historical role of coda loss, glottalization, and fundamental 
frequency on the preceding vowel. Pending such study, however, the majority of the evidence 
presented in §8.1.1 suggests that the mean F0 following the voiceless stops and the mean F0 
following the voiced stops are statistically significant categories (high tone and low tone, 
respectively) at all places of articulation, and are maintained across the duration of the vowel, 
as was already seen in analysis of all the stops combined in Chapter 6 and Hyslop (2009).  
The aspirated series was highly irregular. In some cases, the mean F0 following the 
aspirated stops, the mean F0 following the voiceless stops and the mean F0 following the 
voiced stops were all statistically significant categories, but this was not consistent with all 
speakers at a given place of articulation. Sometimes the mean F0 following the aspirated stops 
was not statistically distinct from the mean F0 following the voiceless stops, but was 
statistically distinct from the mean F0 following the voiced stops, so voiceless and voiceless 
aspirated were one category (high tone) and voiced was another category (low tone). Again, 
this was not consistent between speakers and place of articulation.  
Finally, in some cases the mean F0 following the aspirated was statistically distinct 
from that of the voiceless, but not statistically distinct from that of the voiced, so the voiced 
and voiceless aspirated created one category (low tone) and the voiceless created another 
category (high tone). This issue was complicated further by the unfortunate fact that two of the 
places of articulation (retroflex and palatal) had far fewer aspirated tokens than the voiced or 
voiceless of that category. Given the irregularity of the aspirated series, and since there was 
not a commonality to when this occurred (i.e. within one speaker, or within one place of 
articulation), a follow up study focusing on the aspirated series might be more insightful, 
especially in light of the observation above that pitch following aspirated stops is significantly 
distinct from pitch following voiceless or voiced stops.  
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The results of §8.1.2 have shown through statistical analysis of VOT that the voiced 
stops are merging with the voiceless stops, (as we also saw in §6.2) and this merger is 
happening at all places of articulation, among all of the speakers, to varying degrees. Speaker 
KL appeared to be further along in this merger than the other four speakers, (which was 
consistent with the findings discussed in §6.2). He had more positive VOT tokens than 
negative VOT tokens in all places of articulation, with the exception of the labials. Similarly, 
speaker KT had more positive VOT tokens in retroflexes, palatals, and velars, and the positive 
VOT of his dentals was close to 50 percent. On the other hand, speaker CH and speaker DM 
did not have more positive VOT tokens than negative VOT tokens at any place of articulation. 
Speaker SD only had more positive tokens in the retroflexes, and was close to 50 percent in 
the palatals, but had far more negative tokens in the other three places of articulation (labial, 
dental, and velar).  
Recall that speaker CH is twenty years older than the other speakers, and speaker DM 
left the village when she was five and has only returned three times in nearly 30 years. 
Speaker SD, on the other hand, left the village when he was a little older (15 or 16). Speaker 
SD has one place of articulation (retroflex) that has nearly merged the voiced and voiceless 
categories and one (palatal) that is realized as voiceless nearly half the time; this pattern holds 
with the results for speakers KL and KT.37 However, VOT is more dominant in the other three 
places of articulation (labial, dental, and velar), which patterns more with speakers CH and 
DM. Unfortunately, it is unknown how often speaker SD has returned to the village since his 
departure in his teenage years. Furthermore, it is unknown when speakers CH and KT left the 
village and how often they have returned, so it is difficult to consider whether any contact with 
the village has had an effect on the results presented here. Still, it is appealing to interpret the 
results with respect to contact with the village, in that speaker KL has the most known contact 
with the village since leaving, and also has the most mergers at nearly all places of 
articulation; while speaker DM left very young and has not returned very often and has the 
least amount of mergers in nearly all places of articulation.  
                                                
37 Patterns in terms of which places of articulation have merged more and which have merged 
less, but not in terms of exact percentages.  
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There is some evidence that place of articulation could be playing a role in the merging 
of the voiced and voiceless series as part of the tonogenesis process.38 All speakers, with the 
minor exception of speaker CH, have a larger percentage of positive VOT tokens in the 
retroflex, palatal, and velar series than in the labial and dental series. Momentarily removing 
the retroflexes (to be discussed individually below), if we look at two front places of 
articulation (labial and dental) compared to that of the two back places of articulation (palatal 
and velar) every speaker, except CH, has more positive tokens in the two back places series 
than in the two front ones.39 This could be suggestive that the back places of articulation are 
more likely to merge the voicing distinctions before the front places of articulation. This 
would be consistent with the development of tone discussed in the fricatives: first 
phonologizing in the palatals (back place of articulation), and now, as Chapter 7 suggests, in 
the dentals (front place of articulation).  
Thinking back on Chapter 7’s results of the dental fricatives, it may be useful to 
compare voiced palatal stops and voiced dental stops percentages of positive and negative 
VOT. Looking at palatals versus dentals reveals that every speaker has more positively 
realized palatals than positively realized dentals. For speaker CH they are very close, but the 
palatals have roughly 5% more positive VOT. Speaker DM has roughly 10% in the dentals 
and about 30% in the palatals. Speaker KL has around 70% in the dentals and 80% in the 
palatals. Speaker KT has the inverse percentages in the dentals (60% voiceless, 40% voiced) 
and the palatals (40% voiceless, 60% voiced). Speaker SD exhibits the largest amount of 
difference with only around 10% in the dentals, and close to 40% in the palatals (30% more in 
the palatals). While every speaker does in fact have a higher percent of positive VOT for the 
palatals than for the dentals, due to time constraints, no statistical tests were done to assess the 
strength of relationship. However, this would be a useful follow up study. 
One particularly interesting development was found in the retroflexes. Every speaker 
had their highest percentage of positive VOT for the voiced retroflexes (when compared to the 
other places of articulation) showing that, following the fricatives, the retroflexes are the next 
                                                
38 It may be useful here to refer back to Figure 85. 
39 Speaker CH has a higher percent of positive labials than palatals and it is very close to even 
between the velars. 
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category of obstruents to undergo tonogenesis. Hyslop (to appear) briefly discusses the 
diachronic development of retroflexes as being a recent change derived from the simplification 
of onset clusters with stops plus r- (kr-, khr-, gr-, pr-, phr-, etc.) reducing to the retroflex stops. 
The combination of evidence showing that retroflexes are a recent sound change in Kurtöp, 
and the results here showing that they have the largest percent of positively realized voiced 
stops, in all five places of articulation, among all five speakers, suggest there could be a 
correspondence between the merger of the voiced stops with the voiceless stops, and the 
diachronic development of stop onsets from clusters. If this were the case, it would be 
interesting to look closer at the remaining onset clusters in Kutöp and compare them to the 
simple onsets to see if any patterns arise.  
Controlling for distribution of simple onsets and complex onsets was not part of the 
experiment design for this study; however, one place of articulation (labials) had exactly the 
same amount of tokens (40) for both groups (simple and complex). Looking at the labials, it 
can be seen that there may be a relationship between simple and complex onsets in the rate at 
which they merge the voicing contrast of the voiced series. Figure 89 shows the percent of 
positive to negative VOT measurements for the two onset types simple (C) and complex (CC) 
within the labial voiced stops. 
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Figure 89 - Percentage comparison between simple and complex labial stop onsets 
NOTE.—PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE VOT TOKENS FOR SIMPLE SYLLABLES 
ONSETS (C) AND COMPLEX SYLLABLE ONSETS (CC) FOR EACH SPEAKER 
All speakers appear to have more positively realized voiced tokens in the cluster-initial 
syllables than in the syllables with simple onsets. This difference is minimal for speakers CH 
and KT, but quite drastic in speakers DM and SD. As the results shown in Figure 89 suggest, 
if complex clusters are further along in a voicing merger, then perhaps the retroflexes have 
merged the voicing distinction in syllable-initial stops at a more advanced rate than the other 
places of articulation, because they had already begun the merger when they were still 
complex onsets. Once the sound change simplified the complex onsets into retroflex initials, 
the simple onsets continued to merge the voicing distinction. Since Figure 89 only represents 
one place of articulation, this theory is speculative, but future research addressing the impact 
of onset syllable structure on the voice merger in stops could be fruitful.  
This chapter has shown that the mean F0 following the voiced stops (low tone) and 
mean F0 following the voiceless stops (high tone) are statistically distinct categories for all 
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speakers at all places of articulation. It has also shown that there may be a correlation between 
the places of articulation (front versus back) and the rate at which the voicing contrast between 
voiced and voiceless stops merges in favor of a high and low tone contrast. Despite some 
differences found within the five speakers’ results, there appears to be a trend with speakers 
merging the retroflexed series three-way voicing contrast to a two-way contrast in favor of a 
contrast in high and low tone. This chapter has provided some possible explanations for the 
variation found among the speakers, and called for additional research to be done in areas of 
possible interest (glottalization at the end of open syllables, and complex onsets). The results 
presented here have shed some light on the role that place of articulation plays in Kurtöp 
tonogenesis and have lend some information to the existing discussion on tonogenesis as 
whole.  
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Chapter 9. Summary & Conclusions 
This thesis provided previous research that establishes Kurtöp as a tonal language40 
through evidence of contrastive tone following sonorant initials. The question, then, is how to 
discuss the phonological system of Kurtöp in its current state. At present, it is neither a 
phonological tone contrast nor a phonological voice contrast, as both have been shown to exist 
simultaneously. Synchronically, the ongoing sound change places the phonological system in a 
fluid ambiguity. Solé and Recasens discuss sound change in its fluid form stating, “sound 
change is not only at the root of differences between accents and dialects, language evolution, 
and the emergence of language varieties. It is also at the basis of many phonological patterns, 
such as phonological alternations, phonological processes, and contrast neutralization or 
mergers” (2012, 2). Thus, by examining Kurtöp in this synchronic snapshot, we are offered a 
unique look at the phonological system during an ongoing sound change through mergers of 
voiced initials and development of tonal contrasts. We can only hypothesize, based on the 
results of this study and the diachronic data we have, as to what the phonological system of 
Kurtöp will look like in the future. However, we can confidently say that tone has been 
established in Kurtöp, and as such, results discussed in Chapters 6-8 suggest that tone is 
expanding beyond the sonorant initial syllables.     
Furthermore, the results have confirmed that (1) sonority appears to play a role in 
Kurtöp tonogenesis, first phonologizing tone on the sonorants, then moving to the 
obstruents—first with the more sonorous continuants and then with the stops. Chapter 7 
demonstrated that the fricatives appear to be further along than the stops in the process of 
merging the voicing distinction of the initials, and are replacing this contrast with a high and 
low tone contrast. This suggests that Hyslop’s (2009) idea that sonority may be playing a role 
in the development of tonogenesis for Kurtöp may in fact be true.  
A chart of sonority hierarchy in consonant phonemes proposed by Blevins (1995) is 
given in Figure 90. 
                                                
40 Following Hyman’s (2006) definition provided in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 90 - Hierarchy of Sonority 
HIERARCHY OF SONORITY SHOWING FEATURES OF MOST SONOROUS SEGMENTS (LEFT) TO LEAST 
SONOROUS SEGMENTS (RIGHT) 
SOURCE.—BLEVINS 1995, 211 
The left side represents vowels (-cons), while the right side shows hierarchy of 
consonant sonority from most sonorous (left side) to least sonorous (right side): laterals and 
rhotics (+con, +son, -nas)> nasals (+con, +son, +nas)> voiced fricatives and affricates (+cons, 
-son, +cont, +voice)> voiceless fricatives and affricates (+cons, -son, +cont, -voice)> voiced 
stops (+cons, -son, -cont, +voice)> voiceless stops (+cons, -son, -cont, -voice). The fricatives 
(+cons, -son, +cont, +/-voice) are one branch to the left than the stops (+cons, -son, -cont, +/- 
voice). Therefore, the fricatives are slightly more sonorous than the stops. 
 The diachronic development of Kurtöp tone was discussed in Chapter 2. Recall that 
tone first phonologized on the sonorants, possibly through a merger of previously voiceless 
sonorants. The fricatives likely followed the sonorants, as evident by the phonological tone 
contrast following the palatal fricative, as well as the evidence presented above. Chapter 6 
replicated the results of Hyslop (2009), showing that the stops are undergoing this change as 
well. However, this study suggests that the fricatives are further along in the process. In 
consulting the hierarchy in Figure 90, these results would follow the hypothesis that tone 
phonologizes first with the most sonorous segments and then moves along the spectrum to 
least sonorous (sonorants>fricatives>stops).  
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This study also showed that (2) place of articulation may also play a role in Kurtöp 
tonogenesis. Initially, the palatal fricatives had been shown to phonologize a high and low 
tone contrast at an earlier stage. As Chapter 7 showed, now the dental fricatives appear to be 
following in the palatals’ footsteps by devoicing the voiced fricatives and phonologizing tone. 
Chapter 8 provided additional evidence that place of articulation may be influencing 
tonogenesis, through analysis of the five places of articulation in Kurtöp stops. The results 
suggest that further back places of articulation (palatals and velars) may be further along in the 
process of phonologizing tone than the front places of articulation (labials and dentals). As this 
is the first time place of articulation has been addressed in a tonogenetic study, it is suggested 
to follow up these results with additional studies to confirm the findings and see if the results 
are consistently found in other languages at similar points in the process of tonogenesis.  
The results also discovered (3) that the complexity of onsets might also play a role in 
Kurtöp tonogenesis. The voicing merger of the retroflexed stops was found to be further along 
than any other place of articulation, for all speakers. Since the retroflex is the result of a recent 
sound change, simplifying complex onset clusters, this result suggested a look into the role of 
complex onsets versus simple onsets. As was discussed in §4.2, Kurtöp is currently 
experiencing several sound changes that involve simplification of the phonological system 
(monophthongization of diphthongs and onset cluster reduction). Since these are ongoing 
sound changes in Kurtöp, looking at the relationship between the simplification of these 
aspects of the system in light of tonogenesis seems like an imperative follow-up study. For 
example, the results of the labial clusters versus the simple labial onsets suggest complex 
onsets may phonologize tone before simple onsets; however, the relationship between the 
development of contrastive tone and the general trend of phonological simplification is not 
clear. This experiment was not designed with this in mind, so only one place of articulation 
(labials) was balanced enough to test the complex onsets versus the simple onsets.  
In addition to the above-mentioned findings, this experiment found evidence of 
glottalization on the ends of vowels that appear to be affecting the fundamental frequency 
towards the end of the vowel. Additional studies examining historical coda deletion and the 
resulting Kurtöp syllable structures, especially looking at the open syllables, could be fruitful 
in advancing the understanding of Kurtöp tonogenesis.  
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A study looking to the role of borrowing and the relationship in Kurtöp tonogenesis 
may also prove useful, as shown by Yik (2014) in Vietnamese and Mon-Khmer, and by Ratliff 
(2002) in addressing borrowing between Chinese loanwords and Hmong-Mien. Hyslop 
(2008b) found that “Kurtöp shares the majority of its vocabulary (75%) with Tibetan and less 
than 2% of its vocabulary is shared exclusively with Tshangla. Of the remaining 23%, most 
appear to be innovations, cognate neither with Tshangla nor Tibetan, though a large number 
also represents retentions from Proto-Tibeto-Burman” (150). It would therefore be worth 
exploring the relationship between these categories of lexicon identified by Hyslop (2008b) 
and the results of this study, to test if borrowing may have in impact on the results presented 
here. 
Ultimately, the results presented in this thesis provide a closer look into Kurtöp 
tonogenesis in relation to onsets. The hierarchy of sonority seems to play an important role 
with the most sonorous segments (sonorants) appearing to phonologize tone first, the 
intermediate segments (fricatives) next, and the least sonorous segments (stops) last. The role 
of place of articulation within each of these stages of sonority may also play a crucial role with 
further back places of articulation phonologizing first (as seen first in the palatal fricatives 
§4.3 and now in the palatal and velar stops in §8.1.2), and places closer to the front last (as 
shown in the dental fricatives §7.2 and the labial and dental stops §8.1.2). Finally, it appears 
that complex consonant cluster may phonologize tone before the simple onsets. This was 
briefly shown using data from the labial stops (c.f. §8.2) and could be supported by the 
historical evidence (c.f. §4.2) of the retroflex stops, which were shown to be the furthest along 
in the voice merger in §8.1.2. 
Kurtöp offers a unique look into a system currently undergoing the process of 
tonogenesis. The results presented here, while adding to the discussion of tonogenesis, are the 
first to address the issue of place of articulation as an influencing factor for the rate of 
tonogenesis in a language. The findings suggest that place of articulation plays a role in the 
rate at which tone is phonologized during tonogenesis. It is highly recommended to follow up 
this research with additional research investigating this role of place and tonogenesis in other 
languages. The results also suggested new aspects of potential interest in Kurtöp tonogenesis. 
As seems to be the case in light of any new information, more research into the ongoing 
developments of Kurtöp tonogenesis is essential.   
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Appendix 1 
 
# English Gloss Orthographic Representation IPA 
1 target <ba> /bɐ/ 
2 bundle in the hand <bam> /bɐm/ 
3 wool <be> /be/ 
4 cut in chopping manner <bet> /bet/ 
5 give <bi> /bi/ 
6 bamboo mat often used for drying <bi> /bi/ 
7 four <ble> /ble/ 
8 one when counting measurements <bleng> /bleŋ/ 
9 boy, son <bo> /bo/ 
10 3.pl <bot> /bot/ 
11 cliff <brâ> /brɐ:/ 
12 fly <brang> /brɐŋ/ 
13 measuring cup <bre> /bre/ 
14 smell <bri> /bri/ 
15 look out for <brin> /brin/ 
16 countable seed <bro> /bro/ 
17 fishing net <brong> /broŋ/ 
18 hunger <brû> /bru:/ 
19 root or round tuber of a plant <bu> /bu/ 
20 height <bung> /buŋ/ 
21 room or compartment in a house <cat> /cɐt/ 
22 honorific term for eye <cen> /cen/ 
23 crash together <cep> /cep/ 
24 washing stick <cha> /cʰɐ/ 
25 seedling or sapling <châ> /cʰɐ:/ 
26 separate rice (by hitting) <cik> /cik/ 
27 to be small <cing> /ciŋ/ 
28 criticize <con> /con/ 
29 ability <cor> /cor/ 
30 now <da> /dɐ/ 
31 tone, accent <dang> /dɐŋ/ 
32 enter <dê> /de:/ 
33 sleeping place <dep> /dep/ 
34 large pot <dî> /di:/ 
35 front <dong> /doŋ/ 
36 sleep <dot> /dot/ 
37 recover <drâ> /ɖɐ:/ 
38 hit, beat <drang> /ɖɐŋ/ 
39 mule <dre> /ɖe/ 
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40 shadow <drem> /ɖem/ 
41 make ready <drî> /ɖi:/ 
42 middle, moderate, mediocre <dring> /ɖiŋ/ 
43 trunk, box <drom> /ɖom/ 
44 six <drô> /ɖo:/ 
45 boat <dru> /ɖu/ 
46 dragon <druk> /ɖuk/ 
47 log <dum> /dum/ 
48 horn, trumpet, shell <dung> /duŋ/ 
49 evil <dut> /dut/ 
50 saddle <ga> /gɐ/ 
51 go <ge> /ge/ 
52 steep <gen> /gen/ 
53 rubber, thick plastic <gip> /gip/ 
54 revolve, turn around <gir> /gir/ 
55 (male) friend <gon> /gon/ 
56 Himalayan griffin <got> /got/ 
57 winter <gun> /gun/ 
58 tent <gur> /gur/ 
59 two (when counting measurements) <gwa> /gwɐ/ 
60 turn <gwar> /gwɐr/ 
61 tie up (cattle) <gwe> /gwe/ 
62 feel happy <har> /hɐr/ 
63 flask or bottle <hor> /hor/ 
64 win <je> /ɟe/ 
65 bet <jê> /ɟe:/ 
66 to be fast <jok> /ɟok/ 
67 cow slop <jop> /ɟop/ 
68 end <ju> /ɟu/ 
69 evolution, development <jung> /ɟuŋ/ 
70 snow <ka> /kɐ/ 
71 voice <kat> /kɐt/ 
72 accident, bad luck <ken> /ken/ 
73 expand upon <ket> /ket/ 
74 mouth <kha> /kʰɐ/ 
75 needle, hook <khap> /kʰɐp/ 
76 tie up <khê> /kʰe:/ 
77 3.erg <khî> /kʰi:/ 
78 3.abs <khit> /kʰit/ 
79 turn <khor> /kʰor/ 
80 cover up <khup> /kʰup/ 
81 herd, gather, bring together <khur> /kʰur/ 
82 water <khwe> /kʰwe/ 
83 dog <khwi> /kʰwi/ 
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84 potato <ki> /ki/ 
85 refiner (carpenter tool) <kit> /kit/ 
86 door <ko> /ko/ 
87 loiter, wander around <kor> /kor/ 
88 honorific term for body <ku> /ku/ 
89 place on, impose <kut> /kut/ 
90 tooth <kwa> /kwɐ/ 
91 be chipped <kwâ> /kwɐ:/ 
92 charcoal ashes <kwe> /kwe/ 
93 tip <kweng> /kweŋ/ 
94 trivet <kwi> /kwi/ 
95 cuddle, hug <pang> /pɐŋ/ 
96 leech <pat> /pɐt/ 
97 example <pe> /pe/ 
98 throw <pet> /pet/ 
99 pig <phâ> /pʰɐ:/ 
100 be okay <phat> /pʰɐt/ 
101 edge <phê> /pʰe:/ 
102 clay pot <pheng> /pʰeŋ/ 
103 smaller bamboo type <phî> /pʰi:/ 
104 sweep <phik> /pʰik/ 
105 cave <pho> /pʰo/ 
106 first offering to a deity before eating <phot> /pʰot/ 
107 tear <phret> /pʰret/ 
108 lick <phrin> /pʰrin/ 
109 reminder, left over <phro> /pʰro/ 
110 cheese <phrum> /pʰrum/ 
111 quarrel, create trouble <phung> /pʰuŋ/ 
112 stake <phur> /pʰur/ 
113 get stuck with burrs <ping> /piŋ/ 
114 paintbrush OR funnel <pir> /pir/ 
115 snake <po> /po/ 
116 king <pon> /pon/ 
117 monkey, especially Assames Macaque <pra> /prɐ/ 
118 wrestle, fight <prat> /prɐt/ 
119 backyard <prê> /pre:/ 
120 to fear, to be afraid of <pret> /pret/ 
121 a religious festival <priu> /priu/ 
122 bring down with a tool <prô> /pro:/ 
123 remove, take off <prot> /prot/ 
124 the long spindle or thread holder <pun> /pun/ 
125 wrap on <put> /put/ 
126 to hang something <pyung> /pyuŋ/ 
127 funnel <pyur> /pyur/ 
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128 earth, ground  <sa> /sɐ/ 
129 
stabilizer, leveler, e.g. something used to 
level a crooked table by being stuck 
under the legs 
<sap> /sɐp/ 
130 son (honorific) <sê> /se:/ 
131 louse <sê> /se:/ 
132 
meat OR the 27th letter of Dzongkha 
Alphabet <sha> /ɕɐ́/ 
133 ride, mainly as in ride a horse <shan> /ɕɐ́n/ 
134 glass <she> /ɕé/ 
135 to overflow due to pouring <she> /ɕé/ 
136 
bamboo shoot, especially the rui shoot. 
This is softer and more pliable <shi> /ɕí/ 
137 to get wet <shir> /ɕír/ 
138 dice, used to play parala <sho> /ɕó/ 
139 pull weeds OR to have free time <shok> /ɕók/ 
140 sheath <shup> /ɕúp/ 
141 strong <shû> /ɕú:/ 
142 pluck OR politics <si> /si/ 
143 thigh <sir> /sir/ 
144 
corncob OR shell, such as egg shell or 
molted snake skin <sop> /sop/ 
145 
refers to larger bamboo which is not 
native to Dungkar, not used in making 
bows OR hay 
<su> /su/ 
146 three <sum> /sum/ 
147 horse  <ta> /tɐ/ 
148 tiger <tâ> /tɐ:/ 
149 rib <tep> /tep/ 
150 treasure <ter> /ter/ 
151 plane, field <thang> /tʰɐŋ/ 
152 
stove, traditional Bhutanese stove which 
is made out of clay and uses wood to 
heat 
<thap> /tʰɐp/ 
153 insert, get something inside or through <thê> /tʰe:/ 
154 saliva, spit <thep> /tʰep/ 
155 bring down OR drown <thim> /tʰim/ 
156 a place for cows to sleep <thir> /tʰir/ 
157 
a measurement, roughly equal to the 
distance of one human hand OR to be 
high 
<tho> /tʰo/ 
158 
break, crush OR refers to the top part of 
a waterfall <thor> /tʰor/ 
159 
pattern, can refer to patter on weaving, 
animal marking, etc. OR multicolored, <thra> /ʈʰɐ/ 
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spotted 
160 arrive <thrâ> /ʈʰɐ:/ 
161 throne <thri> /ʈʰi/ 
162 
rotten green cheese paste used in 
cooking <thut> /tʰut/ 
163 
distal pronoun (pronoun for something 
far from speaker that) <thû> /tʰu:/ 
164 tear, pinch or bite <tî> /ti:/ 
165 
tin container, such as one used for 
storing biscuits, or one used for the 
Buddhist offering of water 
<ting> /tiŋ/ 
166 battery, food  <to> /to/ 
167 wild apple OR thousand <tong> /toŋ/ 
168 think of or long for <tra> /ʈɐ/ 
169 a large container for adults to bathe in <trap> /ʈɐp/ 
170 
the year of monkey in the Bhutanese 
zodiac <tre> /ʈe/ 
171 cheat <trem> /ʈem/ 
172 wrap around <tri> /ʈi/ 
173 stretch, stretch out OR can, tin <tring> /ʈiŋ/ 
174 village <trom> /ʈom/ 
175 heat <trot> /ʈot/ 
176 transform into something <trui> /ʈui/ 
177 stir <truk> /ʈuk/ 
178 
nerves, blood vessels, has a broader 
semantic distribution than in English. <tsa> /tsɐ/ 
179 rust <tsâ> /tsɐ:/ 
180 tip, summit <tse> /tse/ 
181 salt <tsha> /tsʰɐ/ 
182 
refers to udder OR basket used for 
carrying  <tshang> /tsʰɐŋ/ 
183 date or limit or life or size <tshê> /tsʰe:/ 
184 honorific word for 'name' OR mark <tshen> /tsʰen/ 
185 joint <tshi> /tsʰi/ 
186 goo, sticky viscous liquid, such as sap <tshi> /tsʰi/ 
187 
lake OR dinner, supper, assembly, 
gathering  <tsho> /tsʰo/ 
188 here <tshô> /tsʰo:/ 
189 ready <tshut> /tsʰut/ 
190 leaf plant that dyes red <tshut> /tsʰut/ 
191 a calculation <tsî> /tsi:/ 
192 imprisonment OR prison <tson> /tson/ 
193 prick (intransitive) <tsop> /tsop/ 
194 lime, calcium oxide <tsun> /tsun/ 
195 lift up, pick up <tum> /tum/ 
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196 elect <tum> /tum/ 
197 chase, run after, hunt <tung> /tuŋ/ 
198 fruit OR day of the week <za> /zɐ/ 
199 bronze  <zang> /zɐŋ/ 
200 substance <ze> /ze/ 
201 nail, peg, pin <zer> /zer/ 
202 what <zha> /ɕɐ̀/ 
203 
a term of measurement, roughly equal to 
the length of one man's body height <zham> /ɕɐ̀m/ 
204 
master, a term used to address a person 
of a high class, for a example a slave 
addressing his master 
<zhe> /ɕè/ 
205 bamboo recorder <zheng> /ɕèŋ/ 
206 side <zhi> /ɕì/ 
207 forget <zhit> /ɕìt/ 
208 bug, insect, pests <zhong> /ɕòŋ/ 
209 
a general term for any alcoholic 
beverage <zhor> /ɕòr/ 
210 government <zhung> /ɕùŋ/ 
211 
slice or cut with the knife moving away 
from the body <zhû> /ɕù:/ 
212 cats eye stone <zi> /zi/ 
213 number two OR couple <zon> /zon/ 
214 
a large wooden box, such as that used to 
store grains <zot> /zot/ 
215 
relic, religious artifact of rare 
importance  <zung> /zuŋ/ 
216 give way, give side <zur> /zur/ 
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Appendix 2 41 
Table 31 - Mean F0 Summary following labial stops for all speakers at interval 1 
Speaker Voice Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
CH Voiced 80 242.52 16.72 V & VL 61.32 <.001 
Voiceless 76 303.84 19.05 V & ASP 45.48 <.001 
Aspirated 54 288 22.29 VL & ASP 15.83 <.001 
DM Voiced 83 212.81 10.21 V & VL 54.4 <.001 
Voiceless 66 267.22 19.68 V & ASP 33.52 <.001 
Aspirated 64 246.33 16.72 VL & ASP 20.68 <.001 
KL Voiced 80 127.89 6.7 V & VL 51.31 <.001 
Voiceless 69 179.21 7.8 V & ASP 33.99 <.001 
Aspirated 56 161.89 10.45 VL & ASP 17.32 <.001 
KT Voiced 71 115.71 6.53 V & VL 30.38 <.001 
Voiceless 49 146.1 12.16 V & ASP 30.58 <.001 
Aspirated 39 146.29 10.62 VL & ASP .195 =.996 
SD Voiced 79 142.07 8.34 V & VL 55.43 <.001 
Voiceless 71 197.50 17.75 V & ASP 35.19 <.001 
Aspirated 52 177.26 14.84 VL & ASP 20.29 <.001 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE AND 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH P-SCORE 
                                                
41 Mean and Difference in Mean provided in all tables for Appendix 2 (Table 26-35) are given 
in Hz.  
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Table 32 - Mean F0 Summary following dental stops for all speakers at interval 1 
Speaker Voice Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
CH Voiced 39 245.87 15.68 V & VL 71.95 <.001 
Voiceless 41 317.82 22.72 V & ASP 25.40 <.001 
Aspirated 39 271.27 19.14 VL & ASP 46.54 <.001 
DM Voiced 40 230.80 7.8 V & VL 56.37 <.001 
Voiceless 35 287.18 19.89 V & ASP 17.17 <.001 
Aspirated 39 247.95 16.93 VL & ASP 39.22 <.001 
KL Voiced 34 136.01 6.57 V & VL 64.35 <.001 
Voiceless 40 200.37 6.87 V & ASP 35 <.001 
Aspirated 38 171.02 12.35 VL & ASP 29.34 <.001 
KT Voiced 18 121.03 7.73 V & VL 39.02 <.001 
Voiceless 17 160.06 10.75 V & ASP 29.34 <.001 
Aspirated 29 150.37 19.5 VL & ASP 9.67 =.004 
SD Voiced 37 141.4 7.33 V & VL 64.21 <.001 
Voiceless 40 205.61 13.67 V & ASP 42.37 <.001 
Aspirated 39 183.77 15.18 VL & ASP 21.83 <.001 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE AND 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH P-SCORE 
Table 33 - Mean F0 Summary following retroflex stops for all speakers at interval 1 
Speaker Voice Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
CH Voiced 43 245.62 9.97 V & VL 58.71 <.001 
Voiceless 38 304.33 18.01 V & ASP 52.50 <.001 
Aspirated 12 298.13 21.54 VL & ASP 6.2 =.646 
DM Voiced 40 214.99 7.52 V & VL 81.66 <.001 
Voiceless 36 296.66 20.09 V & ASP 42.14 <.001 
Aspirated 12 257.14 12.42 VL & ASP 39.52 <.001 
KL Voiced 40 135.67 8.13 V & VL 59.69 <.001 
Voiceless 39 195.37 7.12 V & ASP 34.08 <.001 
Aspirated 12 169.75 15.7 VL & ASP 25.61 <.001 
KT Voiced 39 112.41 4.82 V & VL 33.5 <.001 
Voiceless 40 145.92 11.89 V & ASP 16.56 <.001 
Aspirated 12 128.97 9.39 VL & ASP 16.94 <.001 
SD Voiced 36 154.19 6.77 V & VL 53.46 <.001 
Voiceless 31 207.67 10.61 V & ASP 40.18 <.001 
Aspirated 12 194.38 12.6 VL & ASP 13.27 =.013 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE AND 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH P-SCORE 
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Table 34 - Mean F0 Summary following palatal stops for all speakers at interval 1 
Speaker Voice Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
CH Voiced 24 243.78 14.98 V & VL 59 <.001 
Voiceless 28 302.78 16.42 V & ASP 33.67 <.001 
Aspirated 7 277.45 13.5 VL & ASP 25.32 =.001 
DM Voiced 24 219.16 8.33 V & VL 48.95 <.001 
Voiceless 28 268.11 21.18 V & ASP 19.26 =.173 
Aspirated 7 238.42 24.28 VL & ASP 29.68 =.041 
KL Voiced 22 137.43 9.06 V & VL 32.7 <.001 
Voiceless 27 170.14 7.5 V & ASP 0.83 =.97 
Aspirated 7 136.6 6.95 VL & ASP 33.54 <.001 
KT Voiced 28 118.1 9.02 V & VL 37.34 <.001 
Voiceless 11 155.44 9.32 V & ASP 36.74 <.001 
Aspirated 22 154.84 10.89 VL & ASP 0.6 =.985 
SD Voiced 27 146.1 7.28 V & VL 42.87 <.001 
Voiceless 19 188.98 9.02 V & ASP 19.77 <.001 
Aspirated 6 165.88 11.02 VL & ASP 23.1 <.001 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE AND 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH P-SCORE 
Table 35 - Mean F0 Summary following velar stops for all speakers at interval 1 
Speaker Voice Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
CH Voiced 43 229.41 24.84 V & VL 80.68 <.001 
Voiceless 56 310.09 18.64 V & ASP 54.33 <.001 
Aspirated 40 283.74 15.8 VL & ASP 26.34 <.001 
DM Voiced 49 216.01 8.92 V & VL 49.21 <.001 
Voiceless 58 265.23 19.38 V & ASP 29.85 <.001 
Aspirated 39 245.87 17.63 VL & ASP 19.35 <.001 
KL Voiced 46 132.19 9.66 V & VL 38.95 <.001 
Voiceless 52 171.15 8.44 V & ASP 32.14 <.001 
Aspirated 39 164.34 9.65 VL & ASP 6.80 =.002 
KT Voiced 26 122.76 8.13 V & VL 35.52 <.001 
Voiceless 48 158.29 14.59 V & ASP 36.05 <.001 
Aspirated 40 158.82 10.61 VL & ASP 0.52 =.982 
SD Voiced 47 143.42 11.54 V & VL 46.98 <.001 
Voiceless 52 190.41 13.15 V & ASP 40.76 <.001 
Aspirated 39 184.19 14.11 VL & ASP 6.21 =.063 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE AND 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH P-SCORE 
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Table 36 - Mean F0 Summary following labial stops for all speakers at interval 9 
Speaker Voice Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
CH Voiced 82 241.68 42.4 V & VL 34.64 <.001 
Voiceless 74 276.32 49.36 V & ASP 35.06 <.001 
Aspirated 55 276.75 48.91 VL & ASP 0.42 =.999 
DM Voiced 83 213.42 11.7 V & VL 27.13 <.001 
Voiceless 72 250.56 23.92 V & ASP 26.01 <.001 
Aspirated 63 239.44 20.92 VL & ASP 11.11 =.013 
KL Voiced 68 128.91 45.55 V & VL 32.49 <.001 
Voiceless 62 161.41 18.76 V & ASP 24.48 <.001 
Aspirated 57 153.4 14.02 VL & ASP 8 =.328 
KT Voiced 67 123.7 37.48 V & VL 11.98 =.056 
Voiceless 55 135.69 17.38 V & ASP 31.01 =.031 
Aspirated 45 154.72 73.8 VL & ASP 19.03 =.219 
SD Voiced 69 138.73 37.75 V & VL 39.23 <.001 
Voiceless 71 177.97 31.26 V & ASP 40.12 <.001 
Aspirated 49 178.86 47.59 VL & ASP 0.89 =.991 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE AND 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH P-SCORE 
Table 37 - Mean F0 Summary following dental stops for all speakers at interval 9 
Speaker Voice Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
CH Voiced 40 272.79 52.55 V & VL 16.69 =.263 
Voiceless 44 289.48 54.89 V & ASP 2.02 =.981 
Aspirated 39 270.77 36.67 VL & ASP 18.71 =.192 
DM Voiced 40 218.42 11.39 V & VL 43.68 <.001 
Voiceless 40 262.11 30.28 V & ASP 34.19 <.001 
Aspirated 40 252.61 20.47 VL & ASP 9.49 =.137 
KL Voiced 34 134.22 3.62 V & VL 44.78 <.001 
Voiceless 40 179 21.69 V & ASP 30.48 <.001 
Aspirated 40 164.7 20.05 VL & ASP 14.3 =.008 
KT Voiced 29 12.54 14.19 V & VL 16.38 =.002 
Voiceless 39 138.93 24 V & ASP 11.36 =.044 
Aspirated 36 133.9 15.14 VL & ASP 5.02 =.481 
SD Voiced 38 166.76 46.49 V & VL 24.88 =.004 
Voiceless 38 191.64 30.47 V & ASP 27.09 =.002 
Aspirated 35 193.66 13.53 VL & ASP 2.21 =.957 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE AND 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH P-SCORE 
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Table 38 - Mean F0 Summary following retroflex stops for all speakers at interval 9 
Speaker Voice Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
CH Voiced 38 273.24 69.15 V & VL 14.5 =.664 
Voiceless 41 287.75 77.29 V & ASP 12.38 =.878 
Aspirated 11 285.63 82.28 VL & ASP 2.11 =.996 
DM Voiced 37 222.34 12.47 V & VL 40.07 <.001 
Voiceless 36 263.41 40.84 V & ASP 26.01 =.646 
Aspirated 7 248.35 74.34 VL & ASP 15.05 =.864 
KL Voiced 35 136.48 4.77 V & VL 39.47 <.001 
Voiceless 37 175.95 30.84 V & ASP 21.09 =.12 
Aspirated 8 157.57 25.84 VL & ASP 18.37 =.225 
KT Voiced 34 129.53 58.79 V & VL 6.47 =.804 
Voiceless 34 136.01 21.03 V & ASP 18.27 =.519 
Aspirated 8 111.26 19.51 VL & ASP 24.74 =.304 
SD Voiced 28 163.46 14.65 V & VL 28.54 <.001 
Voiceless 31 192.01 29.69 V & ASP 5.97 =.831 
Aspirated 10 157.49 31.1 VL & ASP 31.51 =.02 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE AND 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH P-SCORE 
Table 39 - Mean F0 Summary following palatal stops for all speakers at interval 9 
Speaker Voice Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
CH Voiced 24 295.2 104.88 V & VL 14.58 =.775 
Voiceless 29 280.61 26.28 V & ASP 18.56 =.843 
Aspirated 7 313.77 107.85 VL & ASP 33.15 =.570 
DM Voiced 24 212.57 9.08 V & VL 36.16 <.001 
Voiceless 28 248.73 17.76 V & ASP 5.69 =.62 
Aspirated 8 218.26 15.93 VL & ASP 30.47 =.001 
KL Voiced 24 139.66 6.91 V & VL 8.64 =.001 
Voiceless 28 148.31 9.71 V & ASP 1.71 =.923 
Aspirated 4 137.95 1.79 VL & ASP 10.36 =.060 
KT Voiced 35 120.15 16.28 V & VL 18.33 =.002 
Voiceless 19 138.48 16.76 V & ASP 6.12 =.334 
Aspirated 39 126.27 20.98 VL & ASP 12.21 =.053 
SD Voiced 24 160.17 28.26 V & VL 8.95 =.335 
Voiceless 25 169.12 13.9 V & ASP 25.59 =.024 
Aspirated 7 134.57 10.75 VL & ASP 34.55 =.002 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE AND 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH P-SCORE 
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Table 40 - Mean F0 Summary following velar stops for all speakers at interval 9 
Speaker Voice Type N Mean SD Difference in Mean p 
CH Voiced 47 251.14 51.90 V & VL 16.94 =.342 
Voiceless 57 268.08 70.83 V & ASP 2.23 =.983 
Aspirated 40 253.37 62.71 VL & ASP 14.71 =.53 
DM Voiced 48 219.04 20.13 V & VL 19.01 <.001 
Voiceless 59 238.05 23.29 V & ASP 12.83 =.01 
Aspirated 39 231.87 19.52 VL & ASP 6.17 =.336 
KL Voiced 43 131.47 8.69 V & VL 15.03 <.001 
Voiceless 42 146.5 22.34 V & ASP 14.46 <.001 
Aspirated 31 145.94 16.72 VL & ASP 0.56 =.992 
KT Voiced 48 128.47 17.6 V & VL 14.86 =.002 
Voiceless 49 143.34 22.72 V & ASP 10.72 =.044 
Aspirated 42 139.2 22.34 VL & ASP 4.14 =.617 
SD Voiced 46 162.1 24.77 V & VL 6.61 =.505 
Voiceless 48 155.49 32.14 V & ASP 1.08 =.987 
Aspirated 37 163.19 36.51 VL & ASP 7.69 =.57 
NOTE.—NUMBER, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE SHOWN FOR EACH VOICE TYPE AND 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN BETWEEN VOICE TYPES IS GIVEN WITH P-SCORE 
 
